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Abstract
While biologists have been transplanting genes from one species to another for more than 30
years, it is only recently that genetic engineering has begun moving from a craft to a true
engineering discipline. This has been partly driven by an increase in our understanding of
gene function, which has greatly expanded the repertoire of genetic interventions at our
disposal, but also by the necessity to tightly control and tailor gene expression. Nowhere is
this more critical than for future applications of gene therapy which will require robust and
increasingly sophisticated tools to control gene expression within a mammalian context. This
work describes the development of three such tools that will one day enable the engineered
control of cellular function to become a viable reality.


With our ever increasing genetic knowledge, it is becoming clear that therapeutic
applications will require technology capable of modulating multiple genetic
manipulations in which some genes are over-expressed, others down-regulated, or just
as likely, a combination of both. Using synthetic introns as a source of encoding
siRNA, a tool capable of simultaneously expressing both a transgene and siRNA from
a single operon is presented. Extending the concept, the co-expression of up to three
different transgenes and three different siRNAs from a single compact construct is
demonstrated.



Applications of conditional gene expression increasingly require mammalian gene
control systems that exhibit far tighter control properties.

Here, a generically

applicable approach is described that utilizes intronically encoded siRNA on the
relevant transregulator construct, and siRNA sequence-specific tags on the reporter
construct, to minimize basal gene "leakiness" in the off-state of a range of common
gene control systems.

Also demonstrated is how such improved systems can

significantly improve the performance of synthetic gene networks, such as the
epigenetic toggle switch.


The re-assembly of interchangeable DNA parts, whether inside microbes or eukaryotic
organisms, has already enabled the creation of a wide range of highly defined and
mathematically predictable genetic “devices” that possess increasingly sophisticated
functionality. In this context we describe the rational design and characterization of
the first mammalian synthetic gene network exhibiting band-pass properties in which
transgene expression only occurs within a "band" of input concentrations.
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Zusammenfassung
Seit nun mehr als 30 Jahren verwenden Biologen den Gentransfer zwischen verschiedenen
Spezies als Standardmethode. Nichtsdestotrotz entwickelte sich die Gentechnik erst in
jüngster Vergangenheit von einer handwerklichen Methode zu einer vollwertigen
Ingenieurswissenschaft. Diese Entwicklung wurde einerseits durch das zunehmende
Verständnis der Funktion vieler Gene – der Grundlage für jegliche gentechnische
Veränderung – und andererseits durch die Notwendigkeit, die Expression eines Genes exakt
zu kontrollieren, drastisch vorangetrieben. Vor allem zukünftige gentherapeutische
Anwendungen benötigen robuste und zunehmend verbesserte Methoden um die Expression
eines Genes in Säugetierzellen zu regulieren. Diese Arbeit beschreibt die Entwicklung dreier
solcher Systeme, die eines Tages ermöglichen könnten, dass die konstruierte und vollkommen
planbare Kontrolle zellulärer Funktionen Wirklichkeit wird.


Aus dem stetig wachsenden genetischen Verständnis resultiert die Erkenntnis, dass
zukünftige therapeutische Anwendungen auf Technologien basieren werden, die eine
parallele Steuerung multipler genetischer Manipulationen, wie Überexpression oder
“Knock-down” des Zielgens, wie auch die Kombanition beider Regulationen,
ermöglichen. Mit Hilfe synthetischer Intron-Sequenzen, die für die Expression von
siRNA Molekülen kodieren, wurde eine technologische Plattform entwickelt, die es
ermöglicht sowohl das Transgen als auch das siRNA Molekül unter der Kontrolle
eines einzigen Operons zu exprimieren. Es wird weiterhin gezeigt, dass dieses
Konzept auf bis zu drei verschiedene Transgene und drei verschiedene siRNA
Moleküle erweiterbar ist.



Die Anwendungen der konditionalen, steuerbaren Regulation der Genexpression
stellen hohe Anforderungen an die “Dichtheit” des jeweiligen Systems. Diese Arbeit
beschreibt einen Ansatz, der intronisch-kodierte siRNA Sequenzen auf dem jeweiligen
Transregulator-Konstrukt

und

siRNA-Sequenz-spezifische

TAGs

auf

dem

Reporterkonstrukt verwendet, um die basalen Expressionslevel im AUS-Zustand, die
sogenannte “leakiness” oder Undichtigkeit des entsprechenden Genregulationssystems
zu minimieren. Es wird weiterhin am Beispiel des epigenetischen Schalters (toggle
switch) gezeigt, welchen Einfluss derart optimierte Systeme auf die Leistungsfähigkeit
synthetischer Gennetzwerke haben.
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Durch die Remontage einzelner, austauschbarer DNA Module in Mikroben oder
eukaryontischen Organismen wurde bereits eine grosse Bandbreite an gut definierten
und mathematisch vorhersagbaren genetischen Elementen etabliert, die zunehmend
komplexe Aufgaben erfüllen können. In diesem Zusammenhang beschreibt diese
Arbeit das erste synthetische Netzwerk in einer Säugetierzelllinie, welches
Eigenschaften vergleichbar mit elektrischen Bandpassfiltern aufweist. Das Transgen
wird also nur dann exprimiert, wenn die Konzentration des induzierenden Stimulus in
einem definierten “Band” liegt.
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Contributions of this work

Chapter 1: Synthetic gene networks – book chapter
While biologists have been transplanting genes from one species to another for more than 30
years, it is only recently that genetic engineering has begun moving from a craft to a true
engineering discipline.

The re-assembly of interchangeable DNA parts, whether inside

microbes or eukaryotic organisms, has enabled the creation of a wide range of highly defined
and mathematically predictable genetic “devices” that possess increasingly sophisticated
functionality. Notable examples include the development of toggle switches, oscillating
networks, and molecular sensors enabling cross-talk between cellular populations. Such
devices, which are by necessity simplified, provide not only a means of experimentally
investigating naturally occurring genetic phenomena, but also provide a method to manipulate
cellular behavior for a therapeutic or other applied purpose.

This chapter provides an

overview of developments in synthetic genetic networks with particular emphasis on relating
network architecture and design to network characteristics.
This chapter begins by describing the modular genetic components that form the building
blocks of engineered genetic networks. It then describes the development of both simple and
complex networks, many of which were initially developed in prokaryotic systems, but which
have been subsequently extended to eukaryotic systems.

The focus is upon describing

networks that have been experimentally tested and validated. It does not cover the extensive
modeling and computational work that has been conducted on either synthetic or natural
genetic regulatory networks. Advances in network functionality have been made on both the
input and output dimensions. Examples of output functionality include the generation of
stable behavior such as bistable toggle and hysteric switches, and dynamic behavior such as
an oscillatory network. From an input perspective developments include the creation of
logical information “gates,” where a range of input combinations produce highly defined
outputs in a manner directly analogous to electrical circuits; the development of
transcriptional cascades, which have enabled the range of inputs to a network to be greatly
increased; and the development of novel sensory networks which, for example, can detect
inputs within a defined concentration range, or respond precisely to a rising level of an input.
The chapter concludes by presenting the initial first steps into the emerging field of semisynthetic networks. These are prosthetic genetic networks which are capable of responding to
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physiological cues so that they are effectively integrated into the host-cell’s biology. Such
networks, in response to acute or pathological cues, hold great promise for the controlled
manipulation of cellular processes such as protein synthesis, metabolism, cell growth and
differentiation.

Chapter 2: Mammalian synthetic biology: Engineering of sophisticated gene networks –
A review
With the recent development of a wide range of inducible mammalian transgene control
systems it has now become possible to create functional synthetic gene networks by linking
and connecting systems into various configurations. The past five years has thus seen the
design and construction of the first synthetic mammalian gene regulatory networks. These
networks have built upon pioneering advances in prokaryotic synthetic networks and possess
an impressive range of functionalities that will one day enable the engineering of
sophisticated inter- and intra-cellular functions to become a reality. At a relatively simple
level, the modular linking of transcriptional components has enabled the creation of genetic
networks that are strongly analogous to the architectural design and functionality of electronic
circuits. Thus, by combining components in different serial or parallel configurations it is
possible to produce networks that follow strict logic in integrating multiple independent
signals (logic gates and transcriptional cascades) or which temporally modify input signals
(time-delay circuits).

Progressing in terms of sophistication, synthetic transcriptional

networks have also been constructed which emulate naturally occurring genetic properties
such as bistability or dynamic instability. Toggle switches which possess “memory” so as to
remember transient administered inputs, hysteric switches which are resistant to stochastic
fluctuations in inputs, and oscillatory networks which produce regularly timed expression
outputs, are all examples of networks that have been constructed using such properties. Initial
steps have also been made in designing the above networks to respond not only to exogenous
signals, but also endogenous signals that may be associated with aberrant cellular function or
physiology thereby providing a means for tightly controlled gene therapy applications.
Moving beyond pure transcriptional control, synthetic networks have also been created which
utilize phenomena such as post-transcriptional silencing, translational control, or inter-cellular
signaling to produce novel network-based control both within and between cells.

It is

envisaged in the not-too-distant future that these networks will provide the basis for highly
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sophisticated genetic manipulations in biopharmaceutical manufacturing, gene therapy and
tissue engineering applications.
This review describes the advances that have been made in the engineering of de novo
mammalian genetic networks with a focus upon describing networks that have been
experimentally tested and validated. Advances in network functionality include the creation
of stable autofeedback motifs, in which expression variation across a population is
minimized; the engineering of logical information “gates,” where a range of input
combinations produce highly defined outputs in a manner directly analogous to electrical
circuits; the development of transcriptional cascades, which have enabled the range of inputs
to a network to be greatly increased as well as providing an opportunity to accurately and
precisely titrate transgene expression; and the creation of bistable toggle and hysteric
switches, akin to the development of network “memory”. In addition, steps have been taken
to extend network design beyond the sole use of transcriptional control systems to incorporate
other elements of gene control such as gene silencing and translation control. The first
advances have also been made in the creation of host-integrated networks; that is, prosthetic
genetic networks which are capable of responding to physiological cues so that they are
effectively integrated into the host-cell’s biology. Such networks, in response to acute or
pathological cues, hold great promise for the controlled manipulation of cellular processes
such as protein synthesis, metabolism, cell growth and differentiation.

Chapter 3: Multi-gene engineering: Simultaneous expression and knockdown of six
genes off a single common platform
Increases in our understanding of gene function have greatly expanded the repertoire of
possible genetic interventions at our disposal with the consequence that many genetic
engineering applications require multiple manipulations in which target genes can be both
overexpressed and silenced in a simple and co-ordinated manner. Using synthetic introns as a
source of encoding short-interfering RNA (siRNA), this chapter documents work that
demonstrates that it is possible to simultaneously express both a transgene and siRNA from a
single polymerase (Pol) II promoter. By encoding siRNA as an intron between two protein
domains requiring successful splicing for functionality, it was possible to demonstrate that
splicing was occurring, that the coding genes (exonic transgenes) resulted in functional
protein, and that the spliced siRNA-containing lariat was capable of modulating expression of
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a separate target gene. We subsequently extended this concept to develop pTRIDENT-based
multi-cistronic vectors that were capable of co-ordinated expression of up to three siRNAs
and three transgenes off a single genetic platform. To our knowledge this represents the first
demonstration of the simultaneous expression of up to three transgenes and silencing of up to
three target genes off a single common platform. This approach will be useful for any genetic
manipulation strategies requiring multiple interventions and could benefit many applications
including biopharmaceutical production engineering, polygenic therapies, and general genetic
analysis.

Chapter 4: Intronically-encoded siRNAs improve dynamic range of mammalian gene
regulation systems and toggle switch
Applications of conditional gene expression, whether for therapeutic or basic research
purposes, are increasingly requiring mammalian gene control systems that exhibit far tighter
control properties. While numerous approaches have been used to improve the widely used
Tet-regulatory system, many applications, particularly with respect to the engineering of
synthetic gene networks, will require a broader range of tightly performing gene control
systems. However, the creation of further devices, or at least ones with more stringent
properties, is still largely dependent upon the underlying gene control systems that are
employed. For this reason, the search for new forms of mammalian gene control, and the
step-wise improvement of existing systems, remains a valuable pursuit for the synthetic
biology community.

Here, a generically applicable approach is described that utilizes

intronically encoded siRNA on the relevant transregulator construct, and siRNA sequencespecific tags on the reporter construct, to minimize basal gene activity in the off-state of a
range of common gene control systems. Based upon a differential silencing effect that is
dependent upon the ratio of siRNA to target we have been able to generically improve the
induction profile of many common gene control systems. To demonstrate tight control of
residual expression the approach was successfully used to conditionally express the toxic
proteins RipDD and Linamarase. The intronic siRNA concept was also extended to create a
new generation of compact, single-vector, autoinducible siRNA vectors.

Finally, using

improved regulation systems a mammalian epigenetic toggle switch was engineered that
exhibited superior in vitro and in vivo induction characteristics in mice compared to the
equivalent non-intronic system. Significantly, we believe that the in vivo demonstration of
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the superior mammalian toggle characteristics substantiates its future utility for therapeutic
and other applied usage.

Chapter 5: An engineered mammalian band-pass network
Gene expression circuitries, which enable cells to detect precise levels within a morphogen
concentration gradient, have a pivotal impact on biological processes such as embryonic
pattern formation, paracrine and autocrine signaling, and cellular migration. In this chapter the
rational synthesis of a synthetic genetic circuit exhibiting band-pass detection characteristics
is presented. The components, involving multiply linked mammalian trans-activator and repressor control systems, were selected and fine-tuned to enable the detection of "lowthreshold" morphogen (tetracycline) concentrations, in which target gene expression was
triggered, and a "high-threshold" concentration, in which expression was muted. In silico
predictions and supporting experimental findings indicated that the key criteria for functional
band-pass detection was the matching of componentry that enabled sufficient separation of
the low and high threshold points. Using the circuitry together with a fluorescence-encoded
target gene, mammalian cells were genetically engineered to be capable of forming a bandlike pattern of differentiation in response to a tetracycline chemical gradient. Synthetic gene
networks designed to emulate naturally occurring gene behaviours provide not only insight
into biological processes, but may foster progress in future tissue engineering, gene therapy
and biosensing applications. By engineering a mammalian genetic circuitry that is capable of
sensing a specific concentration within a morphogen gradient we have emulated a mechanism
that serves as a pre-condition for positional-specification and subsequent organized pattern
formation. We see the design of this and similar systems as critical steps towards creating
designer cells and tissues that will ultimately foster advances in next-generation therapeutic
and bioprocessing applications.
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1. Synthetic gene networks – book chapter

David Greber & Martin Fussenegger (2009). In Systems Biology and Synthetic Biology. Ed by
Fu. P. and Panke. S. New York. John Wiley & Sons.

ABSTRACT
While biologists have been transplanting genes from one species to another for more
than 30 years, it is only recently that genetic engineering has begun moving from a craft
to a true engineering discipline.

The re-assembly of interchangeable DNA parts,

whether inside microbes or eukaryotic organisms, has enabled the creation of a wide
range of highly defined and mathematically predictable genetic “devices” that possess
increasingly sophisticated functionality. Notable examples include the development of
toggle switches, oscillating networks, and molecular sensors enabling cross-talk between
cellular populations. Such devices, which are by necessity simplified, provide not only a
means of experimentally investigating naturally occurring genetic phenomena, but also
provide a method to manipulate cellular behavior for a therapeutic or other applied
purpose.

This chapter provides an overview of developments in synthetic genetic

networks with particular emphasis on relating network architecture and design to
network characteristics.

INTRODUCTION
The accumulation of genetic information, together with advances in molecular manipulation
techniques, have opened new possibilities for gene therapy and biomedical engineering. By
combining naturally occurring genetic components in unique ways, it has become possible to
artificially engineer genetic networks which possess increasingly sophisticated functional
capabilities. By analogy to electronic circuit engineering, the desired characteristics of such
networks can be rationally designed and tested through predictive modeling. Similarly to
electrical networks, genetic networks also possess “input” and “output” functionality such that
they are capable of monitoring and responding in highly defined mechanisms. The creation
of synthetic networks from well-defined modular components has enabled researchers to
investigate and test many network characteristics found in natural genetic networks. It is
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from an applied perspective, however, that synthetic genetic networks represent a truly
exciting innovation. It is not difficult to envisage applications where synthetic networks
could be used to manipulate cellular behavior in a highly orchestrated way. While these
concepts are still in their infancy, significant progress has been made in the creation of firstgeneration synthetic networks which will one day enable the engineered control of cellular
function to become a viable reality.
This chapter begins by describing the modular genetic components that form the building
blocks of engineered genetic networks. It then describes the development of both simple and
complex networks, many of which were initially developed in prokaryotic systems, but which
have been subsequently extended to eukaryotic systems.

The focus is upon describing

networks that have been experimentally tested and validated. It does not cover the extensive
modeling and computational work that has been conducted on either synthetic or natural
genetic regulatory networks (readers are referred to Chapter 8 - Modeling the Dynamics of
Genetic Regulatory Networks). Advances in network functionality have been made on both
the input and output dimensions. Examples of output functionality include the generation of
stable behavior such as bistable toggle and hysteric switches, and dynamic behavior such as
an oscillatory network. From an input perspective developments include the creation of
logical information “gates,” where a range of input combinations produce highly defined
outputs in a manner directly analogous to electrical circuits; the development of
transcriptional cascades, which have enabled the range of inputs to a network to be greatly
increased; and the development of novel sensory networks which, for example, can detect
inputs within a defined concentration range, or respond precisely to a rising level of an input.
The chapter concludes by presenting the initial first steps into the emerging field of semisynthetic networks. These are prosthetic genetic networks which are capable of responding to
physiological cues so that they are effectively integrated into the host-cell’s biology. Such
networks, in response to acute or pathological cues, hold great promise for the controlled
manipulation of cellular processes such as protein synthesis, metabolism, cell growth and
differentiation.

NETWORK BUILDING BLOCKS
While synthetic in the sense that they are artificially designed and created, synthetic genetic
networks are actually engineered from naturally occurring genetic components. A discussion
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of these networks requires a basic understanding of these components, and the manner in
which they interact. While gene expression can be regulated and artificially manipulated at a
number of levels, the networks described below have only utilized a limited number of
transcriptional control elements. Hence, this overview is limited to the mechanisms and
components that have been used in these systems. A comprehensive overview of other gene
control systems and their application can be found in several recent reviews (Weber and
Fussenegger 2004a; Weber and Fussenegger 2004b; Weber and Fussenegger 2006).
Transcriptional control operates at the level of mRNA synthesis through the use of inducible
transcriptional activators and repressors that are capable of binding naturally occurring or
specifically engineered promoters.

The majority of systems utilize bacterial response

regulators or activators which, upon binding to a target promoter, inhibit or activate
transcription respectively. Binding of a specific molecule to the response regulator induces an
allosteric change leading to disassociation of the regulator from its cognate promoter.
Prokaryotic gene control systems generally use inducible repressors and activators drawn
from well-documented genetic operons, such as the lac operon of Escherichia coli (de Boer et
al. 1983), the tetracycline-resistance transposon Tn10 (Skerra 1994), or the cI repressor of
bacteriophage lambda (Elvin et al. 1990). In each case, the respective response regulator binds
to a DNA sequence, typically a short tandem repeat referred to as the “operator,” located
within or adjacent to a promoter where it either enhances transcription or sterically hinders the
initiation of transcription. By substituting operators across different strength promoters it has
been possible to generate inducible systems with varied induction characteristics (Lutz and
Bujard 1997).
Bacterial response regulators also form the basis of synthetic eukaryotic gene regulation
systems although given transcriptional differences they require adaptation. This has been
successfully achieved for many bacterial response regulators by placing the operator for the
response regulator adjacent to an eukaryotic compatible promoter (Kramer and Fussenegger
2005a). The response regulator thus acts as a heterologous DNA binding protein (DBP)
whose association with the desired promoter can be controlled through addition of an
appropriate inducer. If the operator is placed close to a strong constitutive promoter (e.g.
PCMV; cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter) DBP binding can sterically prevent the
initiation of transcription by RNA polymerase II machinery. Alternatively, transcription can
be actively repressed by fusing a eukaryotic transcriptional silencer, such as the Kruppel-
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Figure 1: Molecular configuration of OFF and ON synthetic eukaryotic gene regulation. In
the OFF configuration, a DNA binding protein (DBP) - typically a bacterial transcriptional
repressor - binds a specific operator site placed adjacent to a minimal promoter (PMIN). An
activation domain fused to the DBP activates polymerase mediated transcription of a gene of
interest (GOI). Addition of an inducer specific to the DBP causes an allosteric change
resulting in disassociation of the transactivator with subsequent transcriptional arrest. In the
ON configuration, the DBP is fused to a repressor domain. Binding of DBP-TR to an
operator site placed adjacent to a constitutive promoter (PCON) represses transcription of the
GOI. Again, addition of a DBP specific inducer results in transrepressor disassociation
although in this configuration, repression is abolished resulting in expression of the GOI
(Kramer and Fussenegger 2005a).
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associated box protein (KRAB), to the DBP (Bellefroid et al. 1991). Such systems are
referred to as ON-type systems, as the addition of an inducer leads to de-repression of
transcription (Figure 1). In an OFF-type configuration, in which addition of inducer leads to
transcriptional silencing, a transcriptional activation domain, such as the Herpes simplex virus
VP16, is fused to the DBP (Triezenberg et al. 1988). By placing the corresponding operator
site adjacent to a minimal promoter (e.g. PhCMVmin; minimal version of the human
cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter), DBP binding activates transcription from an
otherwise silent minimal promoter. Addition of an inducer results in subsequent de-activation
of transcription.
As many prokaryotic antibiotic response regulators have been well described, and given the
low interference of many antibiotics with eukaryotic biology, they represent an ideal class of
inducible DBP’s for eukaryotic gene control.

Using the aforementioned configurations,

eukaryotic gene control systems responsive to tetracyclines (Gossen and Bujard 1992),
streptogramins (Fussenegger et al. 2000), and macrolides (Weber et al. 2002) amongst others
have been developed. As these gene control systems do not interfere with each other they can
be readily combined. For this reason, and their non-pleiotrophic effects, they have formed the
basis of most eukaryotic synthetic gene networks. A list of the common transcriptional
control elements used in the assembly of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic synthetic gene
networks is provided in Table 1.

Table 1: Common genetic transcriptional components used in the creation of synthetic
genetic networks*
DNA
Binding
Protein
TetR
LacI

System
Application

Inducer

Response to
Inducer

Reference

Prokaryotic
Prokaryotic

Engineered
Regulatory
Protein
-

Doxycycline, aTc
IPTG

De-repression
De-repression

cI

Prokaryotic

-

Temperature

De-repression

NRI

Prokaryotic

-

Phosphorylation

Activation

LuxR

Prokaryotic

-

Activation

LacI

Eukaryotic

-

Acyl-homoserine
lactone
IPTG

TetR

Eukaryotic

Tet-KRAB

Doxycycline, aTc

De-repression

TetR

Eukaryotic

TetR-VP16 (tTA)

Doxycycline, aTc

De-activation

(Skerra 1994)
(de Boer et al.
1983)
(Elvin et al.
1990)
(Ninfa and
Magasanik
1986)
(Fuqua et al.
1994)
(Hu and
Davidson
1987)
(Gossen and
Bujard 1992)
(Gossen and
Bujard 1992)
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De-repression

DNA
Binding
Protein
PIP

System
Application

Inducer

Response to
Inducer

Reference

Eukaryotic

Engineered
Regulatory
Protein
PIP-KRAB

Streptogramins

De-repression

PIP

Eukaryotic

PIP-VP16

Streptogramins

De-activation

E

Eukaryotic

E-KRAB

Macrolides

De-repression

E

Eukaryotic

E-VP16

Macrolides

De-activation

ScbR

Eukaryotic

ScbR-VP16

Butyrolactones

De-activation

Gal4

Eukaryotic

Gal4-VP16

Mifepristone

De-activation

HIF-1

Eukaryotic

-

Hypoxia

Activation

(Fussenegger
et al. 2000)
(Fussenegger
et al. 2000)
(Weber et al.
2002)
(Weber et al.
2002)
(Weber et al.
2003)
(Imhof et al.
2000)
(Semenza and
Wang 1992)

* Abbreviations: aTc, anhydrotetracycline; IPTG, isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside;
KRAB, Kruppel-associated box protein – derived transrepressor domain; VP16, Herpes
simplex viral protein 16 – derived transactivation domain.
CHARACTERIZATION OF SIMPLE & COMPLEX NETWORKS
The past decade has seen a progressive increase in the development and application of both
prokaryotic and eukaryotic synthetic networks. In some cases, these networks have been
relatively simple and have been used to test and investigate naturally occurring phenomena.
In other cases, the networks exhibit far greater complexity as they seek to reproduce or create
much more sophisticated functionality. When adopting the electrical circuit analogy it is
possible to describe synthetic genetic networks in terms of their input functionality - how the
network receives and integrates specific signals; as well as their output functionality – how
the network produces and maintains a specific pattern of expression. Given that much of the
pioneering work in synthetic circuits was directed towards producing novel patterns of gene
expression, it is expedient to commence with network descriptions of output functionality.

Output Functionality
In considering the design of a synthetic genetic network for a biological application it is
useful to imagine what kind of functions one might wish to create. Thus, some applications
may benefit from a mechanism that ensures a network produces a consistent and stable
response even when there are considerable random fluctuations in either network components,
inducer concentrations or cellular components more broadly. For other applications, one may
require a system that produces more than one discrete expression state. A mechanism that
“remembers” what conditions the network has been exposed to may be useful in applications
16

where only a transient pulse of an inducer is required or expected. A mechanism that not only
remembers the past but reacts differently to subsequent changes would also be desirable.
Finally, a mechanism that produces continuous oscillations in expression read-out may be
highly practical where repeated temporal expression is required. All of these mechanisms
have their counterpart in natural biological systems where they represent the molecular
controls for numerous basic cellular functions ranging from cellular differentiation, cell-cycle
control, and circadian rhythms. It is therefore not surprising that genetic engineers have
applied considerable effort to synthetically reproduce these mechanisms. Apart from being
useful tools, such synthetic networks also shed considerable light on how the equivalent
mechanism occurs in a natural system.

Expression Stability
A wide range of biological processes, from metabolic homeostasis to cellular growth and
development, must be capable of withstanding a certain degree of variation and difference in
order to produce a unified and consistent outcome (Alon et al. 1999; Barkai and Leibler 1997;
Little et al. 1999). As cellular biochemical networks are highly interconnected, a perturbation
in reaction rates or molecular concentrations may affect multiple cellular processes including
transcription, translation, and RNA and protein degradation - all of which impact gene
expression.

Systems that are capable of remaining close to a steady-state, despite the

influence of considerable variation and random perturbation, are said to be stable (or robust).
Stability is an intrinsic property of many gene networks and stands in contrast to a “classical”
gene regulation system where even modest fluctuations in regulatory components can
significantly impact expression levels. A natural question, therefore, is which mechanism(s)
would enable a network to withstand such variation?

A key development in our

understanding of how stability is maintained was through the discovery of autoregulatory
feedback loops (Savageau 1974). Autofeedback describes the mechanism in which a protein,
directly or indirectly, influences its own production.

Through differences in genetic

architecture, autofeedback mechanisms can either be positive, in which a protein stimulates its
own production, or negative, in which a protein inhibits its own production.
Although it had been proposed that autoregulatory negative feedback loops provide stability,
thereby limiting the range over which the concentrations of network components fluctuate, it
was Beckskei and Serrano who first demonstrated how a negative feedback mechanism can
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increase expression stability (Figure 2) (Becskei and Serrano 2000).

By fusing green

fluorescent protein (GFP) to the tetracycline-responsive repressor protein (TetR) they were
able to measure variations in TetR expression (measured by coefficient of variation in
fluorescence intensity) across a population of E. coli. In using an established prokaryotic
gene regulation system they created a negatively autoregulated system in which TetR inhibits
its own transcription, as well as an unregulated system where TetR has no influence upon its
transcription rate. Consistent with predictions from mathematical modeling, the experimental
data showed that the autoregulated system exhibited a 3-fold narrower variation in expression
levels than the unregulated system. Furthermore, through the addition of anhydrotetracycline
(aTc), which causes TetR to dissociate from its cognate operator thereby reducing feedback
repression, it was possible to introduce variation levels into the autoregulated system which
approached the variation levels observed in the unregulated system. Hence, in this simple
synthetic network negative feedback provides a mechanism for ensuring a more stable
expression state.

The prevalence of autofeedback mechanisms in producing expression

stability is supported by evidence that approximately 40% of known transcription factors in E.
coli utilize negative autoregulation to control their own production (Thieffry et al. 1998),
while eukaryotic transcription factors use both positive and negative autoregulation to control
expression levels (Bateman 1998).
A key requirement for many networks and biological functions is the capacity to produce
more than one discrete stable expression state. The creation of binary, or even multiple,
expression states raises a number of possibilities for how a network can transition from one
state to the other (Figure 3). Input changes in a classed graded system, for example through
an increase in the concentration of an inducer, typically results in a continuous (or graded)
sigmoid shaped transcriptional response.

This pattern reflects an effect known as co-

operativity and can be due to either response regulator multimerisation and/or cooperative
binding, where initial binding enhances subsequent binding, of responsive regulators to
multiple operator sites in the promoter (Kringstein et al. 1998). Yet, in some systems the
switch from one state to another can be so swift as to almost represent discontinuous
behavior. With increasing sophistication such a quasi-discontinuous switch can have different
switching dynamics depending upon its starting point (i.e. hysteresis) or may even be selfsustaining (i.e. toggle) and/or irreversible. In addition to providing a means of achieving a
single stable expression level, feedback regulation is also an important mechanism for
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Figure 2: Expression profile of an unregulated genetic system (A) compared to an equivalent
system utilising negative autofeedback (B). Both systems were based on the same
architecture in which a promoter was used to control expression of a fusion protein consisting
of the tetracycline repressor (TetR) and green fluorescent protein (GFP) in E. coli. In the
regulated system, the promoter contained two tetracycline repressor operator modules (PLtet01).
Negative feedback occurs as TetR repressors transcription from PLtet01. In the unregulated
system, TetR was prevented from interacting with the promoter by substituting the TetR
operator with a different (LacR) operator (or by the functionally equivalent step of mutating
the TetR DNA binding domain). In this way, the feedback mechanism was eliminated
without altering other aspects of the genetic system. The resulting distribution of expression
states for the unregulated system was wider than the corresponding distribution for the
negative feedback system thus demonstrating the higher stability of a genetic system
employing autofeedback (Becskei and Serrano 2000).
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Figure 3: Stimulus-response profiles for graded (A), generic bistable (B), hysteretic bistable
(C) and self-sustaining bistable (D) genetic networks. In a graded genetic system an
increasing stimuli is progressively converted into an increasing response which often adopts a
sigmoidal pattern due to activator or repressor co-operativity. In a generic bistable network
the system exhibits quasi-discontinuous behavior whereby it only resides in one of two
alternative steady-states and not an intermediate state. Through changes in stimuli beyond a
threshold point it is possible to switch or “toggle” the system from one state to another. A
hysteretic bistable network requires differing threshold stimuli levels to switch between
steady-states depending upon the starting state of the system. In a self-sustaining bistable
network the system remains in one steady-state indefinitely even after the stimulus used to
create that state has been removed (Kramer and Fussenegger 2005b; Ferrell 2002).
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producing a binary, or bistable, expression state in response to different input parameters
(Becskei et al. 2001).

Binary Expression
When viewed across a cell population, a graded transcriptional response results in a unimodal
distribution pattern where there is no clear separation of expression states (Figure 4).
Increasing the level of inducer does not alter the unimodal distribution pattern but simply
shifts the distribution upwards reflecting an overall increase in expression across the entire
cell population. Using a common tetracycline-responsive transactivator (TetR-VP16) and
GFP reporter, it has been demonstrated that a simple autofeedback mechanism can create a
binary expression read-out in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Becskei et al. 2001). By introducing
positive feedback into the classical TetR-VP16 transcription system, in which expression of
TetR-VP16 positively influences its own production rate, a binary distribution pattern was
produced whereby the cell population was clearly divided into discrete pools of ON and OFF
cells. Importantly, following progressive administration of increasing inducer levels, the
pools did not significantly shift relative to each other, but rather the distribution of cells
between the ON and OFF pools changed inversely. This indicates that the autofeedback
mechanism prevents cells from adopting an intermediary expression status such that they can
only reside in one of two possible states. Despite, the delineation of expression into one of
two states, it was observed that individual cells did not necessarily remain in a fixed state.
Across a range of inducer concentrations, a certain proportion of cells randomly flipped
between states indicating that the binary states were not entirely stable.

Bistability
A binary expression system which does not exhibit random switching between two expression
states is said to be bistable. Bistability is a minimal requirement for a network to possess
memory in which the state of the network stores information about its past (Hasty et al. 2002).
In addition to bistability, a network can only possess memory where it remains in an
expression state long after the stimulus used to force it into that state has been removed. Such
a self-sustaining mechanism is analogous to a typical light switch or toggle. Switching a light
ON or OFF only requires a single transient, rather than a persistent, input.
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Figure 4: Graded response profile of a classic transcription control system (A) relative to a
bistable expression profile using a positive autofeedback mechanism (B). Both the classic
and autoregulated systems were based on the tetracycline-dependent transactivator (TetRVP16) eukaryotic transcriptional system. In the classic graded system, a strong constitutive
CMV promoter (PCMV; Cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter) was used to transcribe
TetR. For the autoregulated system, the constitutive CMV promoter was replaced with a
TetR-inducible promoter (PTET) thereby creating a positive autofeedback loop. In both cases a
chromosomally integrated TetR-inducible GFP reporter construct was used to assess
expression profiles. The classic graded system exhibits a unimodal distribution pattern which,
following addition of doxycycline, shifts progressively to the right. The autoregulated system
exhibits a bimodal distribution pattern which does not shift upon inducer addition. Rather,
doxycyline addition concomitantly alters the proportion of cells residing in either of the two
expression states (Becskei et al. 2001; Schibler and Sassone-Corsi 2002).
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Bacterial Toggle
A pioneering step in the development of synthetic networks was the creation of a plasmidbased bistable expression switch in E. coli (Gardner et al. 2000). The switch was constructed
from two inducible bacterial repressors, transcribed from two similar strength promoters
selected such that each repressor inhibited the promoter of the opposing repressor (Figure 5).
By placing a fluorescent reporter gene (GFP) downstream of one of the repressors it was
possible to monitor which repressor was currently active, and thereby the expression status of
the network. Owing to the mutually inhibitory arrangement of the two repressor genes the
network was capable of one of two binary states: a HIGH state in which the first repressor and
the downstream GFP reporter are transcribed from the second promoter, and a LOW state in
which the second repressor is transcribed from the first promoter. In the absence of relevant
inducers, the network can initially adopt either state, but once committed remains in the
adopted state indefinitely.

However, through the addition of a relevant inducer, it was

possible to switch the network from one state to the other. The addition of an inducer to the
active repressor enables the opposing repressor to be maximally transcribed.

Once the

opposing repressor has reached a certain level it represses transcription of the initially active
repressor. As the prevalence of the opposing repressor over the initially active repressor
becomes self-perpetuating, the inducer can be withdrawn and the network continues
indefinitely in its altered state. In this manner, the network behaves as a bistable “toggle”
switch in which the maintenance of either expression state does not require an ongoing
inducer or stimulus. Furthermore, the status of the toggle could be maintained across cellgenerations indicating that network memory could be passed to progeny cells.
Six different toggle switches, employing different promoter-repressor pairs, were designed
and characterized. Together with a mathematical approach it was possible to predict and
assess many of the properties required for bistable switching. The interaction between toggle
components was described using a simple differential equation model based upon rate
equations for each repressor’s production, repression activity and degradation/dilution.
Importantly, two criteria were found to be critical for robust bistability. First, each repressor
had to be capable of co-operative repression at the promoter to which it binds. Mathematical
modeling predicted that it is not the strength of the promoters per se, but rather the degree of
co-operative repression that has a direct impact upon system robustness, defined as the ability
to avoid stochastic switching between expression states. Thus, even weak promoters should
be capable of bistability as long as co-operative repression is sufficiently high. Secondly, it
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Figure 4: Engineered self-sustaining bistable “toggle” switch in E. coli. Genetic design (A)
response profile (B). The genetic toggle switch was constructed from two sets of mutually
opposing repressors/promoters. In the depicted configuration, the TetR repressor inhibits
transcription of the Lac repressor from the PLtetO-1 promoter. The Lac repressor in turn
inhibits transcription from a Ptrc-2 promoter of the TetR repressor, a downstream ribosome
binding site (RBS) and a reporter gene (GFP). In the absence of inducers, both repressors
mutually inhibit each other resulting in a low expression state. Addition of isopropyl-β-Dthiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) results in de-repression of the Lac repressor and subsequent full
expression of the TetR repressor and GFP (a HIGH expression state). Conversely, addition of
anhydrotetracycline (aTc) causes de-inhibition of the TetR repressor with subsequent full
expression of the Lac repressor (a LOW expression state). In both cases, only a transient
pulse of inducer is required to enable the opposing repressor to be maximally transcribed
until, in a self-perpetuating manner, it stably represses the originally active promoter (Gardner
et al. 2000).
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was predicted that the rates of synthesis of the two repressors must be evenly balanced. This
was empirically confirmed in one set of toggle components which were only capable of a
single steady state due to uneven repressor synthesis rates.

The different toggles also

provided insight into the dynamics of switching time - defined as the time required for the
relevant inducer to mediate a sustainable switch – although in this case the primary
determinant was not surprisingly the rate of elimination of the initially active repressor
protein. In one toggle system, requiring IPTG-induced inhibition of a repressor, the switching
time was 6 hours. In contrast, when a temperature sensitive repressor was employed, the
immediate inhibition of the repressor caused by thermal destabilization resulted in sustainable
switching occurring within 35 minutes.
The construction and characterization of several toggle switches illustrates the increasing
utility of synthetic genetic networks. The construction of synthetic networks with varying
properties enabled the testing and empirical validation of physical and mathematical
approaches to gene regulation. While these approaches have been previously applied it has
not been possible to test their predictions. Synthetic gene networks are a useful tool for this
purpose and should permit the qualitative behavior of gene regulation to be studied and
described in a manner analogous to that already conducted for enzyme regulation. It also
highlights the importance of correct component selection and compatibility in creating a
network with desired specific behavior (Feng et al. 2004).

Mammalian Toggle
A synthetic mammalian toggle switch capable of bistable expression has also been created,
employing the same network architecture used in the synthetic E. coli toggle switch (Kramer
et al. 2004a). In this case however, two eukaryotic transrepressor control systems were used:
the streptogramin-responsive PIP-KRAB system and the macrolide-responsive E-KRAB
system, which are inducible with pristinamycin and erythromycin, respectively (Figure 6). A
mutually opposing configuration, whereby each system represses expression of the other
systems’ transrepressor, generated two alternate stable expression states.
In the absence of either inducer molecule, any low or leaky expression from one control
system ensures repression of the other system. The network is balanced as long as both
systems exhibit the same (low) expression levels with neither expression system able to
predominate over the other. Addition of either inducer molecule effectively tips the balance
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Figure 5: Genetic construction (A) and response profile (B) of engineered self-sustaining
“toggle” switch. The mammalian toggle switch was assembled using two antibiotic-inducible
transrepressor control systems which were arranged to repress each other’s expression.
Erythromycin (EM)-inducible E-KRAB repressors transcription of PIP-KRAB and the human
model reporter protein SEAP (human placental secreted alkaline phosphatase) – whose
translation is modulated by an internal ribosome entry site (IRES). Pristinamycin I (PI)inducible PIP-KRAB in turn repressors expression of E-KRAB. In both cases, addition of the
respective inducer inhibits the repressive effect of the responsive transrepressor. Transient
administration of EM results in PETR-driven co-expression of PIP-KRAB and SEAP with
concomitant repression of E-KRAB (a HIGH response), whereas transient administration of
PI results in PPIR driven expression of E-KRAB with concomitant co-repression of PIP-KRAB
and SEAP (a LOW response). Both responses were maintained in a steady-state following
removal of relevant inducer molecules (non-shaded region) (Kramer et al. 2004a).
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such that expression from one system is increased while expression from the other system is
concomitantly further repressed. Depending on the inducer added, the result is one of two
alternate expression states in which one transrepressor is expressed much more highly than
the other. By placing a reporter gene (i.e. SEAP) immediately downstream of one of the
transrepressors (i.e. PIP-KRAB), it was possible to tie SEAP expression to PIP-KRAB
expression thereby obtaining a read-out of the network status.

A HIGH response,

corresponding to high (or de-repressed) PIP-KRAB expression, was obtained following
induction with erythromycin whereas a LOW response, corresponding to low (increased
repression) PIP-KRAB expression resulted after induction with pristinamycin. Importantly,
once the network balance had been tipped towards one state, the change became selfperpetuating and, following removal of the initial inducer, was not lost. This was in contrast
to isogenic control experiments using separate PIP-KRAB and E-KRAB systems where
expression levels markedly decreased following inducer removal.

In addition to self-

sustainability, it was also demonstrated that the system was reversible, and that the expression
profile could be repeatedly switched between expression states over a two-week period.
Sustained expression stability and reversible switching are two key features required for
epigenetic memory. Such memory involves sustained imprinting of differential expression
levels, including to subsequent cell generations, as well as switching between expression
levels in response to appropriate stimuli. A number of natural epigenetic switches have been
described in different organisms and play a role in coordinating diverse processes such as cell
fate and memory (Orlando et al. 2003), plant development (Kohler and Grossniklaus 2002)
and lysogeny (Angeli and Ferrell 2004; Casadesus and D'Ari 2002). Apart from establishing
a model for how epigenetic imprinting may occur in multicellular organisms, the synthetic
mammalian switch may also have important therapeutic applications. Classical transcription
control systems operate in a dose-dependent manner and require the on-going presence of
regulating molecules to sustain transgene expression levels. Prolonged exposure to regulating
molecules (e.g. antibiotics) can be associated with clinical ramifications such as the selection
of pathogen resistance (Wegener et al. 1997) and the accumulation of antibiotics in bone and
teeth (Kapunisk-Uner et al. 2006). A self-sustaining, yet reversible, genetic network which
requires only a transient stimulus to establish a steady-state may provide an attractive means
of overcoming such considerations.
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Hysteresis
Bistable switches can be characterized by their quasi-discontinuous movement between
expression states once a controlling stimulus has reached a specific threshold. However, an
alternate switch behavior found in natural biology is the hysteretic switch (Ozbudak et al.
2004). Hysteresis is a phenomenon that occurs at both the molecular and macroscopic levels
and essential describes behavior in which the threshold required to switch from one state to
another varies depending upon the starting state. To use a non-biological example, traffic
jams often exhibit hysteresis because the car density required to alleviate the traffic jam is less
than the density which initially caused the jam. In a genetic network, a switch exhibits
hysteresis when a different concentration of inducer is required to shift a system from one
state to another than is required for the reverse shift (Becskei and Serrano 2000; Becskei et al.
2001; Gardner et al. 2000; Angeli and Ferrell 2004; Atkinson et al. 2003; Xiong and Ferrell
2003). Hysteretic behaviour has been observed in several natural examples including the
control of lactose utilization in E. coli (Ozbudak et al. 2004, and ensuring unidirectional cellcycle progression in eukaryotes (Sha et al. 2003).
A synthetic hysteretic switch has been constructed in mammalian cells using a positive
autofeedback mechanism and competitive transcriptional regulation (Figure 7) (Kramer and
Fussenegger 2005b).

The system involved the juxtaposition of a tetracycline-dependent

transactivator (TetR-VP16), which induces its own transcription via positive feedback
together with a reporter gene (SEAP), against a competing erythromycin-dependent
transrepressor (E-KRAB) which was capable of inhibiting the TetR-VP16 mediated positive
feedback.
The hysteretic behaviour of the synthetic network results from the competitive interaction of
TetR-VP16 and E-KRAB for the same promoter (Phybrid; promoter containing operator sites
for both TetR and E binding). At high EM concentrations, disassociation of E-KRAB from
Phybrid enables TetR-VP16 to prevail resulting in positive feedback and high SEAP expression
(i.e. an ON configuration). At low EM concentrations E-KRAB binds Phybrid and inhibits both
TetR-VP16 positive feedback and SEAP expression (i.e. an OFF configuration). It is only at
intermediate EM concentrations that the prevalence of E-KRAB mediated inhibition versus
TetR-VP16 mediated positive feedback depends upon historical EM concentration. High
historical EM concentration ensures a high level of TetR-VP16 is present which therefore
requires greater E-KRAB activity, and correspondingly lower EM concentration, to drive the
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Figure 6: Genetic design (A) and response profile (B) of an engineered mammalian hysteretic
switch. The hysteretic eukaryotic switch utilizes a chimeric promoter (Phybrid) that is
responsive to both a tetracycline-dependent transactivator (TetR-VP16) and erythromycinresponsive transrepressor (E-KRAB). Phybrid drives the dicistronic expression of a SEAP
(human placental secreted alkaline phosphatase) reporter gene and, via an internal ribosome
entry site (IRES), tTA-VP16 thereby creating a positive autofeedback loop. E-KRAB is
expressed from an independent constitutive promoter (PSV40) and inhibits Phybrid in a
erythromycin (EM) dose-dependent manner. The response of the network to different EM
concentrations is dependent upon the network’s EM cultivation history. Thus, a higher
concentration of EM is required to switch the system from OFF to ON than is required to
return the system from an ON to OFF state (Kramer and Fussenegger 2005b).
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expression state from ON to OFF. The converse applies for low historical EM concentrations
where minimal to no TetR-VP16 is present. For TetR-VP16 to outcompete E-KRAB full derepression of all E-KRAB activity is required which is achieved through a relatively much
higher EM concentration. In this process the level of active TetR-VP16, and therefore the
extent of positive feedback, acts a molecular “memory” of the historical EM concentration of
the system, and is the basis for the observed hysteretic behavior. Indeed, if the level of active
TetR-P16 in the system is altered and the extent of positive feedback reduced, for example
through tetracycline addition, then the EM concentration required to switch the system
between ON and OFF configurations gradually changes from hysteretic to a simple graded
profile. While it was not possible to test using the constructed system, it is plausible that if
the positive feedback within the system could be rendered sufficiently strong, then even the
complete removal of EM would not be sufficient to enable E-KRAB to outcompete TetRVP16. In such an event the system would exhibit irreversibility.
Using synthetic genetic networks it has been possible to empirically demonstrate the role of
feedback mechanisms in ensuring expression stability. The importance of this property has
long been recognized as essential for many cellular processes and is increasingly being
identified in natural biological systems, including signaling pathways (Angeli and Ferrell
2004). The maturation of the Xenopus oocytes, for example, involves the p42 mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK) and the cell-division cycle protein kinase Cdc2 which form
positive autofeedback loops. Both mediators generate an irreversible switch-like response
following transient stimulation with the steroid hormone progesterone. If the feedback loops
are selectively disrupted using specific inhibitors, progesterone-induced maturation can still
occur, however, the presence of progesterone must be actively maintained. Thus, following
disruption of positive feedback the ability of the system to “remember” a transient signal is
compromised (Xiong and Ferrell 2003; Ferrell 2002).
The synthetic networks described above show that bistability can be generated from either a
double negative feedback loop or a single positive feedback loop. Future work in designing
synthetic systems, as well as the study of naturally occurring networks, may yet identify other
mechanisms for switching and the generation of sustainable responses to transient stimuli.
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Oscillator
The aforementioned networks all generate useful functions by creating expression stability.
An alternate, and equally fascinating, behavior can result from dynamic instability. In an
oscillatory network, a constant flux of transcriptional components results in periodic, as
opposed to stable, expression. Ideally, such periods are of a consistent period and amplitude,
and require minimal to no external stimuli. Such network behavior is found in a wide range
of natural systems from archaebacteria to eukaryotes with the most prominent example being
the circadian rhythm (Schibler and Sassone-Corsi 2002). In humans, a range of phenomena
from body temperature modulation, endocrine production and release, and immune responses
exhibit circadian oscillations (Edery 2000). Circadian clocks have been proposed to consist
of autoregulatory loops that use transcriptional feedback and high protein decay rates to
maintain 24 hour periodicity (Dunlap 1999; Reppert and Weaver 2002; Young and Kay
2001). Similarly to the creation of expression stability, several synthetic approaches utilizing
transcriptional feedback have successfully resulted in the creation of oscillatory behavior.

Bacterial Oscillator (“Repressilator”)
Elowitz et al constructed a plasmid-based synthetic oscillator in E. coli (termed the
“repressilator”) from three common bacterial transcriptional repressor systems that are not
part of any natural biological clock mechanism (Elowitz and Leibler 2000).

The three

repressor systems were interconnected such that they formed a cyclic negative feedback loop
or “daisychain” (Figure 8). This configuration produced oscillating levels of each repressor
protein. A GFP reporter gene, carried on a separate plasmid but also under the control of a
promoter induced by one of the repressors, provided a readout of oscillations for that
repressor. A mathematical model was again used to predict the parameters required for steady
and repeated oscillations. Key requirements included strong promoters with tight induction
characteristics and minimal leakiness, co-operative repression, and comparable protein and
mRNA decay rates. The first requirement was achieved using engineered E. coli promoters
that exhibited similar strong induction profiles. To reduce repressor protein half-lives a
bacterial destruction tag was fused to the 3’-end of each repressor. The reduction in repressor
half-lives from approximately 60 minutes to about 4 minutes ensured that protein decay rates
were similar to mRNA decay rates of about 2 minutes. Finally, to ensure a cyclical readout
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Figure 7: Repressilation in bacteria: Genetic architecture of oscillatory network (A);
fluorescent (B) and bright-field (C) snapshots of individual cells; GFP expression profile (D).
The bacterial oscillatory network was constructed from three bacterial repressor systems
arranged in a cyclical negative feedback loop. The first repressor protein, cI inhibits
transcription of the second repressor protein LacI (from PR), which inhibits transcription of
the third repressor protein TetR (from PLlac01), which in turn inhibits expression of the first
repressor (from PLtet01) thereby completing the feedback loop. A reporter gene (GFP) under
the control of a separate Tet-responsive promoter (PLtet01) was used to assess oscillating
TetR levels. By engineering short repressor and reporter half-lives (designated as –lite) a
dynamic unstable state was achieved in which TetR repressor levels cyclically rose and fell as
evidenced through direct observation of individual cells and by GFP timecourse (Elowitz and
Leibler 2000).
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was technically observable, the GFP reporter gene was also engineered to reduce its effective
half-life.
Initial attempts focused on determining whether oscillations could be observed across a
population of cells. Using a transient dose of IPTG, an inhibitor of one of the repressors
(LacI), an attempt was made to synchronize the population at a common point. While a single
damped oscillation was subsequently observed, the lack of any mechanism to ensure the cells
remained synchronized, meant that no further oscillations could be discerned at a population
level. Although not performed in this case, cell synchronization could potentially be achieved
by coupling the oscillating network to a periodic process that is intrinsic to the cell (Hasty et
al. 2002), or by using a quorum-sensing mechanism or other inter-cell signalling to ensure
cells remain synchronized (Garcia-Ojalvo et al. 2004; McMillen et al. 2002; Wang and Chen
2005).

Nonetheless, by following individual cells it was possible to observe repeated

oscillations (Figure 8). Despite high variability between cells, which were attributed to
random stochastic influences, oscillatory periods of around 160 minutes were observed.
Given E. coli cell division times of 50-70 minutes, the almost three-fold longer oscillatory
periods indicated that the state of the network could be successfully passed to progeny cells.
Shortly thereafter, the construction of another bacterial oscillator made from non-circadian
components was reported (Atkinson et al. 2003). In this case it was constructed using a
combination of positive (an “activator” module) and negative (a “repressor” module)
feedback mechanisms (Figure 9). Critical to producing a dynamic unstable outcome was the
use of a hybrid promoter, capable of responding to both an activator and repressor, which
effectively integrated the positive and negative feedback modules (Barkai and Leibler 2000).
The resulting competitive interaction resulted in the “burst” like generation of activator and
repressor proteins which progressively smoothed over time. When coupled to a reporter
system capable of measuring repressor levels, the result was a series of oscillations that
progressively damped over time. However, in contrast to the bacterial repressilator developed
by Elowitz et al, it was possible to synchronize a population of cells, via transient inhibition
of the repressor, and observe up to four damped oscillations across the entire population.
Oscillatory behaviour, exhibiting periods close to 10 hours, could be observed in continuous
culture for up to 70 hours again indicating that the network could be passed to subsequent
progeny and that it was much more resistant to intrinsic noise than the “repressilator”.
Through mathematical modeling it was predicted that the key parameter causing damped, as
opposed to sustained, oscillations in the system was the respective differences in half-lives
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Figure 8: Genetic design (A) and response profile (B) of bacterial oscillatory network using
positive and negative feedback mechanisms. A bacterial oscillatory network constructed from
an activator and repressor module. The activator module forms a positive autofeedback loop
in which the NRI transactivator activates its own expression from Phybrid - a modified glnALB
promoter (Pglnk) engineered to include LacI operator sites in addition to normal NRI operator
sites. NRI also activates expression, via Pglnk, of the LacI repressor module which in turn
repressors expression of NRI via Phybrid. A reporter construct consisting of -galactosidase
and employing a LacI repressible promoter was used to assess oscillating levels of LacI
repressor. Following synchronization with a transient pulse of IPTG (an inhibitor of the LacI
repressor), up to four damped oscillations were observed across a cell population (Atkinson et
al. 2003).
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between the activator and repressor proteins. Although not experimentally tested it was
predicted that sustained oscillations could be achieved by increasing the half-life of the
repressor whilst decreasing that of the activator.

A Mammalian Oscillator?
Unlike other expression functions, the development of a synthetic eukaryotic oscillator has
not yet mirrored the creation of the bacterial equivalent, although given the pattern for these
developments, it will not be surprising to see the emergence of a synthetic eukaryotic network
in the near future. However, given the intense interest in understanding the mechanisms
responsible for the natural circadian clock, it is also not surprising that attempts have been
made to create a synthetic clock from actual clock components.
An attempt was made to create a synthetic clock from the core set of positive and negative
regulatory elements common to all known circadian mechanisms (Chilov and Fussenegger
2004). The core set of molecular players are believed to include the cryptochrome genes
CRY1 and CRY2, the period genes PER1, PER2 and PER3, and the positive transcription
factors BMAL1 and CLOCK (Gekakis et al. 1998; Sato et al. 2006; van der Horst et al. 1999).
BMAL1/CLOCK drive the expression of CRY and PER proteins which accumulate and, upon
exceeding a certain threshold level, translocate to the nucleus where they inhibit
BMAL1/CLOCK expression as well as their own expression. Thus, CRY and PER proteins
act as negative regulators of their own production until BMAL1/CLOCK mediated
transcription inhibitionm is abolished by PER and CRY degradation (Panda et al. 2002). An
attempt was made to design a generic oscillator by reproducing the inducible expression of
BMAL1 and CLOCK on a “positive” regulation plasmid and the expression of PER and CRY
proteins under the control of a BMAL1 and CLOCK inducible promoter on a “negative”
regulation plasmid. While not capable of producing sustained oscillations, the system did
nevertheless exhibit a single cycle of a clock-like oscillation, and therefore opens the
possibility that homologous regulatory components can be used for synthetic constructions.
While not yet successful, it can nonetheless be concluded that the design and creation of a
successful mammalian clock will necessitate the incorporation of some kind of feedback
mechanism.

Such a conclusion is supported by recent experimental analysis of the

mammalian clock system where directed disruption of CRY-mediated transcriptional
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autorepression resulted in arrhythmic phenotypes in both single- and multi-cell populations
(Sato et al. 2006).
The aforementioned networks indicate that transcriptional feedback and feed-forward
processes are ubiquitous mechanisms for ensuring controlled expression whether that output
is stable, binary, toggle, hysteretic or even for periodic oscillating behavior. The further
creation and characterization of synthetic networks will hopefully determine whether
feedback is a minimal requirement for all networks or whether any other mechanisms could
produce novel functional expression forms.

Input Functionality
Alongside developments into unique expression states has been the concomitant development
of novel means of integrating signals – so called “input” functionality. This has included the
serial linking of transcriptional control systems to form transcriptional cascades, the creation
of electronic circuit emulating logic gates, and the development of sophisticated sensors
enabling cell-to-cell communication.

Transcriptional Cascades
Initial attempts in constructing regulatory cascades involved the construction of a two-level
cascade using the TetROFF and LacON systems in mammalian cells (Aubrecht et al. 1996). In
this simple system, the TetR-VP16 transactivator was constitutively expressed and, via a
TetR-VP16 responsive promoter, drove the expression of a LacI repressor. LacI in turn
inhibited expression of a reporter gene, via a LacI-inducible promoter. In this case, reporter
gene expression could occur either in the presence of tetracycline, which prevents LacI
expression, and/or in the presence of IPTG, which inhibits LacI repression of the reporter
gene. This pioneering system established the basis for interconnecting gene control systems
and successfully enabled the tight induction characteristics of the TetOFF system to be used to
for an ON-type system (i.e. addition of tetracycline results in reporter gene expression) which
in their native form (i.e. TetR-KRAB) do not typically exhibit such tight regulation.
However, the high cytotoxicity of IPTG in mammalian cells is likely to prevent any clinical
application of this technology.
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In a very similar approach, Imhof et al constructed a regulator network consisting of an
engineered tetracycline-dependent transrepressor (TetR-KRAB) which controlled the
expression of a Gal4-VP16 transactivator which in turn controlled its own expression as well
as a highly cytotoxic reporter gene (diptheria toxin A) (Imhof et al. 2000). Gal4-VP16 is an
OFF-type system but exhibits typical residual leaky transcriptional control. Tight repression
of Gal4-VP16 by TetR-KRAB ensured no reporter gene expression under non-induced
conditions whereas addition of tetracycline resulted in de-repression of Gal4-VP16,
subsequent autoexpression of further Gal4-VP16, and subsequent strong reporter gene
expression. In this manner, a cascade was used together with a regulatory feedback loop to
amplify the window of transgene regulation resulting ultimately in extremely tight
transcriptional control.

Multi-level gene control
The inherent transcriptional co-operativity of most transcriptional control systems ensures
they typically exhibit sigmoid-shaped dose-response characteristics where the range within
which it is possible to find an intermediate level of expression (between ON and OFF) is
relatively narrow. The result is that most current transcription control systems operate in an
all or nothing manner (i.e. ON or OFF) and are not reproducible capable of intermediate
levels of adjustment. It is conceivable that future gene therapy applications will require
precise dosing of therapeutic genes in much the same way that dosing of pharmaceuticals is
critical to their successful application. All or nothing control mechanisms may therefore be of
limited use. By combining several typical ON/OFF mechanisms in a network configuration,
it has been possible to construct a gene control system where a target gene can be accurately
and repeatedly titrated to intermediate levels (Kramer et al. 2003).
Multi-level transgene control was achieved through the cascade arrangement of three
heterologous control systems: the tetracycline (TetOFF), macrolide (EOFF) and streptogramin
(PIPOFF) systems (Figure 10). As these systems and their inducers (tetracycline, erythromycin
and pristinamycin respectively) exhibit minimal to no cross-interference it was possible to
connect them in a linear type fashion whereby each system acts as the activator of the next
system. All of the selected systems were OFF-type systems in which transcription is active in
the absence of inducer and repressed following addition of inducer. Here, addition of each
respective inducer prevents transcription of the next component in the cascade. However, as
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Figure 10: Network design (A) and regulation performance of a synthetic mammalian threelevel regulatory cascade (B). The three-level regulatory cascade consists of three
heterologous inter-connected gene transcription systems. The tetracycline responsive
promoter (PhCMV*-1) drives a dicistronic expression unit encoding the tetracycline-dependent
transactivator (TetR-VP16) and, via an internal ribosome entry site (IRES), the macrolidedependent transactivator (E-VP16). E-VP16 subsequently drives expression, via a macrolideresponsive promoter (PETR), of a streptogramin-responsive transactivator (PIP-VP16).
Finally, PIP-VP16 drives expression of the reporter gene human placental secreted alkaline
phosphatase (SEAP) from a streptogramin-responsive promoter (PPIR).
The linear
arrangement ensures that SEAP expression can be controlled from a number of levels.
Shutting off expression at the top of the cascade, by inhibiting the autofeedback loop
controlling TetR-VP16 expression with tetracycline (Tet), reduces overall expression to
approximately 70% of maximum non-induced expression. Closing the cascade further
downstream, by inhibiting E-VP16 with erythromycin (EM), has a greater impact reducing
total expression to approximately 30%. Finally, interventions at the bottom level of the
cascade, through inhibition of PIP-VP16 with pristinamycin (PI), reduces expression within
the system to almost baseline levels (Kramer et al. 2003).
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all of these systems exhibit minimal residual expression following addition of inducer
(referred to as “leakiness”), there is nonetheless some activation of lower levels in the
cascade. As each system and inducer operates at a different level in the cascade, the impact of
transcription leakiness on overall expression varies depending at what point in the cascade it
occurs. Thus, at “upstream” points within the cascade, transcriptional leakiness is amplified
by latter stages thereby limiting the extent of overall OFF switching. For “downstream”
interventions within the cascade there is minimal opportunities for transcriptional leakiness to
be amplified. The result is that upstream interventions have less impact on overall expression
than downstream interventions. As each intervention utilizes a different inducer it is possible
to select the desired intervention point.

Thus, expression levels of 100% (no cascade

intervention), 70% (intervention at first level of cascade), 40% (intervention at second level)
and close to 0% (intervention at third and final level) of a target reporter gene were possible.
This genetic network demonstrated that the typical ON/OFF switching characteristics of
current control systems, together with residual inherent leakiness, could be exploited to
produce a system capable of intermediate expression levels in response to up to three different
inputs.

Regulation Sensitivity
In a similar experimental approach, but with a different outcome, up to three bacterial
transcriptional repressors were linked in a linear cascade (Hooshangi et al. 2005). Unlike the
heterologous systems employed above, homologous bacterial repressors exhibit much tighter
regulation performance with virtually no leakiness. Hence, rather than creating multilevel
gene control, the aim was to investigate the impact of multi-level cascades on the regulation
performance of a typical bacterial repression system, the TetR system (Figure 11). Three
versions were compared; a single-level cascade – where TetR directly represses expression of
a reporter gene, a two-level cascade – where TetR represses transcription of a second
repressor which in turn controls the reporter gene, and a three-level cascade – where yet
another repressor system was introduced between the second repressor and reporter gene.
Dose-response experiments indicated that the number of levels, or depth, of a cascade has a
significant impact upon a number of regulation characteristics. First, the sensitivity of the
cascade increases with the depth of the cascade. Thus, the system switches between low and
high from a smaller range of input values. Secondly, the extent of noise within the system, as
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Figure 9: Genetic architecture (A) and dose-response curves of single-, two- and three-level
transcriptional cascades (B). Transcriptional cascades were assembled using up to three
bacterial represssors linked to each other in a linear fashion. In each case the tetracyline
repressor (TetR) was constitutively expressed, induced with anhydrotetracycline (aTc), and
system output measured by enhanced yellow fluorescence protein (EYFP) production. In the
single level cascade, TetR bound the PLtet-01 promoter where it directly repressed EYFP
production. In the two- and three-level cascades, TetR repressed production of a second
repressor (LacI), also from PLtet-01. In the two-level cascade, LacI repressed production of
EYFP from Plac. In the three-level cascade, LacI repressed production of yet a third repressor,
(CI) from Plac which in turn repressed production of EYFP from PR-O12. Dose-response
curves for the three types of cascades reveal that the inducer range needed to effect a change
between ON and OFF states narrows with the length of the cascade thereby increasing
sensitivity to the inducer (Hooshangi et al. 2005).
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seen by variation in fluorescence across a population, while minimal at input ranges far from
the transition region, increases with the length of the cascade. Deeper cascades serve to
amplify the noise around the transition point presumably due to the extra number of transition
points involved. This may limit the utility of adding even further cascade levels as additional
increases in noise amplification around transition points may ultimately offset any further
sensitivity gains.

Thirdly, the delay in the output response of the system increases

commensurately with the depth of the cascade. This is to be expected and is largely the result
of protein production and decay rates, and repression thresholds. Interestingly, there is
evidence that time delays caused by regulatory cascades may actually be a design parameter
required for many natural gene networks (Rosenfeld and Alon 2003). Database analysis of
natural networks, which are involved in rapid and reversible gene expression in response to
external stimuli (so called “sensory” transcriptional networks), reveal that such networks
generally contain short regulatory cascades. Networks involved in slow and irreversible gene
expression during development (so called “developmental” transcriptional networks) typically
contain longer cascades.

Logic Gates
The expression output of many cell-based regulatory networks is often a logic response
generated by one or more input signals. Due to their sigmoid-shaped dose-response curves,
most gene control systems can be regarded as the genetic equivalent of an analog-to-digital
converter. Their output is either ON or OFF across a wide range of inducer concentrations,
except for a small concentration window where transitions between the two states occur. In
this regard, the analogy between genetic networks and electronic circuitry is very compelling.
This has led to the conceptualization of genetic networks as logic gates with switchboard-type
truth-tables and schematic representations that directly mirror electronic circuit diagrams
(McAdams and Shapiro 1995; Weiss 2001). Adapting gene control systems to Boolean
language, ON-type gene control systems represent IF type gates in the sense that expression
results IF an input is present. Conversely, OFF-type gene control systems represent NOT
type gates whereby expression results when an input is NOT present.
By utilizing several compatible heterologous gene control systems responsive to tetracycline,
macrolide, streptogramin, and butyrolactone input signals, it has been possible to design a
range of eukaryotic logic circuits which follow strict boolean logic in their integration of two
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Figure 12: Boolean description, network architecture and expression profile of five
mammalian BioLogic Gates. All five mammalian logic gates were constructed from
heterologous mammalian transcription systems. In the NOT IF gate, the butyrolactoneresponsive transactivator (ScbR-VP16) and the streptogramin-responsive transrepressor (PIPKRAB) are constitutively expressed and modulate expression of a reporter gene from a
chimeric promoter (PSCBR,PIR) containing operator sites for both ScbR-VP16 and PIP-KRAB.
Input signals, 2-(1’-hydroxy-6-methylheptyl)-3-(hydroxymethyl) butanolide (SCB1) and/or
pristinamycin (PI) result in disassociation of ScbR-VP16 and PIP-KRAB respectively.
Expression only occurs when ScbR-VP16 is bound to the chimeric promoter and PIP-KRAB
is disassociated therefore requiring the absence of SCB1 and presence of PI. For the NAND
gate, both the macrolide-responsive transactivator (E-VP16) and the streptogramin-responsive
transactivator (PIP-VP16) are constitutively expressed. Each transactivator binds its cognate
promoter (PETR and PPIR respectively) which drive separate expression of two copies of the
same reporter gene. Input signals, erythromycin (EM) and/or pristinamycin (PI) modulate
transactivator activity respectively. Expression occurs when either or both transactivators are
bound to their cognate reporter. The presence of both EM and PI are required to disassociate
both transactivators to prevent expression. The OR gate is identical in design to the NAND
gate but uses the transrepressor versions (i.e. E-KRAB and PIP-KRAB) of the macrolide- and
streptogramin-responsive transcription control systems. Again, erythromycin (EM) and/or
pristinamycin (PI) modulate transrepressor activity respectively. In this case, expression is
blocked only when both transrepressors are operator bound which only occurs when both EM
and PI are absent. The NOR gate involves a short linear cascade between a constitutively
produced macrolide-responsive transactivator (E-VP16) which drives the expression, via its
cognate promoter (PETR), of the streptogramin-responsive transactivator (PIP-VP16) which in
turn drives expression, via its cognate promoter (PPIR), of a reporter gene. Modulation of
transactivator activity is achieved through erythromycin (EM) and pristinamycin (PI)
respectively. In this configuration, expression only occurs when E-VP16 is bound to its
cognate operator and PIP-VP16 is disassociated from its cognate promoter therefore requiring
the absence of both EM and PI. The final gate, the INVERTER, is identical in design to the
NOR gate but uses the transrepressor versions (i.e. E-KRAB and PIP-KRAB) of the
macrolide and streptogramin responsive transcription control systems. Again, erythromycin
(EM) and/or pristinamycin (PI) modulate transrepressor activity respectively. The only
conditions under which expression will not occur are when E-KRAB is promoter
disassociated and PIP-KRAB is promoter associated which occurs in the presence of EM and
absence of PI. For each gate, the input and output characteristics of the boolean description
are reflected in the expression profile of the synthetic system (Kramer et al. 2003).
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input signals (Figure 12) (Kramer et al. 2004b). Hence, in the NOT IF gate, expression of a
reporter gene occurs if and only if one specific input is present and the other input is absent.
In the NAND gate, expression always occurs unless both inputs are present. The converse,
where expression always occurs unless both inputs are absent, is reflected in the OR gate.
The inverse, where expression occurs only when both inputs are absent is reflected in the
NOR gate. Finally, the INVERTER gate represents the opposite of the NOT IF gate whereby
expression always occurs unless one specific input is present and the other input is absent.
Analogously to electronic circuit design some of these networks were constructed by linking
elements in parallel whilst others were constructed by combining elements in series through
the use of simple transcriptional cascades. These examples demonstrate that a considerable
range of logical switches responding in unique ways to the same two input signals can be
constructed from modular transcriptional control components. It is imaginable that such
networks could be highly useful for gene therapy applications which require a particular
response to highly specific inputs which could vary depending upon the application.
Similar to electronic circuit design, the above switches were based on rational design
principles.

However, a number of other approaches have also been used to produce

electronic-type circuit behavior which produce a defined output in response to two inputs.
Guet et al used a combinatorial method involving prokaryotic transcriptional control systems
which were randomly combined to generate a library of networks with varying connectivity
(Guet et al. 2002). From this library it was possible to isolate and characterize a range of
diverse computational functions that produced unique phenotypes. While such an approach
may yield unexpected network architectures for a given function, the approach is not
particularly amenable to forward engineering approaches which seek to design circuits which
exhibit specifically required functions. In a related approach, Yokobayashi et al, combined
rational design with an evolutionary approach to design specific circuits in E. coli
(Yokobayashi et al. 2002).

Rational design based upon existing knowledge of well-

characterized components was initially used to design a network with a specific function.
Given that the synthesized network exhibited sub-optimal behaviour, due to unexpected
interactions and poor matching of network components, a directed-evolutionary approach was
then used to fine-tune (or “debug”) the system to obtain the required function. This was
achieved through sequential rounds of localized random mutagenesis and recombination
followed by phenotype screening. Subsequent sequence analysis of successful networks
revealed that many changes, or “solutions”, were capable of producing the desired phenotype.
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This could be manifested in changes which altered either protein-DNA or protein-protein
interactions, but which nonetheless enabled superior biochemical matching of genetic
components.

Sensory Networks
Signal Amplification
To extend the electrical circuit analogy further, Karig and Weiss recently developed a highly
effective signal-amplifier from prokaryotic bacterial control systems (Karig and Weiss 2005).
Their aim was to try and develop a means for detecting weak transcriptional responses which,
despite being difficult to detect in vivo, are often involved in regulatory functions where only
trace amounts of a gene product are required. In typical transcriptional studies aimed at
determining the conditions under which a promoter is activated, a reporter gene is placed
downstream of the reporter and assayed under varying conditions. However, where the
promoter response is weak it is often not possible to discern any kind of activity. By placing
a repressor cascade downstream of the promoter it was possible to amplify an otherwise
undetectable promoter response. In their system, Karig and Weiss placed the cI repressor
downstream of several Rhl quorum sensing (qsc) promoters from Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
By coupling the repressor to a fluorescent reporter, under the control of a P(R-O12) promoter,
they were able to monitor the response of selected promoters to acyl-homoserine lactones
(AHL). As cI is a highly efficient repressor, even very low concentrations of cI can
completely repress P(R-O12) thereby altering the fluorescent reporter readout. The amplifying
cascade allowed up to 100-fold differences in fluorescence to be observed, between AHL
induced and non-induced conditions, for promoters whose responses were otherwise not
detectable.

Apart from illustrating a biological means by which weak transcriptional

responses can be amplified, the amplifying circuit could potentially be useful for a number of
applications including the detection of trace toxins or molecules.

A Band-Detection Network
One can imagine it would be useful for a range of applications to design an input mechanism
which can respond to an inducer within a given concentration range, or perhaps one which is
capable of a transient response when a progressively increasing inducer reaches a threshold
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concentration. In a series of innovative synthetic constructions Basu and colleagues recently
created synthetic networks capable of such behavior in E. coli (Basu et al. 2005; Basu et al.
2003; Basu et al 2004).
The key requirements for band-detection network are the design of modular components that
enable the detection of a low-threshold, a high threshold, and a means of integrating the two
thresholds. In this case, this was achieved by exploiting differences in repressor activities,
and by linking several bacterial repressor systems (Figure 13) (Basu et al. 2005). Guided by
mathematical analysis the band-detection thresholds were engineered by combining highdetection and low-detection componentry.
For both components the initial input was the same, and was represented by the extent of
LuxR activity – a bacterial activator that is activated by the inducer compound acylhomoserine lactone (AHL). In the high detection componentry, the LuxR activator drives
expression, via its cognate promoter, of a weakened secondary repressor, LacIM1 which if
present in sufficiently high quantities prevents expression of a reporter gene from the Plac
promoter. Thus, the boundary of the high threshold is determined by the amount of AHL
required to produce enough LacIM1 to repress the Plac Promoter which in turn depends upon
the relative activity of the LacIM1 repressor. The low detection componentry also relies on the
LuxR activator, but to express the strong cI repressor.

This in turn is coupled via a

transcriptional cascade to production of wild-type LacI which, like the LacIM1 repressor, also
represses expression of the reporter gene. In this case, the boundary of the low threshold is
the lowest amount of AHL required to prevent cI expression thereby enabling the wild-type
LacI repressor to be fully expressed resulting in reporter gene repression. It is only between
the two thresholds that both the high and low detection componentry fail to repress the
reporter gene. Hence, the relative activity of the LacIM1 repressor and the AHL concentration
which results in cI expression, are the two key components that determine the size and
location of the band-detection characteristics. By altering the activity of the LacIM1 repressor,
Basu et al was able to create three versions of the band-detection network each with differing
upper detection limits.

A Pulse-Generating Network
Basu et al also utilized the above bacterial componentry to develop a network capable of
producing a transient pulse when exposed to increasing concentrations of AHL (Basu et al.
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Figure 13: Genetic architecture(A), dose-response profile (B), and pattern formation (C) of a
band-detection network. (A) In the band-detection network acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL)
binds LuxR, an AHL-dependent transcriptional activator, which is produced in an
autoregulatory manner from a PLuxR promoter. LuxR also drives (from PLuxR promoters) the
expression of a cI repressor and a weakened form of the LacI repressor (LacIM1). The cI
repressor is coupled to a further regulatory cascade which represses the expression of wildtype LacI from a P(R-O12) promoter. Both the weakened and wild-type LacI repress
expression, to a different extent, of a green fluroscence reporter gene (GFP) from a PLac
promoter. At low AHL concentrations, LuxR is not active such that only basal levels of both
LacIM1 and cI repressors are produced. The absence of cI ensures that wild-type LacI is
fully expressed which consequently represses GFP expression. At high AHL concentrations,
the LuxR activator drives both high LacIM1 and cI expression. The presence of cI ensures
that wild-type LacI is completely repressed. However, as sufficiently high concentrations of
LacIM1 are expressed, GFP expression remains nonetheless repressed. It is only at
intermediate concentrations of AHL that a balance is reached between sufficiently low
expression of LacIM1 to prevent LacIM1-mediated repression of PLac, and sufficiently high
expression of cI to prevent LacI expression and consequent LacI-mediated repression of
PLac. At this point insufficient repression from either LacI repressor results in GFP
expression. (B) In an AHL dose-response curve, GFP expression is only observed within a
band of AHL concentration. (C) If AHL is chemically produced and allowed to diffuse from
a defined set of “sender” cells (exhibiting red fluorescence) placed within a lawn of “receiver”
cells containing the band-detection network, the resulting AHL gradient produces a distinctive
green fluorescence pattern based upon the spatiotemporal location of the receiver cells to the
sender cells.
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2004). The pulse-generating network produces output when a threshold concentration of
increasing AHL is reached, and then through a feedforward mechanism shuts down reporter
expression regardless of whether AHL concentration continues to rise or fall (Mangan et al.
2003). In this network AHL again activates LuxR which in this case is constitutively present.
Activated LuxR activates both a destabilized cI repressor as well as directly activating
reporter gene expression via a chimeric hybrid promoter responsive responsive to both LuxR
and cI. Hence, increasing levels of AHL initially trigger both reporter and cI expression.
Following a delay, cI accumulates to a sufficient extent where it eventually shuts down
reporter expression. Like the band-detection network the pulse-generating network provides
important insights into how pulse-generating behavior could occur in natural systems.

Cellular Cross-Talk and Inter-Cell Communication
The band-detection and pulse-generation networks developed by Basu and colleagues have
been successfully used to generate spatiotemporal differentiation patterns which, much like
natural pattern formation, rely upon cell-to-cell communication and signal transduction
networks (Basu et al. 2005; Basu et al. 2004). In initial work, it was demonstrated that
“sender” cells engineered to produce AHL could influence “receiver” cells endowed with
synthetic networks capable of responding to AHL which has diffused from the sender cells
(You et al. 2004).

In pattern formation experiments cell-to-cell communication was

commenced from “sender” cells which produced an AHL concentration gradient. In one set
of examples, receiver cells containing the band-detection network responded to the chemical
gradient and at intermediate distances from the sender cells expressed their reporter gene in
accordance with the AHL detection thresholds within their band-detection network (Figure
13). Such cell-to-cell communication or cellular cross-talk could be engineered to result in a
range of patterns, and by altering the thresholds of the band-detection network and using
different fluorescent reporter genes, an impressive array of multi-colored patterns and shapes
could be produced. In addition to representing a sophisticated genetic network, the formation
of patterns from a synthetic network together with cellular communication represents a
significant step towards reproducing and understanding natural developmental processes. In
addition to pattern formation, inter-cellular communication could also be used to ensure
synchronization of cellular populations.

Using E. coli as a model system it has been

demonstrated that synthetic gene networks can be used to engineer an artificial quorum
sensing mechanism that utilizes a common cellular metabolite (Bulter et al. 2004).
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Semi-Synthetic Networks
The majority of synthetic genetic networks built and characterized to date have utilized
external signals to create a desired function. To reach their therapeutic potential, however, it
will be necessary to design networks which are not only capable of responding to external
signals, but also to endogenous or physiological signals.

Hence, one can imagine

sophisticated networks which independently provide a therapeutic outcome in response to
pathological signals, but can also be overridden or altered through external modulation should
the need arise. While still in their infancy, several systems integrating physiological signals –
so called “semi-synthetic” systems - have already been developed.
In E. coli, semi-synthetic systems have been designed which interface various physiological
inputs into a bacterial toggle network thereby producing a sustainable switch-like response to
a transient physiological input (Kobayashi et al. 2004). A DNA damage sensing network was
constructed by interfacing the SOS pathway to a bacterial toggle. The SOS pathway detects
single-stranded DNA following DNA damage by activating RecA co-protease. Activated
RecA subsequently cleaves the cI repressor in the toggle circuit causing de-repression of the
PR-O12 promoter, and a sustainable switch to high LacI production (the other repressor in the
toggle circuit). If LacI production is linked to a fluorescent output, the system can detect and
retain a memory of transient DNA damage. In an alternate application, if the fluorescent
reporter gene is substituted for a biofilm producing gene, transient DNA damage can induce
the cells to commence biofilm production.

In a separate example the transgenic acyl-

homoserine lactone (AHL) quorum sensing pathway was interfaced to the toggle circuit.
When AHL reached sufficiently high levels, (e.g. if cell density reaches a critical density), the
AHL-dependent activator LuxR repressed the PLac promoter of the toggle thereby leading to
high cI expression. This semi-synthetic system is capable of producing a sustainable output
once cell density reaches a critical threshold.
In other prokaryotic systems, Farmer and Liao developed a feedback controller in E. coli in
which the expressed genes are key enzymes in the lycophene biosynthesis pathway (Farmer
and Liao 2000).

By engineering the genes to be under the control of a physiological

metabolite that is present during periods of high glycolytic flux, it was possible to co-ordinate
lycophene production with the energy status of the cell thereby preventing metabolic
imbalance and suboptimal productivity. Using glycolytic flux as a physiological cue Liao and
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colleagues have also developed an oscillatory network that is coupled to E. coli host
metabolism (termed the “metabolator”) (Fung et al. 2005). In this system, a steady-state is
dependent upon the relative state of two metabolic “pools” which under high glycolytic flux
result in instability in the engineered network with consequent oscillations.
Progress has also been made in developing mammalian semi-synthetic systems.

The

mammalian oxygen response system, in which a specific set of endogenous genes is induced
in response to low oxygen levels (e.g. VEGF), relies upon the translocation of hypoxiainduced factor 1 alpha (HIF-1) to the nucleus where through a series of interactions it
activates expression from promoters containing hypoxia-response elements (HRE). Under
normoxic conditions HIF-1 is rapidly degraded thereby preventing the low-oxygen response
(Ehrbar et al. 2004; Semenza 2003). A semi-synthetic network has been created by coupling
the HIF-1 response system to a mammalian heterologous regulatory cascade resulting in
multi-level gene control that can be influenced by endogenous signals (i.e. oxygen levels) as
well as external signals (Figure 14) (Kramer et al. 2005). By combining three inputs it has
been possible to produce six distinct expression states depending upon the combination of
signals used.
While representing the first steps towards the therapeutic application of synthetic networks, a
major challenge remains to find and/or preferably design transcription control systems which
not only detect changes to a specific endogenous inducer but detect changes within a specified
concentration range. The systems constructed to date have largely relied upon serendipity and
have sufficed as a proof of concept. Yet to reach their true potential, one will need to find
means of detecting and interfacing changes to pathologically relevant molecules.

THE INFLUENCE OF "NOISE"
A major influence upon the fidelity and function of both synthetic and natural genetic
networks is noise. Noise is evidenced by high fluctuation in expression levels which if
sufficiently high enough may produce very different network outcomes both within and
across a cell population. Noise can be generated from a number of sources. In many circuits
the genetic components required for gene expression, such as promoter sites, are typically
present at very low copy levels. The result is that biochemical rates of transcription and
translation are therefore correspondingly low and, compared to other cellular interactions (e.g.
protein-protein interactions), occur relatively infrequently. Such infrequency can lead to large
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Figure 14: Genetic layout (A) and response profile (B) of a mammalian semi-synthetic
regulatory cascade. The semi-synthetic cascade is triggered by endogenous HIF-1 which,
under hypoxic conditions (HOX), is mobilized to the nucleus where it binds and activates a
synthetic promoter containing hypoxia response elements (PHRE). Under normoxic conditions
(NOX) HIF-1 is rapidly degraded to undetectable levels. Activation of PHRE sets off a
transcriptional cascade of two heterologous transcription systems; the streptograminresponsive transactivator PIT-VP16 which upon expression binds its cognate promoter (PPIR)
leading to expression of the tetracycline-responsive transactivator TetR-VP16, which
subsequently binds its cognate promoter (PTET) leading to expression of a SAMY (Bacillus
stearothermophilus-derived secreted -amylase) reporter gene. In addition to sensing
physiologic oxygen levels via the HIF-1 activator, the system is also responsive to
pristinamycin (PI) which interrupts the cascade at PIT-VP16, and tetracycline (Tet) which
interrupts the cascade at TetR-VP16. Up to six expression levels can be produced by different
combinations of the three inputs (Kramer et al. 2005).
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fluctuations which, due to their origination within the genetic circuit, are referred to as
internal or intrinsic noise. Noise can also be generated externally or extrinsically of the
circuit through stochastic variation in cellular components required for gene expression (e.g.
polymerase, transcription and translation factors etc) but also through environmental or global
changes that impact all gene activity (e.g. cell division).

Given the modular nature of

artificial gene networks, and the ability to rationally design them from well-understood
components, it has been possible to gain insight into how noise is created, how it is
propagated through a network, and finally instances where the existence of noise is in fact
crucial to the output function of a network (McAdams and Arkin 1997). A significant body
of work has focused upon designing synthetic networks to experimentally test predictions
relating to noise phenomena. Such insights have also been crucial for the later design of
noise-tolerant networks (Hasty et al. 2001; Hasty et al. 2000; Roma et al. 2005).
In early work on prokaryotic systems it was shown that both intrinsic and extrinsic sources
contribute significantly to the generation of noise which places certain inherent limits on the
precision of gene expression (Elowitz et al. 2002; Pedraza and van Oudenaarden; 2005). It
was also shown that the lower the effective strength of a promoter, whether through reduced
gene copy number, repression or a different cellular environment, the greater the extent of
noise (Elowitz et al. 2002).

Other work aimed at determining whether transcription or

translation is the major point of noise creation suggests that differences in translational
efficiency have a greater impact than transcriptional differences (Ozbudak et al. 2002), and
that translational differences can result in variation which persists long after intrinsic noise
from transcription has decayed (Rosenfeld et al. 2005).
The design and characterization of toggles, oscillators and regulatory cascades has led to
insights into how noise is propagated through a network (Hasty et al. 2001; Roma et al. 2005).
As previously described, the presence of a simple autofeedback mechanism can reduce noise
in a genetic network (Becskei and Serrano 2000) and this has certainly been suggested as a
major function of both positive and negative feedback mechanisms (Mangan et al. 2003;
Isaacs et al. 2003). Failures in such mechanisms have been attributed to certain disease states.
For example, the transformed phenotype in tumour formation has in some cases been
attributed to instability of autocrine positive feedback loops (Schulze et al. 2001). Network
connectivity can also be a major cause of noise. Using a bacterial regulatory cascade, Pedraza
and van Oudenaarden demonstrated that the connectivity of sequential network components
can result in an a total variation that is greater than the variation intrinsic to the expression of
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each component gene (Pedraza and van Oudenaarden 2005). This implies that variation in a
cascade can be cumulative. Hooshangi et al in characterizing differences in their three-level
bacterial regulatory cascade (described above) also witnessed greater variability around input
transition points (Hooshangi et al. 2005). Indeed, the extent of variation can be so significant
in a cascade that variations in an upper-level cascade within a cell population can cause the
population to display bistable expression states (Barkai and Leibler 2000; Blake et al. 2003;
Thattai and van Oudenaarden 2002; Vilar et al. 2002). That stochastic fluctuation can be
crucial for generation of cellular phenotypes is becoming more and more evident. Noise can
establish an initial asymmetry which, once propagated and amplified through a network, may
result in phenotypic consequences that impact processes such as differentiation and disease
(Thattai and van Oudenaarden 2002; Arkin et al. 1998; Arkin 2001).

CONCLUSION
All of the engineered genetic networks thus described have utilized at least some aspect of
rational design to produce a behavior that is based upon the modular interaction of DNA
sequences and regulatory proteins. By assembling molecular parts not normally associated
with each other into different configurations it has been possible to produce an already
impressive array of robust network behaviors. As the number of available modules increases,
and their kinetic parameters become better characterized, and our ability to model and predict
their interaction continues to improve, it is inevitable that further novel and increasingly more
sophisticated synthetic networks will be created. Existing synthetic networks have already
provided important insights and confirmation of hypothesis on a range of natural phenomena
such as importance of feedback mechanisms, of balanced genetic componentry, of regulatory
cascades, and of noise to name a few. It can also be expected that engineered gene networks
will have many important biotechnological and therapeutic applications all of which aim to
manipulate cellular processes at the genetic level.
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2. Mammalian synthetic biology: Engineering of sophisticated
gene networks – A review

David Greber & Martin Fussenegger (2007). Journal of Biotechnology, 130:329-345.

ABSTRACT
With the recent development of a wide range of inducible mammalian transgene control
systems it has now become possible to create functional synthetic gene networks by
linking and connecting systems into various configurations. The past five years has thus
seen the design and construction of the first synthetic mammalian gene regulatory
networks. These networks have built upon pioneering advances in prokaryotic synthetic
networks and possess an impressive range of functionalities that will one day enable the
engineering of sophisticated inter- and intra-cellular functions to become a reality. At a
relatively simple level, the modular linking of transcriptional components has enabled
the creation of genetic networks that are strongly analogous to the architectural design
and functionality of electronic circuits. Thus, by combining components in different
serial or parallel configurations it is possible to produce networks that follow strict logic
in integrating multiple independent signals (logic gates and transcriptional cascades) or
which temporally modify input signals (time-delay circuits). Progressing in terms of
sophistication, synthetic transcriptional networks have also been constructed which
emulate naturally occurring genetic properties such as bistability or dynamic instability.
Toggle switches which possess “memory” so as to remember transient administered
inputs, hysteric switches which are resistant to stochastic fluctuations in inputs, and
oscillatory networks which produce regularly timed expression outputs, are all examples
of networks that have been constructed using such properties. Initial steps have also
been made in designing the above networks to respond not only to exogenous signals,
but also endogenous signals that may be associated with aberrant cellular function or
physiology thereby providing a means for tightly controlled gene therapy applications.
Moving beyond pure transcriptional control, synthetic networks have also been created
which utilize phenomena such as post-transcriptional silencing, translational control, or
inter-cellular signaling to produce novel network-based control both within and between
cells. It is envisaged in the not-too-distant future that these networks will provide the
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basis

for

highly

sophisticated

genetic

manipulations

in

biopharmaceutical

manufacturing, gene therapy and tissue engineering applications.

INTRODUCTION
The rapid accumulation of genetic information, together with advances in molecular
manipulation techniques, have opened new possibilities for gene therapy and biomedical
engineering. The ability to combine naturally occurring genetic components in unique ways
has provided the opportunity to manipulate cellular behavior using de novo synthetic genetic
networks (Hasty et al. 2002; Kaern et al. 2003; McDaniel and Weiss 2005). Many of these
synthetic networks have their origination in prokaryotic systems where they have enabled the
creation of a range of sophisticated functionalities as well as the testing and validation of
many phenomena observed in natural genetic networks (Hasty et al. 2002; Sprinzak and
Elowitz 2005). With the development of a wide range of eukaryotic-compatible gene control
systems, it has now become possible to develop equivalent networks in mammalian cells and
organisms (Weber and Fussenegger 2002; Weber and Fussenegger 2004a; Weber and
Fussenegger 2006). This development paves the way for a new generation of therapeutic
interventions in which genes affecting cellular and organ physiology are manipulated in
highly orchestrated and controlled ways. Within only a few years, an already impressive
range of mammalian compatible genetic devices have been constructed in which the
expression of a target gene can be customized to a range of sensing parameters and expression
behaviors (Kramer et al. 2004a; Kramer et al. 2005; Kramer and Fussenegger 2005a; Kramer
et al. 2004b; Kramer et al. 2003). These networks have not only improved our understanding
of gene network behavior in mammalian cells but have already resulted in devices that could
be useful for research and/or therapeutic applications.
This review describes the advances that have been made in the engineering of de novo
mammalian genetic networks with a focus upon describing networks that have been
experimentally tested and validated. Advances in network functionality include the creation
of stable autofeedback motifs, in which expression variation across a population is minimized
(Becskei and Serrano 2000); the engineering of logical information “gates,” where a range of
input combinations produce highly defined outputs in a manner directly analogous to
electrical circuits (Kramer et al. 2004a); the development of transcriptional cascades, which
have enabled the range of inputs to a network to be greatly increased as well as providing an
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opportunity to accurately and precisely titrate transgene expression (Kramer et al. 2003); and
the creation of bistable toggle and hysteric switches, akin to the development of network
“memory” (Kramer and Fussenegger 2005a; Kramer et al. 2004b). In addition, steps have
been taken to extend network design beyond the sole use of transcriptional control systems to
incorporate other elements of gene control such as gene silencing and translation control
(Malphettes and Fussenegger 2006b; Schlatter and Fussenegger 2003; Schlatter et al. 2003).
The first advances have also been made in the creation of host-integrated networks; that is,
prosthetic genetic networks which are capable of responding to physiological cues so that
they are effectively integrated into the host-cell’s biology (Kramer et al. 2005).

Such

networks, in response to acute or pathological cues, hold great promise for the controlled
manipulation of cellular processes such as protein synthesis, metabolism, cell growth and
differentiation. Finally, to fully exploit the benefits of genetic networks it will be necessary to
develop systems in which behavior is not just coordinated within a cell but across a
population of cells within or across different tissues and organisms. To this end, initial
attempts have also been made to demonstrate the feasibility of inter-cell communication
networks amongst mammalian cell populations engineered with different synthetic network
configurations (Weber et al. 2007a).
In nature, any step of gene expression can be controlled, from DNA transcription to RNA
post-transcriptional modification, transport and decay, through to protein translation and posttranslational modification and transport of the protein itself. While in theory this means
synthetic gene networks could also be constructed at any level of this hierarchy the prevalence
of transcriptional control systems means that most synthetic mammalian networks have
utilized gene control systems that operate at the transcriptional level.

TRANSCRIPTIONAL GENE NETWORKS
Control Elements
Initial higher-order and mammalian gene networks have all been constructed using
heterologous transcriptional control elements. Simple ON/OFF mammalian transcriptional
control systems typically utilize bacterial response regulators which, in their native setting,
are capable of specifically binding a target promoter and either inhibiting or activating
transcription. Binding of the response regulator to its cognate promoter is dependent upon an
appropriate inducer molecule whose presence or absence, depending upon the system, causes
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either association or disassociation of the regulator from its target promoter (Jacob and
Monod 1961). By placing the regulator’s DNA binding site (the “operator”) adjacent to an
eukaryotic promoter, the response regulator can function as a heterologous DNA binding
protein (DBP) which, when appropriately modified, inducibly or repressibly associates with
its hybrid promoter (Kramer and Fussenegger 2005b) (Figure 1).

In one type of

configuration, the operator is placed immediately downstream of a strong constitutive
eukaryotic promoter which upon DBP binding causes steric interference of the cells’ RNA
polymerase II machinery thereby preventing initiation of transcription. To further silence
gene activity a eukaryotic transcriptional silencer, such as the Kruppel-associated box protein
(KRAB), can be fused to the DBP resulting in active repression of eukaryotic transcription
(Bellefroid et al. 1991). In an alternate configuration, the operator is placed immediately
adjacent to a minimally active eukaryotic promoter which by itself is transcriptionally
inactive. By fusing an eukaryotic transcriptional activation domain, such as the Herpes
simplex virus VP16, to the DBP (Triezenberg et al. 1988), a DBP-transactivator can be
engineered which upon association with the operator-minimal promoter hybrid results in
transcriptional activation. In either configuration, repression or activation of transcription is
dependent upon the DBP binding its cognate promoter which can be controlled through the
presence or absence of the DBP’s relevant inducer. By convention, systems in which the
presence of an inducer switches on transcription are referred to as ON-type systems whereas
the opposite, where the presence of an inducer switches off transcription, are referred to as
OFF-type systems (Kramer and Fussenegger 2005b). The induction characteristics of such
systems depend upon many features such as the eukaryotic promoter used, the number and
placement of operator sites, the selected transcriptional activation or repression domain, and
finally the host cell-type. By altering these features it is possible to rationally design gene
control systems with differing characteristics (Malphettes et al. 2006; Malphettes et al. 2005;
Weber et al. 2002b; Weber et al. 2002c).
To date, a variety of eukaryotic gene control systems responsive to different inducers have
been developed. The first systems were based on well studied bacterial antibiotic response
regulators sensitive to common antibiotics such as tetracycline (Gossen and Bujard 1992),
streptogramins (Fussenegger et al. 2000), macrolides (Weber et al. 2002a) and
coumermycin/novobiocin (Zhao et al. 2003). Subsequent systems have exploited response
regulators sensitive to other signaling molecules, metabolic compounds and drugs such as
butyrolactones (quorum-sensing) (Weber et al. 2003), rapamycin (immunosuppressive drug)
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Figure 1: Typical molecular configurations for synthetic transactivator and transrepressor
control systems. (A) For a transrepressor control system, the DNA binding protein (DBP) typically a bacterial transcriptional repressor – binds one or several specific operator sites (O)
placed immediately downstream of a strong constitutive eukaryotic promoter (PCON). Either
by itself through steric hindrance, or when fused to a eukaryotic transcriptional silencing
domain, binding of the DBP represses transcription of the gene of interest (GOI). (B) For a
transactivation control system the same operator site is placed immediately upstream of a
minimally active eukaryotic promoter (PMIN). In this case the DBP is fused to an eukaryotic
activation domain such that upon binding transcription is initiated. In either case, the
presence or absence of a stimulus affects DBP binding thereby enabling control of
transcription.
(Rivera et al. 1996), estrogen (hormone) (Braselmann et al. 1993), gaseous acetaldehyde
(Weber et al. 2004), and 6-hydroxy-nicotine (Malphettes et al. 2005) amongst others. A
comprehensive overview of these and other gene control systems can be found in several
recent reviews (Weber and Fussenegger 2004a; Weber and Fussenegger 2004b; Weber and
Fussenegger 2006). However, given the low interference of many antibiotics with eukaryotic
biology, and that different antibiotic-responsive systems can be readily combined with
minimal cross-interference, it is these systems that have correspondingly formed the
molecular building blocks of most mammalian synthetic gene networks.

Autofeedback
Apart from simple binary ON/OFF transcriptional control systems, where a hetereologously
expressed transcriptional controller activates or represses transcription of a gene of interest
from a chimeric promoter, the simplest genetic networks consist of autofeedback motifs in
which the transcriptional controller itself is expressed from its cognate promoter.
Autofeedback describes the mechanism in which a protein, directly or indirectly, influences
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its own production. Through differences in genetic architecture, autofeedback mechanisms
can either be positive, in which a protein stimulates its own production, or negative, in which
a protein inhibits its own production. In mammalian systems, autofeedback mechanisms have
been used to engineer simple one-step regulatable expression constructs responsive to one or
more inducers, thus minimizing the need for multi-engineering approaches (Fussenegger et al.
1997; Moser et al. 2001). For example, in one such system a single genetic construct
containing a tetracycline-regulatable promoter (PhCMV*-1) drives expression of a multicistronic
expression unit containing the desired product genes followed by a gene encoding the
tetracycline-responsive transactivator (TetR-VP16).

In the presence of tetracycline, the

system is switched off and exhibits minimal product gene and TetR-VP16 expression.
However, upon tetracycline removal the positive feedback loop is activated which leads to
higher TetR-VP16 expression levels with concomitant higher expression of all other cistrons
encoded on the same multicistronic construct (Fussenegger et al. 1997). Unfortunately,
compared to two-component systems, autoregulated systems generally exhibit slightly poorer
inductions characteristics with generally lower maximum expression levels and higher basal
leakiness. For some applications this poorer performance may be critical to their operation,
yet for others the convenience of a single-step genetic manipulation may more than offset any
losses in induction characteristics.

The importance of autofeedback mechanisms in gene control is supported by evidence that
approximately 40% of known transcription factors in E. coli utilize negative autoregulation to
control their own production (Thieffry et al. 1998), while eukaryotic transcription factors use
both positive and negative autoregulation to control expression levels (Bateman 1998). In
early work on synthetic genetic networks it was established that a practical function for such
feedback networks is the creation of expression stability (Becskei and Serrano 2000;
Savageau 1974). Thus, expression systems harboring an autofeedback loop for the expression
of a transcriptional controller exhibit up to a three-fold reduction in expression variation
across a population of cells compared to isogenic systems lacking feedback control (Becskei
and Serrano 2000). Stability is an intrinsic property of many gene networks and stands in
contrast to a “classical” gene regulation system where even modest fluctuations in regulatory
components can significantly impact expression levels (Becskei et al. 2001; Becskei and
Serrano 2000). Systems that are capable of remaining close to a steady-state, despite the
influence of considerable variation and random perturbation, are said to be stable. A wide
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range of biological processes, from metabolic homeostasis to cellular growth and
development, must be capable of withstanding a certain degree of variation and difference in
order to produce a unified and consistent outcome (Alon et al. 1999; Barkai and Leibler 1997;
Little et al. 1999). Hence, it is not surprising to find that the synthetic networks constructed to
date, that have required some element of expression stability, have all involved either a direct
or indirect feedback mechanism (Gardner et al. 2000; Kramer and Fussenegger 2005a;
Kramer et al. 2004b).

Logic Gates
In integrating multiple signals to generate either ON or OFF outputs it is easier to
conceptualize a gene regulatory network as analogous to electronic circuitry (McAdams and
Shapiro 1995).

From an architecture perspective, genetic networks possess a modular

structure that can be interconnected in varying ways to produce different outcomes each of
which follows a strict logic. This has been demonstrated by combining either in series or in
parallel several compatible ON-type or OFF-type transcription control systems responsive to
either macrolide, streptogramin or butyrolactone input signals (Fig. 2) (Kramer et al. 2004a).
It is possible to describe the resulting logic of these network combinations, which integrate
two independent signals, using boolean operator truth tables. Thus, a network in which
expression (i.e. output) only occurs IF input 1 is present and input 2 is NOT present is
classified as a NOTIF gate. In a NAND gate, output always occurs unless both inputs are
present. An OR gate describes an operation whereby expression occurs if either input is
present. The opposite, where expression is repressed if either input is present reflects a NOR
gate. Finally, an INVERTER gate, which is the opposite of a NOT gate, occurs when
expression is only repressed if input 1 is present and input 2 is absent. In each of these cases,
different outcomes to the same two input signals have been engineered by selection and
rearrangement of simple transcriptional control units (Kramer et al. 2004a). Such engineered
mechanisms would clearly benefit any application that requires a particular response to highly
specific inputs. While the above networks were rationally designed to produce the required
logic patterns, it is conceivable that other novel and potentially useful logic patterns could be
created by varying the connectivity of transcription control units in hitherto unknown ways.
To this end, either random recombination or directed evolutionary approaches could be used
to generate novel networks as has been demonstrated for synthetic prokaryotic networks
(Guet et al. 2002; Yokobayashi et al. 2002).
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Figure 2 cont’d: Transcription-based logic gates in which modular transcriptional units are
re-arranged to yield expression profiles that follow strict Boolean logic. For each gate, the
expression profiles of each synthetic system reflect the input and output characteristics of the
boolean description. Unless otherwise indicated, all of the depicted transactivators and
transrepressors were constitutively expressed from PSV40 promoters. In the NOT IF gate,
reporter gene expression (SAMY; Bacillus stearothermophilus-derived secreted -amylase) is
controlled from a chimeric promoter (PSCBR,PIR) that contains operator sites for the
butyrolactone-dependent transactivator (ScbR-VP16) and the streptogramin-responsive
transrepressor (Pip-KRAB). Expression only occurs when ScbR-VP16 is bound to the
chimeric promoter, which occurs in the absence of 2-(1’-hydroxy-6-methylheptyl)-3(hydroxymethyl) butanolide (SCB1), and when Pip-KRAB is disassociated from the promoter
which occurs in presence of pristinamycin (PI). For the NAND gate, reporter expression
(SEAP; human placental-secreted alkaline phosphatase) is modulated from two promoters
(PETR and PPIR) that are separately modulated by a macrolide-dependent transactivator (EVP16) and a streptogramin-dependent transactivator (Pip-VP16). Expression occurs when
either or both transactivators are associated with their cognate promoters. Disassociation of
E-VP16, which occurs in the presence of erythromycin (EM), and PIP-VP16, which occurs in
the presence of pristinamycin (PI), results in no expression. The OR gate is similar in
architecture to the NAND gate but uses the transrepressor versions (i.e. E-KRAB and PipKRAB) of the macrolide- and streptogramin-responsive transcription control systems.
Expression occurs when either or both transrepressors are disassociated from their cognate
promoters (PETRON and PPIRON respectively) which occurs in the presence of either or both
of EM and PI. In the NOR gate, reporter expression is driven by a Pip-VP16-responsive
promoter (PPIR), with Pip-VP16 expression in turn under the control of a E-VP16–responsive
promoter (PETR). In this short linear cascade, expression only results when both E-VP16 and
Pip-VP16 are associated with their respective cognate promoters which necessitates the
absence of both EM and PI respectively. The INVERTER gate is identical in architecture to
the NOR gate, but uses the E-KRAB and Pip-KRAB transrepressors and their respective
cognate promoters, PETRON and PPIRON, also arranged into a linear cascade. In this instance,
expression always occurs unless both E-KRAB is disassociated from, and Pip-KRAB
associated with, its respective cognate promoters. This only occurs in the presence of EM and
absence of PI (Kramer et al. 2004a).
Time Delay Circuit
To continue the electronic circuit analogy, the above logic gates with their trigger-inducible
transcriptional controls can be considered the equivalent of simple transistor-like switches. In
electronics, the creation of a wide variety of in-silico devices with highly complex
information processing capabilities have been enabled by the sequential wiring of transistors
with other electronic circuit components such as diodes, capacitors and resistors. By using a
combination of a trigger-inducible transcriptional device together with protein-modification
mechanism it has been possible to emulate such electronic devices to engineer a synthetic
time-delay circuit (Weber et al. 2007b). In nature, time-delay circuitries at a transcriptional
level have been identified in a range of processes including quorum-sensing crosstalk (Basu et
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al. 2005; Viretta and Fussenegger 2004), NF-κB activation (Covert et al. 2005) and circadian
clock rhythms (Bratsun et al. 2005; Forger and Peskin 2003).
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Figure 3 cont’d: Genetic and molecular design (A), electronic circuit depiction (B) and
expression rates (C) of a synthetic time-delay network. The network consists of a modified
chimeric TetR-VP16 transactivator and a TetR-VP16-responsive promoter (PhCMV*-1) which
drives expression of a reporter gene (SEAP; human placental-secreted alkaline phosphatase).
In this case the two components of the transactivator (TetR and VP16) are separately and
constitutively expressed from PSV40 promoters as fusion proteins with streptavidin (SA) and
an AVITAG biotinylation signal (AT) respectively. Administration of biotin, together with
ectopic expression of a heterologous E.coli BirA biotin ligase (not shown), causes irreversible
biotinylation of AT-VP16 thereby enabling it to dimerize with TetR-SA which results in a
functional TetR-VP16 transactivator that can be controlled with tetracycline (Tet). In an
electronic time-delay circuit, activating a switch enables current flow through a diode into a
capacitor that becomes charged. The capacitor’s charge slowly dissipates to the base of the
resistor (b) where it causes current to flow from collector (c) to emitter (e) where it ultimately
results in activation of the output lamp. In the biological equivalent depiction, addition of
biotin represents the initial input (switch) which drives VP16 biotinylation (diode) resulting in
the accumulation of biotinylated VP16 which dimerizes with TetR-SA (capacitor).
Biotinylated and dimerized TetR-SA-AV-VP16 is eventually degraded by proteolysis
(resistor), but before which it binds PhCMV*-1 resulting in promoter activation (transistor) and
subsequent reporter expression (output). In the absence of biotin, VP16 is not biotinylated
and the network remains silent (not shown). In the presence of biotin (+ Biotin), the circuit’s
capacitor remains fully charged with SEAP expression rate maintained at a relatively constant
level. Upon biotin removal however (-Biotin), the SEAP expression rate is initially
maintained after which expression sharply declines. The delay in expression reduction
represents the time required for the capacitor (biotinylated and dimerized TetR-SA-AVVP16) to fully discharge (through proteolysis) In contrast, if TetR-SA-AV-VP16 activation
of PhCMV*-1 is switched off through Tet addition, the time-delay circuitry is effectively overridden with a corresponding immediate and acute reduction in SEAP expression levels
(Weber et al. 2007b).
The synthetic time delay circuit (Fig. 3) consists of a separated and modified tetracycline
transactivator (TetR and VP16) in which BirA-mediated ligation of biotin (vitamin H) is
required for the two components of the transactivator to dimerize and activate transcription
(Weber et al. 2007b). As the biotinylation reaction is irreversible, the presence of biotin leads
to an accumulation of biotinylated and dimerized transactivator which retains its activity after
the removal of biotin from the culture medium, until it is ultimately degraded by proteolysis.
In this manner, the accumulation of biotinylated and dimerized transactivator and its
subsequent degradation represent the electronic equivalents of a capacitor and resistor
respectively. When the capacitor was fully charged, through pre-incubation with biotin,
reporter expression levels remain relatively unchanged for approximately 30 hours following
biotin removal. At this point however, the capacitor became effectively discharged after
which reporter production markedly decreased. In addition, it was shown that the duration of
the time delay could be modified by altering the capacitor or resistor characteristics. Hence,
the delay could be shortened by either reducing the biotin pre-incubation time, thereby
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reducing the accumulation of functionalized TetR-VP16 and the capacitors charge, or by
increasing proteolysis of the TetR-VP16 through attachment of an ubiquitinylation signal
(PEST sequence) thereby increasing the capacitor’s discharge rate through its resistor (Weber
et al. 2007b).

Time-delay circuitries could potentially play a useful role in therapeutic

applications requiring multiple sequentional interventions where a secondary or follow-up
intervention is required at a precise point after an appropriate signal or event has occurred.

Transcriptional Cascades
Both the NOR and INVERTER gates described above involved the serial linking of
transcriptional units into regulatory cascades whereby the gene product of one regulatable
promoter controls expression from a second regulatable promoter. Obviously it is possible to
repeat this process and devise cascades involving multiple serially connected transcriptional
units.

This has been achieved by several groups using different combinations of

transcriptional control units. Often the aim has been to reduce the residual leakiness of a
regulatable promoter, thereby improving the degree of transcriptional control and opening the
window of transgene regulation (Aubrecht et al. 1996; Imhof et al. 2000). Other approaches
have sought to use a transcriptional cascade to engineer gene control systems in which target
genes can be accurately and reliably titrated to multiple levels (Kramer et al. 2003; Krueger et
al. 2006). The transcriptional co-operativity of many transcriptional control systems typically
results in sigmoid-shaped dose-response characteristics where the range within which it is
possible to find an intermediate level of expression (between ON and OFF) is relatively
narrow. Much as dosing of pharmaceuticals is critical to their efficacy, it is conceivable that
gene therapy applications will also require precise titration of a transgene into a therapeutic
window. All or nothing control mechanisms, or at least systems which are not reliably
capable of intermediate levels of adjustment, may accordingly be of limited use.
In one engineered system, the residual leakiness of three antibiotic-inducible regulation
systems was exploited to create a three-level regulatory cascade capable of intermediate
transgene expression (Fig 4.)

The serial linking of the tetracycline, macrolide and

streptogramin transactivators together with respective responsive promoters resulted in a
network whereby each transactivator acted as the activator of the next system.

Hence,

addition of each respective antibiotic prevented transcription of the next component in the
cascade.
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Figure 4: Regulation performance (A) and genetic design (B) of a synthetic three-level
regulatory cascade which consists of three linearly-connected transactivator control systems.
Reporter expression (SEAP; human placental-secreted alkaline phosphatase) is directly
controlled by a Pip-VP16–responsive promoter (PPIR), with Pip-VP16 expression itself under
the control of an E-VP16–responsive promoter (PETR). E-VP16 is di-cistronically expressed,
via an internal ribosome entry site (IRES), together with TetR-VP16, from a TetR-VP16responsive promoter (PhCMV*-1). TetR-VP16 thus controls its own expression via a positive
autofeedback loop. The cascade can be controlled at each of the three levels by
administration of the relevant inducer molecule; tetracycline (Tet) for TetR-VP16,
erythromycin (EM) for E-VP16 and pristinamycin (PI) for Pip-VP16. Administration of Tet
closes the autofeedback loop at the top of the cascade. However, residual leakiness in the
system ensures that the cascade is not completely shut-off with overall expression still at
approximately 70% of maximum expression. Closing the cascade at subsequent levels, either
through EM or PI administration, has a progressively greater impact upon overall expression
as the scope for amplification of residual leakiness is progressively reduced. Thus, EM
administration reduces expression to approximately 40% whereas PI administration reduces
expression within the system to almost baseline levels (Kramer et al. 2003).
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Control of the first transactivator in the cascade was achieved using an autofeedback loop.
As each system and inducer operates at a different level in the cascade, the impact of
transcription leakiness upon overall expression varies depending at which point in the cascade
it occurs. Thus, at high-level points within the cascade, transcriptional leakiness is amplified
by latter stages thereby limiting the extent of expression reduction. Closing the cascade at
lower levels has a progressively greater impact upon overall expression as the scope for
amplification of residual leakiness is progressively reduced. As each intervention utilizes a
different inducer it was possible to select the desired intervention point. Thus, expression
levels of 100% (no cascade intervention), 70% (intervention at first level of cascade), 40%
(intervention at second level) and close to 0% (intervention at third and final level) of
transgene were possible (Kramer et al. 2003).

Bistable Expression Networks
Logic gates, time-delay circuits and transcriptional cascades show that engineered genetic
circuits can process information or cues received from the environment in different ways to
produce specific outcomes.

A major further step forward in the evolution of synthetic

engineering has been the engineering of circuits which not only process information currently
available in the environment, but which can store information on the past. To do so, a
network needs to possess “memory” which necessitates that the network is capable of binary
expression, that it exhibits bistability and that it is self-sustaining (Hasty et al. 2002).
In a typical graded transcriptional response there is no clear separation of expression states
(Fig. 5A) Input changes in a classed graded system, for example through an increase in the
concentration of an inducer, typically results in a continuous (or graded) sigmoid shaped
transcriptional response. This pattern reflects an effect known as co-operativity and can be
due to either response regulator multimerisation and/or cooperative binding, where initial
binding enhances subsequent binding, of responsive regulators to multiple operator sites in
the promoter (Kringstein et al. 1998). Importantly, when viewed across a population of cells,
increasing the level of inducer does not alter the unimodal distribution pattern of expressing
cells, but simply shifts the distribution upwards reflecting an overall increase in expression
across the entire cell population.
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Figure 5: Engineering expression stability. (A) Stimulus-response profiles for graded (i),
generic bistable (ii), and hysteretic bistable (iii) genetic networks. In a graded genetic system
an increasing stimuli is progressively converted into an increasing response which often
exhibits a sigmoidal character due to activator or repressor co-operativity. In a generic
bistable network the system exhibits quasi-discontinuous behavior whereby it only resides in
one of two alternative steady-states. Changes in stimuli beyond a threshold point trigger a
switch from one state to the other. Where a network not only possesses bistability, but
remains in an expression state after the stimulus used to move into that state has been
removed, it can then be said to possess memory and behaves analogously to a “toggle”
switch. (B) Genetic architecture and (C) response profile of an engineered self-sustaining
toggle. The toggle switch was assembled using two transrepressor control systems arranged
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to repress each other’s expression. In the depicted configuration, the streptogramindependent transrepressor, Pip-KRAB, inhibits transcription via a Pip-KRAB-responsive
promoter (PPIRON) of the erythromycin-dependent transrepressor E-KRAB. E-KRAB in turn
inhibits transcription from an E-KRAB-responsive promoter (PETRON) of a di-cistronic
construct encoding Pip-KRAB and a downstream reporter gene (SEAP; human placentalsecreted alkaline phosphatase) translated via an internal ribosome entry site (IRES).
Administration of each transrepressors respective inducer, pristinamycin (PI) for Pip-KRAB
and erythromycin (EM) for E-KRAB, inhibits the repressive effect of the responsive
transrepressor. Thus, addition of EM results in co-expression of Pip-KRAB and the reporter
gene with concomitant repression of E-KRAB (a HIGH response), whereas addition of PI
results in expression of E-KRAB with concomitant co-repression of Pip-KRAB and the
reporter gene (a LOW response). In each case only a transient pulse of inducer is required to
enable the opposing repressor to be maximally transcribed until, in a self-perpetuating
manner, it stably represses the originally active promoter. Both the HIGH and LOW
responses are maintained in a steady-state following removal of relevant inducer molecules
(non-shaded region) (Kramer et al. 2004b). A hysteretic bistable network is one in which the
threshold switching point from one state to the other is not constant but differs according to
which state the system is moving from. (D) Genetic architecture and (E) response profile of
an engineered hysteretic switch. The switch utilizes a chimeric promoter (Phybrid) that is
responsive to both a tetracycline-dependent transactivator (TetR-VP16) and an erythromycindependent transrepressor (E-KRAB). Phybrid di-cistronically encodes a reporter gene (SEAP)
and, via an internal ribosome entry site (IRES), TetR-VP16 thereby creating a positive
autofeedback loop. E-KRAB is expressed from an independent constitutive promoter (PSV40)
and inhibits Phybrid in a erythromycin (EM) dose-dependent manner. The response of the
network to different EM concentrations is dependent upon the network’s EM cultivation
history. Thus, a higher concentration of EM is required to switch the system from OFF to ON
than is required to return the system from an ON to OFF state (Kramer and Fussenegger
2005a).
Using a simple autofeedback mechanism, in which a transactivator is transcribed from its own
cognate promoter, it has been demonstrated that feedback loops can convert a graded
transcriptional response into a binary expression read-out (Becskei et al. 2001). Feedback
prevents cells from adopting an intermediary expression status such that they can only reside
in an ON or OFF state. In this case, addition of an inducer does not shift the distribution of a
population of cells, but rather it changes the proportion of cells residing in either state. While
expression has been delineated into two or more states, such a system is still not capable of
memory as cells can randomly flip between states. A further requirement is a property
referred to as bistability where cells remain in the state they are being induced to. Finally, a
network can only possess memory where it remains in an expression state long after the
stimulus used to force it into that state has been removed. Such a self-sustaining mechanism
is analogous to a typical light switch or toggle. Switching a light ON or OFF only requires a
single transient, rather than a persistent, input.
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Toggle Switch
Employing the same network architecture used in the synthetic E. coli toggle switch (Gardner
et al. 2000), a synthetic mammalian toggle switch capable of self-sustaining bistable
expression has been created (Fig. 5B) (Kramer et al. 2004b). The switch was constructed
from two inducible transrepressors; the streptogramin-responsive Pip-KRAB system
(Fussenegger et al. 2000) and the macrolide-responsive E-KRAB system (Weber et al.
2002a), which are inducible by pristinamycin and erythromycin respectively.

Each

transrepressor was transcribed from the other transrepressor’s cognate promoter thereby
establishing a mutually inhibitory arrangement where each repressor inhibited the promoter of
the opposing repressor. By co-cistronically encoding a reporter gene downstream of the PipKRAB repressor it was possible to monitor which repressor was currently active, and
accordingly determine the expression status of the network. Owing to the mutually inhibitory
arrangement of the two repressor genes the network was capable of one of two binary states.
A HIGH response in which Pip-KRAB and the downstream reporter gene are transcribed
from the PETRON promoter, and a LOW response in which E-KRAB is transcribed from the
PPIRON promoter. In the absence of either inducer molecule, any low or leaky expression
from one control system ensures repression of the other system. The network is balanced as
long as both systems exhibit the same (low) expression levels with neither expression system
able to predominate over the other. However, addition of either inducer molecule effectively
tips the balance such that expression from one system is increased while expression from the
other system is concomitantly further repressed. For example, the addition of erythromycin
results in disassociation of E-KRAB from the PETRON promoter thereby de-repressing the
promoter and causing active transcription of Pip-KRAB.

Once, Pip-KRAB expression

reaches a sufficient level, it represses expression of E-KRAB from the PPIRON promoter. As
the expression of Pip-KRAB over E-KRAB becomes self-perpetuating, erythromycin can be
withdrawn and the network continues indefinitely in its altered state. In this manner, the
network behaves as a bistable “toggle” switch in which the maintenance of either LOW or
HIGH expression state does not require the on-going presence of pristinamycin or
erythromycin, respectively. In addition, it was also demonstrated that the status of the toggle
could be maintained across cell-generations thus indicating that network memory could be
passed to progeny cells, and that the expression profile could be repeatedly switched between
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expression states over a two-week period thus also indicating that the system was fully
reversible (Kramer et al. 2004b).
Sustained expression stability and reversible switching are two key features required for
epigenetic memory. Such memory involves sustained imprinting of differential expression
levels, including to subsequent cell generations, as well as switching between expression
levels in response to appropriate stimuli. A number of natural epigenetic switches have been
described in different organisms and play a role in coordinating diverse processes such as cell
fate and memory (Orlando 2003), plant development (Kohler and Grossniklaus 2002) and
lysogeny (Angeli et al. 2004; Casadesus and D'Ari 2002). Apart from establishing a model
for how epigenetic imprinting may occur in multicellular organisms, the synthetic mammalian
switch may also have important therapeutic applications.

Classical transcription control

systems operate in a dose-dependent manner and require the on-going presence of regulating
molecules to sustain transgene expression levels. Prolonged exposure to regulating molecules
(e.g. antibiotics) can be associated with clinical ramifications such as the selection of
pathogen resistance (Wegener et al. 1997) and the accumulation of antibiotics in bone and
teeth (Kapunisk-Uner et al. 1996). A self-sustaining, yet reversible, genetic network which
requires only a transient stimulus to establish a steady-state may provide an attractive means
of overcoming such considerations. The toggle described above represents an important first
step towards generating an epigenetic “memory” device. However, to reach its potential and
be of therapeutic use, more work to improve the induction performance (i.e. lower OFF
leakiness and/or higher ON expression) is required.

Hysteretic Switch
Bistable switches can be characterized by their quasi-discontinuous movement between
expression states once a controlling stimulus has reached a specific threshold. However, an
alternate switch behavior found in natural biology is the hysteretic switch (Ozbudak et al.
2004). Hysteresis is a phenomenon that occurs at both the molecular and macroscopic levels
and essential describes behavior in which the threshold required to switch from one state to
another varies depending upon the starting state. To use a non-biological example, traffic
jams often exhibit hysteresis because the car density required to alleviate the traffic jam is less
than the density which initially caused the jam. In a genetic network, a switch exhibits
hysteresis when a different concentration of inducer is required to shift a system from one
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state to another than is required for the reverse shift (Angeli et al. 2004; Atkinson et al. 2003;
Becskei et al. 2001; Becskei and Serrano 2000; Gardner et al. 2000; Xiong and Ferrell 2003).
Hysteretic behavior has been observed in several natural examples including the control of
lactose utilization in E. coli (Ozbudak et al. 2004), and ensuring unidirectional cell-cycle
progression in eukaryotes (Sha et al. 2003). A significant advantage of a hysteretic system is
its inherent ability to buffer against modest changes in the inducing molecule. Hence, minor
fluctuations in inducer concentration close to the point at which a system in switched on will
ultimately result in the system being fully turned on as the system is not able to turn off unless
the inducer concentration shifts far enough to enable the reverse switch. Such devices could
have broad potential for applications in which the input signal is prone to minor fluctuations
but for which a constant all or nothing expression status is required.
A synthetic hysteretic switch has been constructed in mammalian cells using a positive
autofeedback mechanism and competitive transcriptional regulation (Fig. 5B) (Kramer and
Fussenegger 2005a).

The system involved the juxtaposition of a tetracycline-dependent

transactivator (TetR-VP16), which induces its own transcription via positive feedback
together with a reporter gene, against a competing erythromycin (EM)-dependent
transrepressor (E-KRAB) which was capable of inhibiting the TetR-VP16-mediated positive
feedback. The hysteretic behavior of the synthetic network results from the competitive
interaction of TetR-VP16 and E-KRAB for the same promoter (Phybrid; promoter containing
operator sites for both TetR and E binding). At high EM concentrations, disassociation of EKRAB from Phybrid enables TetR-VP16 to prevail resulting in positive feedback and high
reporter expression (i.e. an ON configuration). At low EM concentrations E-KRAB binds
Phybrid and inhibits both TetR-VP16 positive feedback and reporter expression (i.e. an OFF
configuration). It is only at intermediate EM concentrations that the prevalence of E-KRAB
mediated inhibition versus TetR-VP16 mediated positive feedback depends upon historical
EM concentration. High historical EM concentration ensures a high level of TetR-VP16 is
present which therefore requires greater E-KRAB activity, and correspondingly lower EM
concentration, to drive the expression state from ON to OFF. The converse applies for low
historical EM concentrations where minimal to no TetR-VP16 is present. For TetR-VP16 to
out-compete E-KRAB, full de-repression of all E-KRAB activity is required which is
achieved through a relatively much higher EM concentration. In this process the level of
active TetR-VP16, and therefore the extent of positive feedback, acts a molecular “memory”
of the historical EM concentration of the system, and is the basis for the observed hysteretic
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behavior. Indeed, if the level of active TetR-P16 in the system is altered and the extent of
positive feedback reduced, for example through tetracycline addition, then the EM
concentration required to switch the system between ON and OFF configurations gradually
changes from hysteretic to a simple graded profile (Kramer and Fussenegger 2005a).
The synthetic networks described above show that expression stability and memory can be
generated from either a double negative feedback loop or a single positive feedback loop.
The importance of feedback loops have long been recognized as essential for many cellular
processes and is increasingly being identified in natural biological systems, including
signaling pathways (Angeli et al. 2004). The maturation of Xenopus oocytes, for example,
involves the p42 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and the cell-division cycle protein
kinase Cdc2 which form positive autofeedback loops. Both mediators generate an irreversible
switch-like response following transient stimulation with the steroid hormone progesterone.
If the feedback loops are selectively disrupted using specific inhibitors, progesterone-induced
maturation can still occur, however, the presence of progesterone must be actively
maintained. Thus, following disruption of positive feedback the ability of the system to
“remember” a transient signal is compromised (Ferrell 2002; Xiong and Ferrell 2003).

Oscillator
The aforementioned networks all generate useful functions by creating expression stability.
An alternate, and equally fascinating, behavior can result from dynamic instability. In an
oscillatory network, a constant flux of transcriptional components results in periodic, as
opposed to stable, expression. Ideally, such periods are of a consistent period and amplitude,
and require minimal to no external stimuli. Such network behavior is found in a wide range
of natural systems from archaebacteria to eukaryotes with the most prominent example being
the circadian rhythm (Schibler and Sassone-Corsi 2002). In humans, a range of phenomena
from body temperature modulation, endocrine production and release, and immune responses
exhibit circadian oscillations (Edery 2000). Circadian clocks have been proposed to consist
of auto-regulatory loops that use transcriptional feedback and high protein decay rates to
maintain 24 hour periodicity (Dunlap 1999; Reppert and Weaver 2002; Young and Kay
2001). From an applied or therapeutic use, an oscillatory network could clearly be used in
situations requiring recurrent dosing of a therapeutic gene.
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A synthetic oscillator (termed the “repressilator”) has been constructed in prokaryotes from
three common bacterial transcriptional repressor systems that are not part of any natural
biological clock mechanism (Elowitz and Leibler 2000). The three repressor systems were
interconnected such that they formed a cyclic negative feedback loop or “daisy-chain”. This
configuration produced oscillating levels of each repressor protein. A reporter gene, carried
on a separate plasmid but also under the control of a promoter induced by one of the
repressors, provided a readout of oscillations for that repressor. Unlike other expression
functions, the development of a synthetic mammalian oscillator has not yet mirrored the
creation of the bacterial equivalent, although given the pattern for these developments, it will
not be surprising to see the emergence of a synthetic eukaryotic network in the near future.
However, given the intense interest in understanding the mechanisms responsible for the
natural circadian clock, it is also not surprising that attempts have been made to create a
synthetic clock from actual clock components. An attempt was made to create a synthetic
clock from the core set of positive and negative regulatory elements common to all known
circadian mechanisms (Chilov and Fussenegger 2004). The core set of molecular players are
believed to include the cryptochrome genes CRY1 and CRY2, the period genes PER1, PER2
and PER3, and the positive transcription factors BMAL1 and CLOCK (Gekakis et al. 1998;
Sato et al. 2006; van der Horst et al. 1999). BMAL1/CLOCK drive the expression of CRY
and PER proteins which accumulate and, upon exceeding a certain threshold level, translocate
to the nucleus where they inhibit BMAL1/CLOCK expression as well as their own
expression. Thus, CRY and PER proteins act as negative regulators of their own production
until BMAL1/CLOCK mediated transcription inhibition is abolished by PER and CRY
degradation (Panda et al. 2002). An attempt was made to design a generic oscillator by
reproducing the inducible expression of BMAL1 and CLOCK on a “positive” regulation
plasmid and the expression of PER and CRY proteins under the control of a BMAL1 and
CLOCK inducible promoter on a “negative” regulation plasmid.

While not capable of

producing sustained oscillations, the system did nevertheless exhibit a single cycle of a clocklike oscillation, and therefore opens the possibility that homologous regulatory components
can be used for synthetic constructions. While not yet successful, it can nonetheless be
concluded that the design and creation of a successful mammalian clock will necessitate the
incorporation of some kind of feedback mechanism. Such a conclusion is supported by recent
experimental analysis of the mammalian clock system where directed disruption of CRYmediated transcriptional auto-repression resulted in arrhythmic phenotypes in both single- and
multi-cell populations (Sato et al. 2006).
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POST-TRANSCRIPTIONAL GENE NETWORKS
The engineered regulation of gene expression need not only occur at the transcriptional level,
and indeed can be engineered at almost any stage in the protein biosynthetic pathway
(Fussenegger 2001). Further downstream of transcription control, but still at the mRNA level,
expression can be controlled either through destruction of mRNA template or by impairing
translation (Malphettes and Fussenegger 2004; Schlatter and Fussenegger 2003; Schlatter et
al. 2003).

Post-Transcriptional Gene Silencing
The classic method for post-transcriptional silencing relies upon the inducible expression of
antisense RNAs which lead to translation-inaccessible mRNA duplexes and mRNA
degradation (Fux et al. 2001; Singer et al. 2004). However, as RNA duplexes greater than 30
base pairs in length are capable of inducing interferon-based antiviral responses in
mammalian organisms which result in global inhibition of mRNA translation, their
application is of limited use (Luo et al. 2004). More recent strategies capitalize on the mRNA
degradation program known as RNA interference (RNAi) in which double stranded RNA
complementary to the transcript being silenced is processed by the nuclease DICER into
single-stranded molecules of 21-25 nucleotides which subsequently prime a conserved multiprotein complex known as the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). The outcome is the
highly specific degradation and or translation inhibition of the targeted transcript (Tuschl
2001; Tuschl et al. 1999). However, unlike the antisense RNA approach, effective silencing
can be mediated through the expression of much smaller, typically 19-21 base pairs in length,
short interfering RNA (siRNA) which do not generate an interferon response in mammalian
cells (Elbashir et al. 2001). Inducible siRNA expression can be engineered by using classic
transcription control systems which utilize appropriately modified promoters (Malphettes and
Fussenegger 2004). In this way, inducible siRNA expression systems have been developed
for tetracycline and macrolide control systems, amongst others (Kuninger et al. 2004;
Malphettes and Fussenegger 2004).
In addition to silencing genes in which the siRNA target region is contained within the coding
transcript, it is also possible to silence genes with equal effectiveness in which the siRNA
target is contained in either the 5’ or 3’ non-translated region of the mRNA transcript
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(Mangeot et al. 2004). This provides the opportunity to regulate or silence any transgene in
which an appropriate siRNA target (designated as a TAG) has been encoded within an
associated non-translated region (Malphettes and Fussenegger 2006a).

Exploiting this

feature, it has been possible to engineer a combined transcription-translation network that
utilizes both transcriptional activation as well as gene silencing (Fig. 6) (Malphettes and
Fussenegger 2006b). In this system, an erythromycin-inducible control system was used to
express an siRNA capable of silencing a TAG containing reporter gene that was expressed
under the control of the classic tetracycline-responsive promoter (PhCMV*-1).

Despite its

widespread use, PhCMV*-1 nonetheless exhibits residual or leaky expression even in the
complete absence of its disassociated transactivator. By co-expressing an siRNA against the
reporter construct it was possible to reduce any residual expression to basal levels.
Importantly, by ensuring siRNA expression was controllable, it was possible to repress
siRNA expression and thereby still achieve maximum reporter expression levels.

Thus

overall, the engineered network creates not only a system with improved regulation
performance, but also one in which expression levels can be fine-tuned (Malphettes and
Fussenegger 2006b).

Modulation of Translation Initiation
Although much progress has been made in understanding and manipulating protein
expression at the transcriptional level, the manipulation of systems operating at the
translational level is far less advanced. Indeed, it is only recently that natural systems
operating at the translational level – which, for example, play a key role in developmental and
cell-cycle regulatory networks - have been described (Pyronnet and Sonenberg 2001).
Several attempts have also been made to engineer synthetic translational networks.
In one such network, the translation initiation factor 4G (eIF4G), which is required for
ribosome assembly at either 5’-cap or IRES elements, was engineered to render its
functionality rapamycin-dependent thereby creating a mechanism for directly controlling
translation initiation (Fig. 7) (Schlatter et al. 2003).

The network was based upon the

molecular events underlying picornaviral infection in which translation of host-cell proteins is
almost completely shut-down resulting in re-direction of protein translation to picornaviral
proteins.
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Figure 6: (A) Genetic design and (B) response profile of a coupled synthetic transcriptiontranslation network. A TetR-VP16-responsive promoter (PhCMV*-1) that is responsive to
tetracycline (Tet) is used to drive expression of a reporter gene (SEAP; human placentalsecreted alkaline phosphatase) that contains, within its 5’ non-translated region, a siRNA
specific target sequence. Expression of the corresponding siRNA, from an E-VP16responsive promoter (PETR) that is responsive to erythromycin (EM), primes the siRNA
specific target, together with SEAP, for RNA interference mediated gene silencing. Both
TetR-VP16 and E-VP16 are constitutively expressed. SEAP expression can subsequently be
controlled at the transcriptional level via Tet addition, or at the translational level by mRNA
reporter silencing through EM withdrawal. Importantly, the residual leakiness of PhCMV*-1 in
the OFF state (+Tet) can be reduced to baseline levels through inducible siRNA-mediated
silencing (Malphettes and Fussenegger 2006b).
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This shut-down primarily occurs through the proteolytic cleavage of eIF4G into truncated
components which no longer possess their translation initiation functionality . By separately
expressing the truncated versions of eIF4G as fusions with appropriate rapamycin-inducible
heteodimerization domains, it was possible to reconstitute functional eIF4G, and thereby
restore translation initiation, through the addition of rapamycin. Furthermore, by placing the
expression of the truncated eIF4G fusions under tetracycline-responsive transcription control,
a coupled and multi-input transcription-translation network was created (Schlatter et al.
2003).
In an alternative network, the translation control elements responsible for ribosomal protein
production during Xenopus maturation were manipulated to create a generic mammalian
translation control system (Schlatter and Fussenegger 2003). In Xenopus, translation control
of ribosomal protein encoding mRNAs is determined by a terminal oligopyrimidine element
(TOP) present in the 5’ untranslated region of the mRNA. TOP elements adopt a secondary
structure that prevents ribosome binding and initiation of translation. However, this block can
be overcome by the binding of various protein factors, such as cellular nucleic acid binding
protein (CNBP) and La autoantigen, to the TOP element, or by interaction with specific antiTOP oligodeoxynucleotides. By designing a system based on the specific interactions of
CNBP, La or anti-TOP oligos, with a TOP-containing reporter gene, it was possible to
adjustably and reversibly control translation initiation in engineered mammalian cells
(Schlatter and Fussenegger 2003).
While not yet developed in mammalian systems, an exciting area of post-transcriptional
network engineering will take advantage of recently developed riboregulators in which small
trans-acting RNAs can be used to regulate gene expression in a ligand-dependent manner
(Bayer and Smolke 2005; Isaacs et al. 2004). Riboregulators serve to prevent translation of
target mRNA transcripts by binding and forming secondary structures with the mRNA
thereby preventing ribosome binding.

Addition of an appropriate ligand disrupts this

association resulting in a resumption of translation. Importantly, these riboregulators can be
custom-engineered to recognize a wide variety of ligands which open the possibility to design
networks that sense specific cellular and environmental stimuli.
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Figure 7: Genetic and molecular design (A) and expression read-out (B) of a translation
control network. The network consists of a tetracycline responsive transactivator TetR-VP16
(produced constitutively from a PSV40 promoter; not shown) which drives expression, via a
TetR-VP16-responsive promoter (PhCMV*-1), of a discistronic construct encoding truncated
versions of translation initiation factor 4G (eIF4GΔ and ΔeIF4G) which have been fused Cand N-terminally to the FK506-binding protein (FKBP), and FKBP-rapamycin-binding
domain (FRB) of the FKBP-rapamycin-associated protein, respectively. In the presence of
rapamycin (Rap), eIF4GΔ-FKBP and FRB-ΔeIF4G heterodimerize to form a functional
chimeric elongation factor 4G capable of modulating translation initiation of a 5’-cap
dependent reporter gene (SEAP; human placental-secreted alkaline phosphatase), as well as a
cap-independent (translation initiation by internal ribosome entry site, IRES) reporter gene
(Photinus pyralis luciferase) both of which are di-cistronically transcribed from a constitutive
PSV40 promoter (not shown). The network allows reporter gene expression to be controlled at
the transcriptional level by the addition of tetracycline (Tet), which switches off expression of
the eIF4G truncated fusion proteins, or at the level of translation initiation through the
addition of Rap which results in functional eIF4G (Schlatter et al. 2003).
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HOST-INTERFACED GENE NETWORKS
The majority of synthetic genetic networks built and characterized to date have utilized
external signals to create a desired function. To reach their therapeutic potential, however, it
will be necessary to design networks which are not only capable of responding to external
signals, but also to endogenous or physiological signals.

Hence, one can imagine

sophisticated networks which independently provide a therapeutic outcome in response to
pathological signals, but can also be overridden or altered through external modulation should
the need arise. While still in their infancy, several systems integrating physiological signals –
so called “semi-synthetic” systems - have already been developed.
To date, several semi-synthetic systems have been designed which interface various
physiological or signaling inputs into synthetic bacterial networks (Farmer and Liao 2000;
Fung et al. 2005; Kobayashi et al. 2004).

Progress has also been made in developing

mammalian semi-synthetic systems. The mammalian oxygen response system, in which a
specific set of endogenous genes is induced in response to low oxygen levels (e.g. human
vascular endothelial growth factor, VEGF), relies upon the translocation of hypoxia-induced
factor 1 alpha (HIF-1) to the nucleus where through a series of interactions it activates
expression from promoters containing hypoxia-response elements (HRE). Under normoxic
conditions HIF-1 is rapidly degraded thereby preventing the low-oxygen response (Ehrbar et
al. 2004; Semenza 2003). A semi-synthetic network has been created by coupling the HIF-1
response system to a mammalian heterologous regulatory cascade resulting in multi-level
gene control that can be influenced by endogenous signals (i.e. oxygen levels) as well as
external signals (Fig. 8) (Kramer et al. 2005). By combining three inputs it has been possible
to produce six distinct expression states depending upon the combination of signals used.
While representing the first steps towards the therapeutic application of synthetic networks, a
major challenge remains to find and/or preferably design transcription control systems which
not only detect changes to a specific endogenous inducer but detect changes within a specified
concentration range. The systems constructed to date have largely relied upon serendipity and
have sufficed as a proof of concept. Yet to reach their true potential, one will need to find
means of detecting and interfacing changes to pathologically relevant molecules.
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Figure 8: (A) Response profile and genetic layout (B) of a semi-synthetic regulatory cascade.
The semi-synthetic cascade is triggered by endogenous HIF-1 which, under hypoxic
conditions (HOX), is mobilized to the nucleus where it binds and activates a synthetic
promoter containing hypoxia response elements (PHRE). Under normoxic conditions (NOX)
HIF-1 is rapidly degraded to undetectable levels. Activation of PHRE sets off a
transcriptional cascade of two heterologous transcription systems; the streptogramindependent transactivator Pip-VP16 which upon expression binds its cognate promoter (PPIR)
leading to expression of the tetracycline-responsive transactivator TetR-VP16, which
subsequently binds its cognate promoter (PhCMV*-1) leading to expression of a reporter gene
(SAMY; Bacillus stearothermophilus-derived secreted -amylase). In addition to sensing
physiologic oxygen levels via the HIF-1 activator, the system is also responsive to
pristinamycin (PI) which interrupts the cascade at Pip-VP16, and tetracycline (Tet) which
interrupts the cascade at TetR-VP16. Up to six expression levels can be produced by different
combinations of the three inputs (Kramer et al. 2005).
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CROSS-CELLULAR GENE NETWORKS
Cell-to-cell communication and intracellular signal processing are essential mechanisms for
coordinated cell behavior in both single cell populations as well as multicellular organisms.
Such mechanisms control not only the development and orchestration of complex
physiological events in entire organisms, such as cellular differentiation, development and
adaptive responses to endogenous and exogenous cues, but also form the basis of many
fundamental coexistence patterns between and across different species and kingdoms. It is
therefore not surprising that attempts have commenced to replicate these mechanisms using
synthetically engineered gene circuits. The band-detection and pulse-generating networks
developed by Weiss and colleagues in E.coli have been successfully used to generate
spatiotemporal differentiation patterns which, much like natural pattern formation, rely upon
cell-to-cell communication and signal transduction networks (Basu et al. 2005; Basu et al.
2004; You et al. 2004). By altering parameters within their networks and using different
fluorescent reporter genes they have been able to engineer an impressive array of multicoloured patterns and shapes. In addition to pattern formation, intercellular communication
via an artificial quorum sensing network sensitive to a common cellular metabolite has also be
used to synchronize E. coli populations (Bulter et al. 2004).
In mammalian cells and higher-order organisms inter- and intra-cellular communication and
processing systems have also been recently engineered (Weber et al. 2007a). In one such
system a series of gene networks placed into different cell populations was used to replicate
an endocrine signaling system in which small sensor cell populations process physiologic
stimuli and convert them into hormones which trigger defined transcriptional responses in
specific target cells (Fig. 9). In this case, a multi-step inter-cellular transcriptional cascade
involving two separate gene control systems responsive to biotin (vitamin H) and volatile
acetaldehyde each of which could diffuse from one cell population to another. Thus crosstalk between co-cultured sender and processor cells was mediated through liquid diffusion of
vitamin H, with subsequent downstream crosstalk between separately cultured processor and
receiver cells occurring via gas diffusion of volatile acetaldehyde.

The use of volatile

acetaldehyde as a signaling message removed the need for two populations to reside in the
same liquid environment.
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Figure 9: A) Genetic and cellular layout and B) reporter expression profile of a three-step
inter-cellular signaling and information processing cascade. The system consists of three
engineered cell populations: a human embryonic kidney cell (HEK) “sender” population cocultivated with a Chinese hamster ovary cell (CHO) “processor” population, and a separately
cultured but within the same atmosphere CHO “receiver” population. The sender population
constitutively expresses (from PhEF1) human biotinidase (BTD) which catalyses the release
of the signal molecule biotin (vitamin H) from biocytin contained within the culture media.
Biotin diffuses in liquid phase to the processor cell population which has been engineered to
constitutively express BirA ligase (not shown) which ligates biotin to an avitag-VP16 fusion
protein (A-VP16) thereby enabling heterodimerization with co-expressed E-streptavidin [E-S]
to produce a chimeric E-S-biotin-A-VP16 transactivator capable of inducing PETR-driven
expression of alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) and a reporter gene. ADH converts ethanol
(EtOH) contained within the culture media to volatile acetaldehyde which diffuses via gas
phase to the receiver cell population where it activates expression of a second reporter gene
which is under the control of a Aspergillus nidulans-derived synthetic acetaldehyde-inducible
promoter (PAIR). Unless otherwise indicated, all of the depicted transcriptional controllers
were constitutively expressed (from PSV40 promoters). Both the biotin and volatile
acetaldehyde signaling molecules were capable of transmitting information between cell
populations which could be processed by engineered transcriptional networks as evidenced by
comparison of the expression profile of an equivalent system containing sender cells that
lacked BTD (HEK Control) (Weber et al. 2007a).
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This feature was also exploited to engineer inter-kingdom crosstalk between mammalian cells
and bacteria, yeast and plants in which precise spatiotemporal control of reporter gene
expression was obtained in response to diffusion of the gas signaling molecule.
Finally, by engineering the mammalian acetaldehyde responsive gene control system to
produce secreted mammalian -lactamase (sBLA) and neomycin phosphotransferase (NEO) it
was possible to create bidirectional crosstalk between mammalian cells and co-cultured E.
coli. In one such system, engineered mammalian cells were co-cultured with acetaldehyde
producing E. coli in media containing both ampicillin and neomycin.

E. coli produces

volatile acetaldehyde which diffuses via gas phase to trigger sBLA and NEO expression in the
mammalian population which enables the survival of these cells in the presence of neomycin.
Concurrently, sBLA hydrolyzes ampicillin thereby enabling survival and growth of E.coli.
The absence of either cell population from the culture prevents the survival of the other
partner thus illustrating the occurrence of bidirectional information flow. Such a system also
emulates a fundamental pattern of symbiotic co-existence between differing species; namely
mutualism where both partners to an association benefit from the others presence. By altering
the molecular configuration and reaction conditions it was also possible to replicate other
interspecies co-existence patterns such as commensalism, amensalism, parasitism, and
oscillating predator-prey interactions (Weber et al. 2007a).

CONCLUSION
All of the engineered mammalian genetic networks thus described have utilized at least some
aspect of rational design to produce a behavior that is based upon the modular interaction of
DNA and/or RNA sequences, regulatory proteins, and inducing or signaling molecules. By
assembling molecular parts not normally associated with each other into different
configurations it has been possible to produce an already impressive array of robust network
behaviors. As the number of available modules increases, and our ability to understand their
interaction continues to improve, it is inevitable that further novel and increasingly more
sophisticated synthetic networks will be created. Apart from their use in predicting and
testing the properties of naturally occurring genetic circuits, we can expect that the emergence
of more sophisticated mammalian genetic networks will enable and stimulate advances in
medical applications in the foreseeable future.
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3. Multi-gene engineering: Simultaneous expression and
knockdown of six genes off a single common platform

David Greber & Martin Fussenegger (2007). Biotechnology and Bioengineering, 96, 821-834

ABSTRACT
Increases in our understanding of gene function have greatly expanded the repertoire of
possible genetic interventions at our disposal with the consequence that many genetic
engineering applications require multiple manipulations in which target genes can be
both overexpressed and silenced in a simple and co-ordinated manner. Using synthetic
introns as a source of encoding short-interfering RNA (siRNA), we demonstrate that it is
possible to simultaneously express both a transgene and siRNA from a single polymerase
(Pol) II promoter. By encoding siRNA as an intron between two protein domains
requiring successful splicing for functionality, it was possible to demonstrate that
splicing was occurring, that the coding genes (exonic transgenes) resulted in functional
protein, and that the spliced siRNA-containing lariat was capable of modulating
expression of a separate target gene. We subsequently extended this concept to develop
pTRIDENT-based multi-cistronic vectors that were capable of co-ordinated expression
of up to three siRNAs and three transgenes off a single genetic platform. Such multigene engineering technology, enabling concomitant transgene overexpression and target
gene knockdown, should be useful for therapeutic, biopharmaceutical production, and
basic research applications.

INTRODUCTION
With our ever-increasing genetic knowledge it is clear that many applications in
biopharmaceutical manufacturing, therapeutic interventions and gene-function analysis will
require multiple genetic manipulations.

Examples include proliferation control, anti-

apoptosis and bottleneck engineering to increase recombinant protein production
(Fussenegger et al. 1998b; Schlatter et al. 2003; Tigges and Fussenegger 2006), the
reprogramming of desired cell phenotypes for tissue engineering (Fux et al. 2004b;
Schuldiner et al. 2000), and the treatment of polygenic diseases (Bottino et al. 2003; Evans et
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al. 2004; Furlan et al. 2004; Siatskas et al. 2006). In some instances such applications will
require the over-expression of multiple genes, others the down-regulation, and just as likely, a
combination of both.

Such applications necessitate the development of molecular

technologies in which multiple genes can be manipulated in a co-ordinated and controllable
manner using simple and compact synthetic genetic constructs. Molecular technologies (e.g.
pTRIDENT) for the simultaneous expression of multiple transgenes have been available for
several years, and are now routinely used in many applications (Fussenegger et al. 1998a; Fux
et al. 2004a). However, it is clear that future applications will require technologies in which
multiples genes can be silenced as well as overexpressed.
RNA interference (RNAi) is a highly efficient mechanism for post-transcriptional gene
silencing which occurs naturally during development in plants, invertebrates and vertebrates
(McCaffrey et al. 2002; Svoboda et al. 2000; Tuschl 2001; Wianny and Zernicka-Goetz 2000;
Yang et al. 2001). It has also become an increasingly powerful tool for the analysis of gene
function in plants and animals (Filipowicz 2005; Sandy et al. 2005). In their endogenous
form, animal cells contain numerous RNAs known as microRNAs (miRNAs) which are
typically 19-25 nucleotides in length and share exact or very high sequence complimentary to
the mRNAs whose stability or translational efficiency they regulate (Lagos-Quintana et al.
2001; Lau et al. 2001; Lee and Ambros 2001). Mature miRNAs are processed from longer
hairpin transcripts by the sequential action of RNases Drosha and Dicer (Lee et al. 2003).
Alternately, short-interfering RNAs (siRNAs) can either be synthetically produced and
introduced into cells by transfection (Elbashir et al. 2001a), or encoded as short hairpin
structures (shRNA) on an expression vector (Brummelkamp et al. 2002). In both cases,
siRNAs enter the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) and either mediate cleavage and
degradation of complementary mRNAs or repress translation (Elbashir et al. 2001b). As
target mRNA depletion is dependent upon relative siRNA to target mRNA levels, a key
requirement for any gene silencing strategy is that sufficient siRNA is successfully introduced
into target cells (Malphettes and Fussenegger 2006a; Malphettes and Fussenegger 2006b).
The expression vectors currently used to introduce most siRNA into cells typically rely upon
polymerase (Pol) III promoters (e.g. H1 or U6) or polymerase II promoters with the siRNA
situated directly downstream of the relevant promoter and upstream of an appropriate
transcriptional termination sequence (Brummelkamp et al. 2002; Xia et al. 2002). However,
in both cases it is not possible to express multiple siRNAs from a single promoter, or
alternatively, to express a siRNA together with one or more transgenes. In recent years it has
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become apparent that an important source of endogenous siRNAs are intronic non-coding
sequences (Ying and Lin 2004; Ying and Lin 2006) which have since been described in
Caenorhabditis elegans, mouse and human genomes (Ambros et al. 2003; Lin et al. 2003;
Rodriguez et al. 2004). While intronically encoded siRNAs initially require Pol II promoters
for their transcription, their ultimate production and release relies upon mRNA splicing.
Significantly, this means the siRNA does not require its own dedicated promoter or
termination sequence. By exploiting introns as a source for encoding siRNA, we describe the
construction of pTRIDENT derivatives which are capable of co-ordinated expression up to
three siRNAs and three transgenes off a single genetic construct.

By always encoding

siRNAs as introns between two domains which require successful splicing for functionality, it
was possible to demonstrate that splicing was occurring, that the coding genes (exonic
transgenes) resulted in functional protein, and that the spliced siRNA-containing lariat was
capable of modulating gene expression for three different target genes. This technology
enables multiple interventions including transgene over-expression and target gene
knockdown which should facilitate applications in biopharmaceutical production engineering
and polygenic therapeutic interventions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Vector Design and Construction
All plasmids used in this study as well as their cloning strategies are listed in Table 1.
Oligonucleotides are shown in Table 2.
Table 1: Plasmids used and designed in this study*.
Plasmid

Description and Cloning Strategy

Reference
or source

pDG1

Constitutive ET1 expression vector containing a siRNAGFP encoding synthetic
intron (PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA). A siRNAGFP-VP16 fusion with associated
splice recognition sequences was created by PCR amplication from pWW35
using forward primer ODG1 and reverse primer OWW313. Through
BssHII/HindIII digestion, and subsequent ligation, the VP16 domain of pWW35
was replaced with the similarly digested amplifed fusion thereby introducing a
siRNA encoding synthetic intron between the E DNA binding domain and
VP16 transactivation domain of ET1.
Constitutive ET1 expression vector containing a siRNALuc+ (nt 62-80) encoding
synthetic intron (PSV40-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 62-80)-VP16-pA). The construct was
created using the same amplification and cloning strategy used to construct
pDG1, but using the forward primer ODG27.
Constitutive ET1 expression vector containing a siRNALuc+ (nt 851-871) encoding
synthetic intron (PSV40-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 851-871)-VP16-pA). The construct was
created using the same amplification and cloning strategy used to construct
pDG1, but using the forward primer ODG29.

This work

pDG17

pDG23
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This work

This work

Plasmid

Description and Cloning Strategy

Reference
or source

pDG36

pmCMVmpa vector encoding siRNA Luc+ (nt 62-80) (mPhCMV-siRNA Luc+ (nt 62-80)mpA). A mPhCMV-siRNA Luc+ (nt 62-80) sequence was created by PCR amplication
from pmCMVmpA using forward primer ODG7 and reverse primer ODG31.
Through NdeI/SpeI digestion, and subsequent ligation, this sequence was
substituted for mPhCMV of similarly digested pmCMVmpA.
pmCMVmpa vector encoding siRNA Luc+ (nt 851-871) (mPhCMV-siRNA Luc+ (nt 851-871)mpA). The construct was created using the same amplification and cloning
strategy used to construct pDG36, but using the reverse primer ODG33
Constitutive ET1 expression vector containing a siRNALuc+ (nt 1340-1368) encoding
synthetic intron (PSV40-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 1340-1368)-VP16-pA). The construct was
created using the same amplification and cloning strategy used to construct
pDG1, but using the forward primer ODG30.
pmCMVmpa vector encoding siRNA Luc+ (nt 1340-1368) (mPhCMV-siRNA Luc+ (nt 13401368)-mpA). The construct was created using the same amplification and cloning
strategy used to construct pDG36, but using the reverse primer ODG34.
Constitutive ET1 expression vector containing a siRNAVEGF encoding synthetic
intron (PSV40-E-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA). The construct was created using the
same amplification and cloning strategy used to construct pDG1, but using the
forward primer ODG47.
Constitutive ET3 expression vector containing a siRNAGFP encoding synthetic
intron (PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-KRAB-pA). A PSV40-siRNAGFP fusion with
associated splice recognition sequences was created by PCR amplication from
pWW35 using primers OWW18 and ODG44. Through EcoRI/BssHII
digestion, and subsequent ligation, the E domain of pWW43 was replaced with
the similarly digested amplifed fusion thereby introducing a siRNA encoding
synthetic intron between the E DNA binding domain and KRAB trans-silencing
domain of ET3.
Constitutive PIT expression vector containing a siRNAGFP encoding synthetic
intron (PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRESI-pA). siRNAGFP-VP16 with associated
splice recognition sequences was excised from pDG1 by BssHII/HindIII
digestion and ligated into similarly prepared pMF167 thereby introducing a
siRNA encoding synthetic intron between the Pip DNA binding domain and
VP16 transactivation domain of PIT.
Multicistronic expression construct constitutively expressing ET1 containing a
siRNALuc+ (nt 62-80) encoding synthetic intron in the first cistron (PSV40-EsiRNALuc+ (nt 62-80)-VP16-IRESI-MCSII-IRESII-pA). PSV40-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 62-80)VP16 was excised from pDG17 by SspI/HindIII digestion and ligated into
similarly prepared pTRIDENT11 to create an intermediate construct for later
cloning.
Constitutive tTA expression vector containing a siRNAVEGF encoding synthetic
intron (PSV40-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA). siRNAVEGF-VP16 with associated
splice recognition sequences was excised from pDG96 by BssHII/HindIII
digestion and ligated into similarly prepared pSAM200 thereby introducing a
siRNA encoding synthetic intron between the TetR DNA binding domain and
VP16 transactivation domain of tTA.
Dicistronic constitutive expression vector encoding PIT and tTA each
containing synthetic siRNA introns against GFP and VEGF respectively (PSV40Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRES-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA). PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFPVP16-IRESI was excised from pDG143 by SspI/NotI digestion and ligated into
similarly prepared pDG146 to create a twin expression construct encoding PipVP16 containing intronic siRNAGFP, and TetR-VP16 containing intronic
siRNAVEGF.
Tricistronic constitutive expression vector encoding PIT, ET1 and tTA each
containing synthetic siRNA introns against GFP, luciferase and VEGF
respectively (PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRESI-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 62-80)-VP16IRESII-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA). E-siRNALuc+ (nt 62-80)-VP16-IRESI was
excised from pDG144 by NotI digestion and ligated into pDG147 opened with
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NotI to create a triple expression construct encoding Pip-VP16 containing
intronic siRNAGFP, E-VP16 containing intronic siRNALuc+ (nt 62-80), and TetRVP16 containing intronic siRNAVEGF.
Multicistronic expression construct constitutively expressing ET1 containing a
siRNAGFP encoding synthetic intron in the first cistron (PSV40-E-siRNAGFPVP16-IRESI-MCSII-IRESII-pA). PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-VP16 was excised from
pDG1 by SspI/HindIII digestion and ligated into similarly prepared
pTRIDENT11 to create an intermediate construct for later cloning.
Constitutive tTA expression vector containing a siRNAGFP encoding synthetic
intron (PSV40-TetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA). siRNAGFP-VP16 with associated
splice recognition sequences was excised from pDG1 by BssHII/HindIII
digestion and ligated into similarly prepared pSAM200 thereby introducing a
siRNA encoding synthetic intron between the TetR DNA binding domain and
VP16 transactivation domain of tTA.
Dicistronic constitutive expression vector encoding PIT and tTA each
containing the same siRNAGFP encoding synthetic intron (PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFPVP16-IRES-TetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA). PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRESI was
excised from pDG143 by SspI/NotI digestion and ligated into similarly prepared
pDG153 to create a twin expression construct encoding Pip-VP16 and TetRVP16 each containing intronic siRNAGFP.
Triscistronic constitutive expression vector encoding PIT, ET1 and tTA each
containing the same siRNAGFP encoding synthetic intron (PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFPVP16-IRESI-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRESII-TetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA). EsiRNAGFP-VP16-IRESI was excised from pDG152 by NotI digestion and ligated
into pDG154 opened with NotI to create a triple expression construct encoding
Pip-VP16, E-VP16 and TetR-VP16 each containing intronic siRNAGFP.
Streptogramin-inducible expression vector encoding PPIR-driven SeXy (PPIRSeXy-pA; PPIR, PIR-PhCMVmin). SeXy was excised from pDF193 by EcoRI/XhoI
digestion and ligated into similarly prepared pMF172.
Macrolide-inducible expression vector encoding PETR-driven SAMY (PETRSAMY-pA; PETR, ETR3-PhCMVmin)
Constitutive SeXy expression vector (PhCMV-SeXy-pA)
Constitutive expression vector encoding an enhanced GFP variant (PhCMVEGFP-pA)
Vector containing a modified PhCMV promoter (mPhCMV) and a synthetic minimal
polyadenylation site (mpA)
pmCMVmpA vector encoding siRNAGFP (mPhCMV-siRNAGFP-mpA)
Tetracycline-inducible expression vector encoding PhCMV*-1-driven SEAP
(PhCMV*-1-SEAP-pA)

pMF167

Constitutive PIT expression vector (PSV40-PIT-IRESI-pA; PIT, Pip-VP16)

pMF171

Dicistronic constitutive expression vector encoding PIT and tTA (PSV40-PITIRES-tTA-pA)

pMF172

Streptogramin-inducible expression vector encoding PPIR-driven SEAP (PPIRSEAP-pA; PPIR, PIR-PhCMVmin)

pNLK15
pSAM200

Constitutive firefly luciferase expression vector (5’LTR- Ψ+-PPT-RRE-PhEF1luc+-3’LTR)
Constitutive tTA expression vector (PSV40-tTA-pA; tTA, TetR-VP16)

pTRIDENT

Tricistronic mammlian expression vector harboring a streptogramin-inducible
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PPIRON-driven expression unit (PPIRON-MCSI-IRESI-MCSII-IRESII-MCSIIIpA; PPIRON, PSV40-PIR3).
Constitutive ET1 expression vector (PSV40-ET1-pA; ET1, E-VP16)

al. 2000)

pWW35
pWW37
pWW43
pWW56
pWW110
pWW276

Macrolide-inducible expression vector encoding PETR-driven SEAP (PETRSEAP-pA; PETR, ETR2-PhCMVmin)
Constitutive ET3 expression vector (PSV40-ET3-pA; ET3, E-KRAB)
Macrolide-inducible expression vector encoding PETRON-driven SEAP
(PETRON-SEAP-pA; PETRON, PSV40-ETR8)
Tricistronic constitutive expression vector encoding PIT, ET1 and tTA (PSV40PIT-IRESI-ET1-IRESII-tTA-pA)
Constitutive VEGF expression vector (PhEF1-VEGF-pA)

(Weber et
al. 2002)
(Weber et
al. 2002)
(Weber et
al. 2002)
(Weber et
al. 2002)
(Weber et
al. 2002)
(Weber et
al. 2003)

*Abbreviations: E, E. coli-derived repressor of the macrolide resistance gene mphA; ET1,
macrolide-dependent transactivator (E-VP16); ET3, macrolide-dependent trans-silencer (EKRAB); ETR2, tandom operator module specific for E; ETR8, octameric operator module
specific for E; GFP, green fluorescent protein; IRES, internal ribosome entry site; KRAB,
trans-silencing domain of the human kox-1 gene; LTR, long terminal repeat; MCS, multiple
cloning site; Ψ+, oncoretroviral extended packaging signal; pA, simian virus 40-derived
polyadenylation site; PhCMV, human cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter; PhCMVmin,
minimal PhCMV; PhCMV*-1, PhCMVmin with operator module specific for TetR; PhEF1, human
elongation factor-1 promoter; Pip, S. coelicolor-derived repressor of the streptogramin
resistance operon; PIR, operator module specific for Pip; PIR3, trimeric operator module
specific for Pip; PIT, streptogramin-dependent transactivator (Pip-VP16); PSV40, simian virus
40-derived promoter; PPT, polypurine track; RRE, rev response element; SAMY, B.
stearothermophilus-derived secreted -amylase; SEAP, human placental secreted alkaline
phosphatase; SeXy, B. subtilis-derived secreted xylanase A; siRNA, short interfering RNA;
TetR, E. coli-derived repressor of the Tn10 tetracycline resistance operon; tTA, tetracyclinedependent transactivator (TetR-VP16); VEGF, human vascular endothelial growth factor
(isoform 121); VP16, Herpes simplex virus-derived transactivation domain.
Table 2: Oligonucleotides used in this study*.
Oligo

Sequence

ODG1

CTGGCGCGCCAGGTAAGTCACAAGCTGGAGTACAACTACATCGATGTAGTTGTA
CTCCAGCTTGTGTACTGACATCCACTTTGCCTTTCTCTCCACAGGTGcgcgtacgaaaaac
aattac; BssHII site underlined, siRNA directed towards nucleotides 418-438 of GFP sequence
(pLEGFP-N1) in dashed underline
gtatcatatgccaagtacg; NdeI site underlined
ACACTGGCGCGCCAGGTAAGTCCGCTGGAGAGCAACTGCAATCGATTGCAGTTG
CTCTCCAGCGGTACTGACATCCACTTTGCCTTTCTCTCCACAGGTGcgcgtacgaaaaaca
attac; BssHII site underlined, siRNA directed towards nucleotides 60-82 of firefly luciferase
sequence (pGL3-basic) in dashed underline
ACACTGGCGCGCCAGGTAAGTGTGCGCTGCTGGTGCCAACCCTTCAAGAGAGGG
TTGGCACCAGCAGCGCACTACTGACATCCACTTTGCCTTTCTCTCCACAGGTGcgcg
tacgaaaaacaattac; BssHII site underlined, siRNA directed towards nucleotides 851-871 of
firefly luciferase sequence (pGL3-basic) in dashed underline
ACACTGGCGCGCCAGGTAAGTGGATTCCAATTCAGCGGGAGCCACCTGAGAAGC
TTTCAGGTGGCTCCCGCTGAATTGGAATCCTACTGACATCCACTTTGCCTTTCTCT
CCACAGGTGcgcgtacgaaaaacaattac; BssHII site underlined, siRNA directed towards
nucleotides 1340-1368 of firefly luciferase sequence (pGL3-basic) in dashed underline

ODG7
ODG27

ODG29

ODG30
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Oligo

Sequence

ODG31

CTTCGACTGAACTAGTCCGCTGGAGAGCAACTGCAATCGATTGCAGTTGCTCTCC
AGCGGCTcgagacggttcactaaac; SpeI site underlined, siRNA directed towards nucleotides 6082 of firefly luciferase sequence (pGL3-basic) in dashed underline
CTTCGACTGAACTAGTGTGCGCTGCTGGTGCCAACCCTTCAAGAGAGGGTTGGCA
CCAGCAGCGCACCTcgagacggttcactaaac; SpeI site underlined, siRNA directed towards
nucleotides 851-871 of firefly luciferase sequence (pGL3-basic) in dashed underline
CTTCGACTGAACTAGTGGATTCCAATTCAGCGGGAGCCACCTGAGAAGCTTTCAG
GTGGCTCCCGCTGAATTGGAATCCCTcgagacggttcactaaac; SpeI site underlined, siRNA
directed towards nucleotides 1340-1368 of firefly luciferase sequence (pGL3-basic) in dashed
underline
CTGGCGCGCGGGCACCTGTGGAGAGAAAGGCAAAGTGGATGTCAGTACACAAGC
TGGAGTACAACTACATCGATGTAGTTGTACTCCAGCTTGTGACTTACCTGggctgtacg
cggacgc; BssHII site underlined, siRNA directed towards 418-438 of GFP sequence
(pLEGFP-N1) in dashed underline
ACACTGGCGCGCCAGGTAAGTTGGGTGCATTGGAGCCTTGATCGATCAAGGCTCC
AATGCACCCATACTGACATCCACTTTGCCTTTCTCTCCACAGGTGcgcgtacgaaaaacaat
tac; BssHII site underlined, siRNA directed towards nucleotides 19-37 of VEGF sequence
(pWW276) in dashed underline
agcaggccctcgatggta
gccttgaattgatcatatgcgg
ccaactcctccaggcaca
tcgacgcgatggtcgaac
TAcgaattcccaccatgccccgccccaagctcaa; EcoRI site underlined
GCTCTAGAGCAAGCTTctacccaccgtactcgtcaattc; HindIII site underlined

ODG33
ODG34

ODG44

ODG47

ODG48
ODG49
ODG50
ODG51
OWW18
OWW313

* Annealing sequence in lower case
The consensus splicing sequences used to generate all synthetic introns were based on the
intervening sequence (IVS) of a synthetic intron (Huang and Gorman 1990; Rees et al. 1996).
The siRNAs selected for knockdown of enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP),
luciferase and human vascular endothelial growth factor isoform 121 (VEGF) expression
were selected from published sources in which siRNA mediated knockdown of greater than
80% had been achieved (EGFP; (Malphettes and Fussenegger 2004; Xia et al. 2002),
luciferase(nt

60-82);

(Schiffelers et al. 2005), luciferase(nt

851-871);

(Takahashi et al. 2005),

luciferase(nt 1340-1368); (McCaffrey et al. 2002), VEGF; (Wannenes et al. 2005)).

Cell Culture and Transfection
All transfections were performed in Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO-K1, ATCC CCL 61)
which were cultivated in ChoMaster HTS medium (Cell Culture Technology GmbH,
Gravesano, Switzerland) supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum (FCS; PAN Biotech GmbH,
Cat. No. 3302), and 1% (v/v) of a penicillin/streptomycin solution (Sigma, St Louis, MO, Cat.
No. P4458). Cells were cultivated at 37C in a 5% CO2-containing humidified atmosphere.
For transient transfection of CHO-K1, 1.2µg of total plasmid DNA was transfected into
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50,000 cells per well of a 24-well plate using an optimized calcium phosphate protocol that
resulted in standard transfection efficiencies of 35±5% (Fussenegger et al. 1998b). In brief,
plasmid DNA was diluted into 25µl of 250mM CaCl2 and precipitated by bubbling the
mixture into 25µl of HBS solution (50mM HEPES, 280mM NaCl, 1.5mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.1)
and allowing to stand for 15min. Precipitates were subsequently directly added to cells,
allowed to incubate for 5h and then subjected to glycerol shock (standard medium containing
15% glycerol) lasting 60sec. After washing once with PBS, cells were cultivated for analysis
in standard medium in the presence or absence of regulating antibiotics. For transactivator
functionality assays, the relevant transactivator and inducible SEAP reporter gene constructs
were transfected in equimolar ratios. For siRNA-mediated silencing assays, the relevant
siRNA-containing construct (or control) and target gene construct were transfected at a 4:1
ratio.

Regulating Antibiotics
The streptogramin antibiotic pristinamycin (Sanofi-Aventis Inc., Pyostacin) was prepared as a
stock solution of 500µg/ml in DMSO.

Erythromycin (Fluka, Buchs Switzerland) was

prepared as a stock solution of 1mg/ml in ethanol. Tetracycline (Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis
USA, Cat. Nos. T3383 and D9891) was prepared as a stock solution of 2mg/ml in ddH20.
Unless otherwise indicated, all antibiotics were used at final concentrations of 2µg/ml.

Quantification of Reporter Gene Expression
All reporter genes were analyzed 48h after transfection with all quantitative values derived
from three independent transfection experiments. Production of human placental-secreted
alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) was quantified using a p-nitrophenylphosphate-based light
absorbance kinetic assay as previously described (Berger et al. 1988; Schlatter et al. 2002)
with results expressed in units per liter (U/L). Levels of Bacillus stearothermophilus-derived
secreted α-amylase (SAMY) were quantified using a blue starch Phadebas assay (Pharmacia
Upjohn, Peapack, NJ, Cat. No. 10-5380-32) according to (Schlatter et al. 2002). Assessment
of Bacillus subtilis-derived secreted xylanase A (SeXy), a recently developed mammalian
reporter enzyme that converts xylan into glucose was assessed using a fluorescence-based
EnzCheck xylanase assay (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA, Cat. No. E33650) as
described by (Fluri et al. 2007). VEGF quantity was determined using a VEGF-specific
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ELISA according to the manufacturer’s protocol (R&D Systems, Minneapolis USA, Cat. No.
DY293) with results expressed relative to isogenic control vectors (%). Quantification of
Photinus pyralis (firefly) luciferase was performed using a bioluminescent luciferase assay
according to the supplier’s instructions. (Applied Biosystems, Massachusetts USA, Cat. No.
BC100L) with results expressed relative to isogenic control vectors (%). Expression profiling
of EGFP was performed by FACS analysis of harvested cells using a Cytomics FC500 flow
cytometer with Beckman CFP analysis software (Beckman Coulter, California USA) set for
488nm excitation and recording at 525nm, with results expressed in either fluorescence units
(FU) or relative to isogenic control vectors (%).

Quantitative RT-PCR
Total RNA was isolated with a RNeasy Plus Kit (Qiagen, Hilden Germany, Cat. No. 74134)
from 106 cells according to the manufacturer’s protocol. One microgram of total RNA was
reverse transcribed into cDNA in a 20µl reaction using TaqMan reverse transcription reagents
(Applied Biosystems, New Jersey USA, Cat. No. N808-0234). Relative quantification of
tTA, PIT, and ET1 mRNA was performed with an Applied Biosystems 7500 real-time PCR
device using 25µl reactions containing Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied
Biosystems, Warrington UK, Cat. No. 4367659), 100ng of cDNA, 900nm (final
concentration) of a forward primer specific for either the tTA amplicon (ODG49), the PIT
amplicon (ODG51), or the ET1 amplicon (ODG50), and 900nm of a reverse primer (ODG48)
which was common to all three amplicons (specific for the 5’-end of VP16 activator domain).
All samples were standardized using a 18s-RNA specific transcript assay (Applied
Biosystems, Warrington UK, Cat. No. Hs99999901_s1), and melting curve analysis
conducted for all amplicons to confirm the absence of non-specific amplification.

RESULTS
Demonstration of intronic siRNA mediated silencing
To demonstrate intronic expression of siRNA, concomitantly with expression of a transgene,
we initially encoded siRNA directed against GFP as an intron between the E and VP16
domains of the macrolide (erythromycin)-dependent transactivator ET1 (Weber et al. 2002)
(Figure 1A). The synthetic intron was constructed using consensus sequences (5’ splice
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Figure 1: Design of synthetic intronic siRNA construct. (A) A siRNA directed against green
fluorescent protein (EGFP), together with flanking splice recognition sequences (B) was
placed between the erythromycin-dependent repressor (E) and VP16 transactivation domain
of the ET1 heterologous transactivator (construct designated pDG1). Splicing of the
transcribed construct generates two functional products: an erythromycin (EM)-dependent
ET1 transactivator; and a spliced lariat containing siRNA against GFP-encoding mRNA. (C)
In its pre-spliced form the construct is not expected to yield functional ET1 due to the
intervening intronic sequence (shown) which introduces 32 additional amino acids into the
primary sequence, an open reading frame (ORF) shift, and a premature downstream stop
codon (not shown). Compared to nativel ET1, the spliced ET1 construct contains three
additional amino acids (residual splice sequence), yet the ORF is maintained resulting in full
functionality.
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junction, lariat branch point, and 3’ splice junction) derived from a reported 132 nucleotide
intervening sequence (IVS) (Huang and Gorman 1990; Rees et al. 1996). This sequence is
known to be efficiently spliced, and by placing a GFP mRNA-specific siRNA (siRNAGFP)
between the 5’-splice junction and lariat branch point it was possible to create a highly
compact (86 nucleotides in length) functional intronic cassette (Figure 1B). Prior to splicing,
the construct (pDG1; PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA) was not expected to yield functional ET1
due to the intervening intron (Figure 1C). It is only after successful and precise splicing that
the resulting transcript should enable translation of functional ET1. Co-transfection of pDG1
with a SEAP reporter gene (pWW37; PETR-SEAP-pA), which is under the control of an ET1responsive promoter (PETR), confirmed that the engineered construct was successfully spliced,
as the erythromycin-induction characteristics for the engineered construct (pDG1) were
almost identical to native ET1 (pWW35) (Figure 2A). In co-transfections with pLEGFP-N1,
intronic siRNAGFP (pDG1) knocked down EGFP expression (79.7±1.4%) to a comparable
level as standard promoter-driven expression of siRNAGFP (pmCMVsiGFPmpA) (71.1±2.3%)
thus indicating that the other predicted product of the spliceosome, a lariat containing
siRNAGFP, also retained its functionality (Figure 2B).
We next sought to further validate the concept by placing intronic siRNA between other
transgenes including: (i) the TetR and VP16 domains of the tetracycline-dependent
transactivator tTA (Gossen and Bujard 1992) (pDG146; PSV40-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA);
(ii) the Pip and VP16 domains of the streptrogramin (pristinamycin)-dependent transactivator
PIT (Fussenegger et al. 2000) (pDG143; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA); and (iii) the E and
KRAB domains of the ON-type macrolide (erythromycin)-dependent transrepressor ET3
(Weber et al. 2002) (pDG97; PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-KRAB-pA). In co-transfection experiments
with the relevant inducible SEAP reporter genes (pMF111; PhCMV*-1-SEAP-pA, pMF172;
PPIR-SEAP-pA, and pWW56; PETRON-SEAP-pA, respectively) all constructs showed
antibiotic induction characteristics (19.2x for tTA; 12.1x for PIT; 7.4x for ET3) consistent
with functional and precise splicing having occurred (Figure 3A).

In addition to other

transgenes, the concept was also used to post-transcriptionally silence other genes to which
intronic siRNAs were specifically targeted (Figure 3B). Intronic siRNAs directed against
luciferase (pDG17; PSV40-E-siRNAluc+(nt 62-80)-VP16-pA and pDG47; PSV40-E-siRNAluc+(nt 13401368)

-VP16-pA) as well as VEGF (pDG96; PSV40-E-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA) were capable of

silencing luciferase expression by 93% and 89%, and VEGF expression by 82%, respectively.
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Figure 2: Demonstration of successful splicing resulting in functional ET1 transactivator and
siRNA-based silencing of EGFP production. (A) Erythromycin dose-responsive SEAP
production following co-transfection of pWW37 (PETR-SEAP-pA) with either native ET1
(pWW35; PSV40-E-VP16-pA) or spliced ET1 (pDG1; PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA). (B)
EGFP production profiles of cells co-transfected with pLEGFP-N1 (PhCMV-EGFP-pA) and
either standard promoter-driven siRNAGFP (pmCMVsiGFPmpA; mPhCMV-siRNAGFP-mpA), or
intronically encoded siRNAGFP (pDG1). Controls for each siRNA represent pLEGFP-N1 cotransfected with the relevant isogenic (non-siRNA containing) plasmids (pmCMVmpA and
pWW35 respectively)
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Figure 3: Extension of intronic siRNA concept to other hetereologous transcriptional
regulator combinations and knockdown targets. (A) SEAP expression profiles for CHO-K1
cells co-transfected with constructs encoding siRNA between tTA (pDG146; PSV40-TetRsiRNAVEGF-VP16-pA), PIT (pDG143; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA), or ET3 (pDG97;
PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-KRAB-pA) transregulators, together with the relevant inducible SEAP
reporter construct (pMF111; PhCMV*-1-SEAP-pA, pMF172; PPIR-SEAP-pA, and pWW56;
PETRON-SEAP-pA respectively). Induction profiles (+/- antibiotic inducer (AB)) were
assessed following administration of the relevant antibiotic (tetracycline for tTA,
pristinamycin for PIT, and erythromycin for ET3). (B) Reporter gene expression following
co-transfection of target genes firefly luciferase (pNLK15; PhEF1-luc+) or VEGF (pWW276;
PhEF1-VEGF-pA) with intronically encoded siRNA against either nucleotides 60-82 of firefly
luciferase (pDG17; PSV40-E-siRNALuc+(nt 62-80)-VP16-pA), nucleotides 1340-1368 of firefly
luciferase (pDG47; PSV40-E-siRNALuc+(nt 1340-1368)-VP16-pA) or VEGF (pDG96; PSV40-EsiRNAVEGF-VP16-pA). Controls for each siRNA represent the relevant target gene cotransfected with the isogenic (non-siRNA containing) construct pWW35 (PSV40-E-VP16-pA).
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To further assess whether there were any significant differences in intronic-mediated
knockdown relative to standard siRNA expression, we assessed silencing of luciferase
expression using three siRNAs, targeted towards three different regions of luciferase, that
were each both intronically encoded as well as directly expressed from a Pol II promoter
(Figure 4). siRNAs directed against target sequences at the beginning and end of luciferase
(siRNAluc+(nt 62-80) and siRNAluc+(nt 1340-1368)) exhibited strong silencing (~90%) irrespective of
the manner in which the siRNA was produced (see also Figure 2B to compare intronic and
standard promoter-driven siRNAGFP silencing). Similarly, where the silencing effect was
minimal, for example where the middle of the luciferase sequence was targeted (siRNAluc+(nt
851-871)),

the poor silencing effect (~25%) was reflected across both siRNA production

methods.
These results demonstrated that it was possible to synthetically encode siRNA within introns
that are successful spliced to release both functional exonic transgenes and intronic siRNAs.
Furthermore, the efficacy of RNAi silencing was not compromised as compared to standard
siRNA expression.

Multicistronic engineering
Using intronically encoded siRNA we next sought to develop di- and tri-cistronic expression
vectors capable of simultaneous expression of two and three transgenes, and silencing of two
and three target genes, respectively (Figure 5A). Existing pTRIDENT technology was used
to generate constructs in which translation of the genes contained in the 2nd and 3rd cistrons
occurred in a cap-independent manner via internal ribosome entry sites (IRES) (Fussenegger
et al. 1998a).

Intronic siRNA was again encoded between heterologous transactivator

domains to assess whether splicing was occurring functionally. In the discistronic version
(pDG147;

PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRES-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA)

the

Pip-VP16

transactivator, separated by intronic siRNAGFP, was placed in the first cistron followed by the
TetR-VP16 transactivator, separated by intronic siRNAVEGF, in the second cistron. In the
tricistronic version (pDG149; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRESI-E-siRNALuc+

(nt 62-80)-VP16-

IRESII-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA), the E-VP16 transactivator, separated by intronic
siRNAluc+(nt

62-80),

was inserted into the second cistron thereby displacing the TetR-VP16

transactivator into the third cistron.

Non-intron containing versions of each respective

construct (pMF171; PSV40-PIT-IRES-tTA-pA and pWW110; PSV40-PIT-IRESI-ET1-IRESII-
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Figure 4: Comparison of siRNA knockdown efficiency between standard promoter-driven
expression of siRNA and intronically encoded siRNA. Firefly luciferase production profiles
of cells co-transfected with pNLK15 (PhEF1-luc+) and either standard promoter-driven
siRNA directed against nucleotides 60-82 (pDG36; mPhCMV-siRNALuc+ (nt 62-82)-mpA), 851871 (pDG37; mPhCMV-siRNALuc+ (nt 851-871)-mpA) or 1340-1368 (pDG48; mPhCMV-siRNALuc+ (nt
1340-1368)-mpA) of luciferase, or intronically encoded siRNA directed against the same
nucleotides (pDG17; PSV40-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 62-82)-VP16-pA, pDG23; PSV40-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 851871)-VP16-pA, and pDG47; PSV40-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 1340-1368)-VP16-pA, respectively). Controls
for each siRNA represent pNLK15 co-transfected with the relevant isogenic (non-siRNA
containing) plasmids (pmCMVmpA and pWW35; PSV40-E-VP16-pA, respectively).
tTA-pA) enabled comparison of transgene performance following inducible reporter gene cotransfection and antibiotic induction (Figure 5B & C) (Fussenegger et al. 2000; Weber et al.
2002). Functional splicing of all intron-containing constructs was observed with induction
characteristics comparable to the native non-intronic equivalent constructs. For example PIT
(Pip-VP16), which was always in the first cistron of all constructs, exhibited pristinamycininduction ratios greater than 20-fold in all spliced and native constructs. tTA (TetR-VP16),
which was either in the first (pDG146 and pSAM200), second (pDG147 and pMF171) or
third (pDG149 and pWW110) cistrons, exhibited greater than 20-fold tetracycline-induction
in the first cistron, but only approximately 10-fold induction in the second and third cistrons
again for both spliced and native variants.
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Figure 5: Multicistronic transactivator expression. (A) Schematic illustration of single
transactivator constructs containing single intronic siRNAs (pDG146; PSV40-TetR-siRNAVEGFVP16-pA, pDG143; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA, and pDG17; PSV40-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 62-82)PVP16-pA), of a dicistronic expression construct encoding Pip-VP16 containing intronic
siRNAGFP, and TetR-VP16 containing intronic siRNAVEGF (pDG147; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFPVP16-IRES-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA), and of a tricistronic expression construct encoding
Pip-VP16 containing intronic siRNAGFP, E-VP16 containing intronic siRNALuc+ (nt 62-80), and
TetR-VP16 containing intronic siRNAVEGF (pDG149; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRESI-EsiRNALuc+ (nt 62-80)-VP16-IRESII-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA). (B) SEAP expression profiles
for CHO-K1 cells co-transfected with constructs encoding single cistronic, dicistronic, or
tricistronic siRNA containing tTA (pDG146, pDG147, pDG149), PIT (pDG143, pDG147,
pDG149), and ET1 (pDG17, pDG149) transactivators, together with the relevant inducible
SEAP reporter construct (pMF111; PhCMV*-1-SEAP-pA, pMF172; PPIR-SEAP-pA, and
pWW37; PETR-SEAP-pA, respectively). Induction profiles (+/- AB) were assessed following
administration of the relevant antibiotic (tetracycline for tTA, pristinamycin for PIT,
erythromycin for ET1). (C) SEAP Induction profiles for equivalent native multicistronic
transactivator constructs not containing intronic siRNA or splice sequences (Single cistronic:
pSAM200; PSV40-TetR-VP16-pA, pMF167; PSV40-Pip-VP16-pA, pWW35; PSV40-E-VP16-pA.
Dicistronic: pMF171; PSV40-Pip-VP16-IRES-TetR-VP16-pA. Tricistronic: pWW110; PSV40Pip-VP16-IRESI-E-VP16-IRESII-TetR-16-pA).
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Taken together this data indicated that splicing was not only occurring accurately, but that it
did not have a negative impact upon transgene expression.
As each intronic siRNA within the multicistronic constructs contained the same flanking
splice recognition sequences, and therefore functionally equivalent 5’ and 3’ splice junction
sites, there was the possibility of alternative splicing generating more of one transactivator
than another.

While the transactivator induction data above did not suggest this was

occurring, it was nonetheless confirmed by quantitative real-time PCR using primers specific
for the different spliced transactivator combinations (Figure 6A, B & C). Relative to native
non-intron containing constructs (filled shading), the mRNA quantity of the spliced constructs
(no fill), followed a similar pattern whereby mRNA expression decreased as the number of
cistrons increased (e.g. see Figure 6A for PIT expression), and that this effect was magnified
when the transgene was placed in later cistrons (e.g. see Figure 6C for tTA expression). This
later effect is likely to account for the reduced transactivator induction performance described
above for transgenes in the second and third cistrons.

Overall, this reflects the lower

expression efficiency of genes placed in later cistrons, but importantly the presence of introns
and splice sequences does not appear to adversely impact this effect.
We subsequently assessed the silencing capability of the multicistronic intronic siRNA
containing constructs (Figure 7A).

Effective RNAi silencing was observed across all

constructs with silencing efficiencies ranging from 77% to 93%. In contrast to transactivator
induction performance, the placement of siRNAs in multicistronic and/or later cistrons did not
appear to impact silencing levels. We also separately assessed whether it was possible to
increase silencing efficiency by encoding the same intronic siRNA across multiple cistrons.
Di- and tri-cistronic plasmids were constructed with each cistron containing the same intronic
siRNAGFP. Thus, the dicistronic version (pDG154; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRES-TetRsiRNAGFP-VP16-pA) contained two copies of intronic siRNAGFP with the tricistronic version
(pDG155,

PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRESI-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRESII-TetR-siRNAGFP-

VP16-pA) containing three.

EGFP expression profiles revealed that increasing the

siRNAGFP copy number had a marginally improved silencing effect (Figure 7B; silencing of
single, twin and triple siRNAGFP copy numbers was 81%, 86% and 91% respectively) which
is consistent with both theoretical predictions and empirical observations regarding the
mechanistic impact of the relative concentrations of siRNA to target mRNA (Malphettes and
Fussenegger 2006a; Malphettes and Fussenegger 2006b). This indicates that the
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Figure 6: Real-time PCR-based quantification of (A) tTA, (B) PIT and (C) ET1 post-splice
transcripts following transfection of CHO-K1 cells with either native single (pSAM200;
PSV40-TetR-VP16-pA, pMF167; PSV40-Pip-VP16-pA, pWW35; PSV40-E-VP16-pA), di(pMF171; PSV40-Pip-VP16-IRES-TetR-VP16-pA) or tri- (pWW110; PSV40-Pip-VP16-IRESI-EVP16-IRESII-TetR-16-pA) cistronic transactivator constructs (dark filled), or equivalent
constructs containing intronic siRNA within each transactivator (no fill) (Single cistronic:
pDG146; PSV40-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA, pDG143; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA,
pDG17; PSV40-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 62-82)P-VP16-pA. Dicistronic: pDG147; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFPVP16-IRES-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA. Tricistronic: pDG149; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16IRESI-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 62-80)-VP16-IRESII-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA). All transcript levels
were normalized to 18S RNA levels and expressed relative to the native single cistronic
expression levels of each of the three different transactivators (pSAM200 for tTA, pMF167
for PIT, and pWW35 for ET1).
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Figure 7: Multicistronic intronic siRNA expression. (A) EGFP, Luciferase and VEGF
production profiles of cells co-transfected with either pLEGFP-N1 (PhCMV-EGFP-pA),
pNLK15 (PhEF1-luc+) or pWW276 (PhEF1-VEGF-pA), and the relevant siRNA encoded
either within a single cistronic transcript (pDG146; PSV40-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA,
pDG143; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA, pDG17; PSV40-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 62-82)P-VP16-pA), a
dicistronic transcript (pDG147; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRES-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16pA), or a tricistronic transcript (pDG149; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRESI-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 62Controls for each siRNA represent the
80)-VP16-IRESII-TetR-siRNAVEGF-VP16-pA).
respective target gene co-transfected with the relevant isogenic (non-siRNA containing)
construct (pSAM200; PSV40-TetR-VP16-pA, pMF167; PSV40-Pip-VP16-pA, pWW35; PSV40-EVP16-pA, pMF171; PSV40-Pip-VP16-IRES-TetR-VP16-pA, and pWW110; PSV40-Pip-VP16IRESI-E-VP16-IRESII-TetR-16-pA, respectively). (B) EGFP production profiles of cells cotransfected with pLEGFP-N1 (PhCMV-EGFP-pA) and either a single copy of siRNAGFP
encoded within a single intron (pDG143), a double-copy of siRNAGFP encoded within
dicistronic introns (pDG154; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRES-TetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA), or
a triple copy of siRNAGFP encoded within tricistronic introns (pDG155; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFPVP16-IRESI-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRESII-TetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA). Again controls for each
siRNA represent pLEGFP-N1 co-transfected with the relevant isogenic (non-siRNA
containing) construct (pMF167, pMF171 and pWW110 respectively).
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multicistronic siRNA approach could either be used to silence multiple target genes, or to
ensure stronger silencing of a single target gene.
Finally to demonstrate that a multi-cistronic construct could be used to simultaneously
mediate expression and downregulation of up to six genes, the tri-cistronic construct pDG149
was simultaneously co-transfected with all three knockdown target genes (EGFP, Luciferase
and VEGF), as well as three reporter genes (SEAP, SeXy and SAMY) each of which is driven
by a promoter responsive to one of the three spliced transactivators (Figure 8). Expression
profiling indicated that both gene silencing and transactivator activities for the simultaneous
transfection were comparable to the characteristics described above in which the silencing and
transactivator activity of individual components of the tri-cistronic construct pDG149 were
individually assessed. This not only confirms the multi-functional impact of the construct,
but importantly, suggests that there is little to no genetic or biochemical cross-interference in
a plasmid-mediated multiple overexpression and silencing approach.

DISCUSSION
The use of RNAi encoding vectors has gathered increased momentum for a wide range of
applications, although issues surrounding the use of Pol II or Pol III promoters, and the need
to avoid the interferon-related responses has to date limited their broader application to multiengineering strategies. The expression vectors currently used to introduce most siRNA into
cells generally rely on Pol III promoters (e.g. H1 or U6) due to their precise transcriptional
start point and accurate termination at a simple cluster of four or more T residues
(Brummelkamp et al. 2002). However, Pol III promoters are ubiquitously expressed and,
particularly for in vivo applications, offer less flexibility for temporal and spatial regulatory
control.

In addition, as only a single siRNA is expressed from each Pol III promoter,

inhibition of multiple genes requires multiple promoters or multiple constructs each of which
are sub-optimal in ensuring co-ordinated expression levels (Jazag et al. 2005; Yu et al. 2003).
While Pol II promoters are amenable to more flexible regulation, their lack of precise start
and termination signals has previously rendered them useful only for production of longer
double-stranded RNAs (ds-RNAs) which can elicit an unwanted interferon response in many
cell types (Fedoriw et al. 2004). Recently, a modified Pol II promoter has been described
which enables precise and sustained siRNA expression in mammalian cells (Xia et al. 2002),
which through altered configurations can also be made regulatable (Malphettes and
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Figure 8: Simultaneous expression and knockdown of six genes off a single platform. Cells
were simultaneously co-transfected with the tricistronic siRNA expression vector pDG149
(PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-IRESI-E-siRNALuc+ (nt 62-80)-VP16-IRESII-TetR-siRNAVEGFVP16-pA) together with all three knockdown targets (pLEGFP-N1; PhCMV-EGFP-pA,
pNLK15; PhEF1-luc+, and pWW276; PhEF1-VEGF-pA), as well as tTA (pMF111; PhCMV*-1SEAP-pA), PIT (pDG173; PPIR-SeXy-pA) and ET1 (pBP100; PETR-SAMY-pA) -responsive
reporter constructs. (A) Simultaneous pDG149 mediated gene silencing of EGFP, Luciferase
and VEGF relative to equivalent transfections using non-siRNA containing pWW110 (PSV40Pip-VP16-IRESI-E-VP16-IRESII-TetR-16-pA) as an isogenic control. (B) Expression
profiles of tTA (SEAP), PIT (SeXy) and ET1 (SAMY) responsive reporter genes in the
presence and absence of various configurations of antibiotic inducers (tetracycline Tet,
pristinamycin PI, and erythromycin EM). Percentages of reporter gene expression values
have been expressed relative to the inducer free configuration which has been set to 100% in
each case.
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Fussenegger 2004). Others have also developed miRNA expressing vectors to generate Pol II
driven siRNA (Boden et al. 2004; Stegmeier et al. 2005; Zeng et al. 2005). However,
similarly to Pol III promoters it is not possible to express multiple siRNAs from a single Pol
II promoter, or alternatively, to express a siRNA together with one or more transgenes.
Following the discovery of naturally intronic encoded miRNA it has become clear that there
are alternative means for producing functional siRNA (Ambros et al. 2003; Lin et al. 2003;
Rodriguez et al. 2004; Ying and Lin 2004; Ying and Lin 2006). As we have demonstrated, it
is possible to encode siRNA within a synthetic intron, and following splicing, the released
siRNA is able to modulate gene silencing to a comparable level as standard existing vector
approaches.

The intronic production method provides new opportunities for multi-gene

engineering strategies as synthetically created introns can be placed between existing multicistronic expression constructs. Simple in their architecture, such multi-expression contructs
(e.g. pTRIDENT) consist of a single promoter, two (or three) internal ribosome entry sites
(IRES) enabling cap-independent translation of genes in the second and subsequent cistrons,
and a polyadenylation site. Following their prototype development these vectors have been
continuously refined such that transgene expression can be (i) regulated with a wide range of
biologically compatible compounds (e.g. tetracycline (Prati et al. 2002), streptogramins
(Moser et al. 2000), macrolides (Weber et al. 2002), gaseous acetaldehyde (Hartenbach and
Fussenegger 2005)); (ii) autoregulated (Fussenegger et al. 1997; Hartenbach and Fussenegger
2005); (iii) dual-regulated (Fux et al. 2001); (iv) delivered using retroviral (Moser et al. 2001)
or lentiviral configurations (Fux et al. 2004a; Hartenbach and Fussenegger 2005; Mitta et al.
2002); and (v) delivered on ever more compact and efficient genetic platforms (Fux et al.
2004a).

To date, however, these vectors have only facilitated expression of multiple

transgenes, and not down-regulation of target genes. Using intronic encoded siRNA, it has
now become possible to further extend this technology to include multiple gene silencing in
addition to multiple transgene expression.
We expect that constructs capable of simultaneous expression of multiple transgenes and
siRNAs will be useful for a wide variety of purposes. For genetic function analysis, multigene constructs could be used to investigate combinatorial effects, to determine the presence
of functional redundancy, or the degree of synergistic or antagonistic interplay between
molecular components (Chung et al. 2006; Rao et al. 2006; Xia et al. 2006). In addition, the
ability to co-ordinate transgene expression with gene silencing also renders the technology
useful for therapeutic applications which may require the silencing (via intronic siRNA) of a
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faulty gene or allele followed by substitution with a wild-type or functional gene (via exon
transgene expression) (Samakoglu et al. 2006). From a practical perspective single multiexpression constructs also possess several useful characteristics compared to multiple
individual constructs used either in combination or successively. First, by ensuring all genetic
elements are carried on the one construct it should be possible to ensure that gene expression
and silencing occur with less variability across a transfected cellular population. With all
transgenes and intronic siRNA expressed from the one single promoter we expect that the
relative expression level of each gene and siRNA should be more similar from cell-to-cell and
experiment-to-experiment than when multiple constructs are used. In addition, the ability to
affect multiple interventions simultaneously should accelerate the production of stable cell
lines and other transgenic organisms by avoiding the need for multiple selections or crosses.
In summary, the presented data demonstrates that siRNA encoded within introns can strongly
and specifically silence expression of target genes co-transfected in cells, and that when
coupled to multicistronic expression constructs, the resulting platform is capable of
simultaneous and coordinated multiple transgene expression and multiple target silencing. To
our knowledge this represents the first demonstration of the simultaneous expression of up to
three transgenes and silencing of up to three target genes off a single common platform. This
approach will be useful for any genetic manipulation strategies requiring multiple
interventions and could benefit many applications including biopharmaceutical production
engineering, polygenic therapies, and general genetic analysis.
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4. Intronically-encoded siRNAs improve dynamic range of
mammalian gene regulation systems and toggle switch

David Greber, Marie Daoud El-Baba & Martin Fussenegger (2008). Nucleic Acids Research,
36(16), e101

ABSTRACT
Applications of conditional gene expression, whether for therapeutic or basic research
purposes, are increasingly requiring mammalian gene control systems that exhibit far
tighter control properties. While numerous approaches have been used to improve the
widely used Tet-regulatory system, many applications, particularly with respect to the
engineering of synthetic gene networks, will require a broader range of tightly
performing gene control systems. Here, a generically applicable approach is described
that utilizes intronically encoded siRNA on the relevant transregulator construct, and
siRNA sequence-specific tags on the reporter construct, to minimize basal gene activity
in the off-state of a range of common gene control systems. To demonstrate tight control
of residual expression the approach was successfully used to conditionally express the
toxic proteins RipDD and Linamarase. The intronic siRNA concept was also extended
to create a new generation of compact, single-vector, autoinducible siRNA vectors.
Finally, using improved regulation systems a mammalian epigenetic toggle switch was
engineered that exhibited superior in vitro and in vivo induction characteristics in mice
compared to the equivalent non-intronic system.

INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of therapeutic applications, as well as basic research pursuits, require
the highly controlled expression of heterologous genes in a mammalian biological setting
(Greber and Fussenegger 2007a). Nowhere is this more evident, than in the emerging field of
synthetic biology where the modular linking of gene control components has already enabled
the creation of many sophisticated functional devices such as an epigenetic toggle switch
(Kramer et al. 2004a), hysteretic switch (Kramer and Fussenegger 2005a), logic gates
(Kramer et al. 2004b; Rinaudo et al. 2007), and time-delay circuits (Weber et al. 2007a;
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Weber et al. 2007b) amongst others. However, the creation of further devices, or at least ones
with more stringent properties, is still largely dependent upon the underlying gene control
systems that are employed. For this reason, the search for new forms of mammalian gene
control, and the step-wise improvement of existing systems, remains a valuable pursuit for the
synthetic biology community.
Typical mammalian heterologous transcription control systems consist of a DNA binding
protein (usually a bacterial response regulator) fused to an eukaryotic transcriptional regulator
such as the Herpes simplex virus VP16 transactivation domain, or the KRAB (Kruppelassociated box protein) transsilencing domain (Bellefroid et al. 1991; Gossen and Bujard
1992; Triezenberg et al. 1988). Binding of the DNA binding protein to its cognate responsive
promoter, which is engineered by adjoining the regulator’s DNA binding site to an eukaryotic
promoter, is dependent upon the presence or absence of an appropriate effecter molecule
(Gossen and Bujard 1992; Fussenegger et al. 2000; Weber et al. 2002a). Depending upon the
system and genetic architecture employed, the addition of an effecter either turns gene
expression on or off (Kramer and Fussenegger 2005b).

The past decade has seen the

continuous emergence of such gene regulation systems that are responsive to an everincreasing range of effecters (Weber and Fussenegger 2006). The earliest systems were based
upon bacterial antibiotic response regulators inducible by common antibiotics such as
tetracycline (Gossen and Bujard 1992), streptogramins (Fussenegger et al. 2000), macrolides
(Weber et al. 2002a) and coumermycin/novobiocin (Zhao et al. 2003). Later systems have
been based on response regulators sensitive to other signaling molecules, metabolic
compounds and drugs.

Non-exhaustive examples include systems sensitive to the

immunosuppressive drug rapamycin (Rivera et al. 1996), the hormone estrogen (Braselmann
et al. 1993), quorum-sensing butyrolactones (Weber et al. 2004a), hypoxia (Kramer et al.
2005; Semenza 2003), the metabolite L-arginine (Hartenbach et al. 2007), 6-hydroxy-nicotine
(Malphettes et al. 2005), gaseous acetaldehyde (Weber et al. 2004b), and biotin (vitamin H)
(Weber et al. 2007c) amongst others.
Despite the development of many systems, and their increasing adoption in gene-function
studies, an inherent problem in most, if not all, mammalian systems is leaky or residual
expression when the systems are in their OFF configuration. This is due to a combination of
the promoter’s basal activity and, or, the random interaction of binding-incompetent
transactivators with their cognate operators. Compared to equivalent prokaryotic gene control
systems, this leakiness is responsible for the relatively poor induction factor (ratio of maximal
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to minimal gene expression) exhibited by mammalian systems. Apart from providing a
challenge for simple on versus off gene control in gene function studies or conditional
therapeutic scenarios, this also impacts the functionality of synthetic gene networks that are
based upon these modalities. Given the primary importance of a strong induction factor for
many network applications, there is consequently a strong need to develop more tightly
regulable gene control systems.

Described here is a new approach that is generically

applicable to a wide variety of existing gene control systems. It can be used to not only
improve the performance characteristics of transcriptional control systems but also of
synthetic gene networks that are based upon these systems.

Based upon a differential

silencing effect that is dependent upon the ratio of siRNA to target we have been able to
generically improve the induction profile of many common gene control systems. These
systems were subsequently used to successfully conditionally express highly toxic proteins
such as the highly-efficient apoptosis inducing death domain of the RIP protein (RipDD)
(Boorsma et al. 2000; Stanger et al. 1995), and Cassava (M. esculenta) derived linamarase
which hydrolyses the otherwise innocuous cyanogenic glucoside substrate linamarin into
glucose, acetone and gaseous cyanide thereby mediating efficient cell killing (Link et al.
2006; Prabhakaran et al. 2004). In addition, the same approach of intronically encoding an
siRNA between a heterologous transactivator, when placed downstream of the
transactivator’s cognate promoter, can also be used to create simple, single-construct,
autoregulated siRNA vectors. Finally, it was shown that improved gene control systems
could be used to engineer a much improved epigenetic toggle that exhibited superior
induction characteristics in vitro, and in vivo within mice that had been implanted with
encapsulated stable toggle transfected cells.

METHODS
Vector Design and Construction
All plasmids used in this study as well as their cloning strategies are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Plasmids constructed and used in this study*.
Plasmid

Genotype and/or cloning strategy

pBP62

PPIRON-E-KRAB-IRES-pA

pBP139

PETRON1-Pip-KRAB-IRES-SEAP-pA (PETRON1, PhCMV-ETR)
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Reference
or source
Kramer et
al. 2004a
Kramer et
al. 2004a

pDG1

PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA

pDG54

PhEF1a-TAGLuc-SEAP-pA. TAGLuc-SEAP created by PCR amplification from
pSEAP2-Control
using
oligos
ODG022
(CTTCGACTGAACTAGTGCGGCCGCCCGCTGGAGAGCAACTGCAgaattca
ccaccatgctgc; SpeI site underlined, annealing sequence in lower case, TAGLuc
italicised) and OLM073 (GTACGGAtatcttatcatgtctgctcgaagcgg; EcoRV site
underlined, annealing sequence in lower case), digested with SpeI/EcoRV, and
cloned into similarly digested pWW276
PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-KRAB-pA

pDG97

pDG143

PSV40-E-siRNALuc-KRAB-pA. E-siRNALuc fusion with associated splice
recognition sequences PCR amplified from pWW35 using oligos OWW18
(TAcgaattcccaccatgccccgccccaagctcaa; EcoRI site underlined, annealing
sequence
in
lower
case)
and
ODG45
(CTGGCGCGCGGGCACCTGTGGAGAGAAAGGCAAAGTGGATGTCAG
TACCGCTGGAGAGCAACTGCAATCGATTGCAGTTGCTCTCCAGCGGACT
TACCTGggctgtacgcggacgc; BssHII site underlined, annealing sequence in
lower case, siRNALuc italicised), digested with EcoRI/BssHII and cloned into
similarly digested pWW43
PETRON1-TAGLuc-SEAP-pA. TAGLuc-SEAP excised from pDG54 by
SpeI/EcoRV digest and cloned into SpeI/SmaI digested pWW72 (PETRON1,
PhCMV-ETR)
PPIRON-E-siRNALuc-KRAB-IRES-pA. E-siRNALuc-KRAB excised from pDG98
by EcoRI/HpaI digestion and cloned into EcoRI/NaeI digested pTRIDENT11
PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA

pDG153

PSV40-TetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA

pDG156

PhCMV*-1-E-VP16-pA. PhCMV*-1 excised from pMF111 by SspI/EcoRI digestion
and cloned into similarly digested pWW35
PhCMV*-1-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA. PhCMV*-1 excised from pMF111 by SspI/EcoRI
digestion and cloned into similarly digested pDG1
PETRON1-TAGLuc-Pip-pA. PETRON1-TAGLuc created by PCR-amplification
from pBP139 using oligos ODG053 (cgacacggaaatgttg, entire sequence
annealing)
and
ODG55
(TCCGGAATTCTGCAGTTGCTCTCCAGCGGAGAtctgcaggatatccctaaatg;
EcoRI site underlined, annealing sequence in lower case, TAGLuc italicised),
digested with SspI/EcoRI, and cloned into similarly digested pWW87
(PETRON1, PhCMV-ETR)
PPIRON-TAGGFP-E-siRNALuc-KRAB-IRES-pA. PPIRON-TAGGFP created by
PCR-amplification from pTRIDENT11 using oligos ODG53 (cgacacggaaatgttg,
entire
sequence
annealing)
and
ODG54
(TCCGGAATTCGTAGTTGTACTCCAGCTTGTGAGATCtcgaaatagcgctgtacag;
EcoRI site underlined, annealing sequence in lower case, TAGGFP italicised),
digested with SspI/EcoRI and cloned into similarly digested pDG131

pDG98

pDG104

pDG131

pDG159
pDG160

pDG161
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pDG163

pDG164
pDG165
pDG167

pDG168

pDG178
pDG179
pDG181

pDG182
pDG183
pDG191
pDG210
pDG211
pDG213
pDG276

pDG280

pDG284

pDG286

pDG287

PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-KRAB-IRES-pA. siRNAGFP-KRAB fusion with associated
splice recognition sequences PCR-amplified from pWW43 using oligos ODG56
(CTGGCGCGCCAGGTAAGTCACAAGCTGGAGTACAACTACATCGATGTA
GTTGTACTCCAGCTTGTGTACTGACATCCACTTTGCCTTTCTCTCCACA
GGTGcgccagatccaaaaaag; BssHII site underlined, annealing sequence in lower
case, siRNAGFP italicised) and ODG57 (atcgaagcttggatccttac; HindIII site
underlined, entire sequence annealing), digested with BssHII/HindIII and cloned
into similarly digested pMF167
PETR1-E-VP16-pA. PETR1 excised from pWW37 by SspI/EcoRI digestion and
cloned into similarly digested pWW35 (PETR1, ETR-PhCMVmin)
PETR1-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA. PETR1 excised from pWW37 by SspI/EcoRI
digestion and cloned into similarly digested pDG1 (PETR1, ETR-PhCMVmin)
PETRON1-TAGLuc-Pip-siRNAGFP-KRAB-IRES-pA. Pip-siRNAGFP-KRAB-IRES
excised from pDG163 by EcoRI/KpnI digestion and cloned into similarly
digested pDG160 (PETRON1, PhCMV-ETR)
PETRON1-TAGLuc-Pip-siRNAGFP-KRAB-IRES-SEAP-pA. SEAP excised from
pLM177 by SpeI/MluI digestion and cloned into similarly digested pDG167
(PETRON1, PhCMV-ETR)
PhCMV*-1-TetR-VP16-pA. TetR excised from pSAM200 by EcoRI/BssHII
digestion and cloned into similarly digested pDG156
PhCMV*-1-TetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA. TetR excised from pSAM200 by
EcoRI/BssHII digestion and cloned into similarly digested pDG159
PETRON1-GFP-pA. GFP was PCR-amplified from pLEGFP-N1 using oligos
ODG62
(GATCGCTAGCTTAAGCTTGGTACCGGATCCgccaccatggtgagc;
NheI site underlined, annealing sequence in lower case) and ODG63
(CTCGAGCGGCCGCCACTGTGCTGGATATCgctttacttgtacagctcgtcc; NotI
site underlined, annealing sequence in lower case), digested with NheI/NotI and
cloned into SpeI/NotI digested pWW72 (PETRON1, PhCMV-ETR)
PETR1-GFP-pA. GFP excised from pDG181 by EcoRI/NotI digestion and cloned
into similarly digested pDG183 (PETR1, ETR-PhCMVmin)
PETR1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA. TAGGFP-SEAP excised from pLM65 by SpeI/NotI
digest and cloned into similarly digested pWW125 (PETR1, ETR-PhCMVmin)
PETRON1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA. TAGGFP-SEAP excised from pLM65 by SpeI/NotI
digest and cloned into similarly digested pWW72 (PETRON1, PhCMV-ETR)
PSV40-rTetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA. rTetR excised from pTET-ON by
EcoRI/BssHII digestion and cloned into similarly digested pDG1
PhCMV*-1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA. PhCMV*-1 excised from pMF111 by SspI/XbaI
digestion and cloned into SspI/SpeI digested pDG183
PPIR-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA. PPIR excised from pMF189 by SspI/SpeI digestion and
cloned into similarly prepared pDG183
PETR2-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA. Phsp70min and TAGGFP excised from pDG213 by
SbfI/BssHII digestion and cloned into similarly prepared pDG183 (PETR2, ETRPhsp70min)
PETRON2-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA. ETR operator module and TAGGFP excised from
pDG191 by HindIII/NdeI digestion and cloned into similarly prepared pLM189
(PETRON2, PPGK-ETR)
PETR3-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA. PSV40min PCR amplified from pSEAP2-Control using
primers ODG092 (ACCGTACAAGGAGCCTGCAGgcgatctgcatctcaattagtc;
SbfI site underlined, annealing sequence in lower case) and ODG093
SpeI
site
underlined,
(ggaggcctaggcttttgcaaaCTAGTCACATGCTGG;
annealing sequence in lower case), digested with SbfI/SpeI and cloned into
similarly prepared pDG183 (PETR3, ETR-PSV40min)
PETR1-TAGGFP-Lis-pA. PETR1 and TAGGFP PCR amplified from pDG183 using
primers ODG085 (ggaaatgttgaatactcatactcttcc, entire sequence annealing) and
ODG094 (cacaagctggagtacaactacGCGCGCCCACCA, BssHII site underlined,
annealing sequence in lower case), digested with AatII/BssHII and cloned into
similarly prepared pWW315 (PETR1, ETR-PhCMVmin)
PETRON1-TAGGFP-Lis-pA. PETRON1 and TAGGFP excised from pDG290 by
AatII/BssHII digestion and cloned into similarly prepared pWW315 (PETRON1,
PhCMV-ETR)
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pDG289

pLEGFP-N1
pLM65

PETR1-TAGGFP-RipDD-pA. PETR1 and TAGGFP PCR amplified from pDG183
using primers ODG085 and ODG094 (see above), digested with AatII/BssHII
and cloned into similarly prepared pWW326 (PETR1, ETR-PhCMVmin)
PETRON1-TAGGFP-RipDD-pA. PETRON1 and TAGGFP PCR amplified from
pDG191 using primers ODG085 and ODG094 (see above), digested with
AatII/BssHII and cloned into similarly prepared pWW326 (PETRON1, PhCMVETR)
PhCMV-GFP-pA
PhEF1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA

pLM177

PhEF1-SEAP-pA

pLM189

PNICON4-SEAP-pA (PNICON3, PPGK-ONIC)

pmCMVmp
A
pmCMVsiG
FPmpA
pMF111

mPhCMV-mpA

PhCMV*-1-SEAP-pA

pMF167

PSV40-Pip-VP16-pA

pMF189

PPIR-MCS-pA

pPUR
pSAM200

PSV40-Puror-pA
PSV40-TetR-VP16-pA

pSEAP2Control
pSV2neo
pTet-ON
pTRIDENT
11
pWW35

PSV40min-SEAP-pA-ESV40
PSV40-Neor-pA
PhCMV-rTetR-VP16-pA
PPIRON-MCS-IRES-MCS-IRES-MCS-pA

pWW37

PETR-SEAP-pA (PETR1, ETR-PhCMVmin)

pWW43

PSV40-E-KRAB-pA

pWW56

PETRON1-SEAP-pA (PETRON1, PhCMV-ETR)

pWW72

PETRON-MCS-pA (PETR1, ETR-PhCMVmin)

pWW87

PETRON-Pip-pA (PETR1, ETR-PhCMVmin)

pWW125

PETR-MCS-pA (PETR1, ETR-PhCMVmin)

pWW276

PhEF1a-VEGF-pA

pWW315

PhEF1-Lis-pA

pWW326

PhEF1-RipDD-pA

pDG290

mPhCMV-siRNAGFP-mpA

PSV40-E-VP16-pA
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*Abbreviations: E, E. coli-derived repressor of the macrolide resistance gene mphA; EKRAB, macrolide-dependent transsilencer; ESV40, SV40 enhancer; ETR, operator sequence
specific for E binding; E-VP16, macrolide-dependent transactivator; GFP, enhanced green
fluorescence protein; IRES, internal ribosome entry site; KRAB, human kox-1 gene
transcriptional silencer; Lis, Cassava (M. esculenta) linamarase; Luc, firefly luciferase; MCS,
multiple cloning site; mPhCMV, modified PhCMV promoter; mpA; synthetic minimal pA; Neor,
neomycin (G418) resistance conferring gene; pA, virus-derived polyadenylation site; PETR1-3,
macrolide-responsive OFF-type promoters containing a single ETR module upstream of either
PhCMVmin, Phsp70min or PSV40min respectively; PETRON1-2, macrolide-responsive ON-type
promoters containing 8 ETR modules downstream of either PSV40 or PPGK respectively; PPGK,
constitutive murine phosphoglycerate kinase promoter; PhCMV, constitutive human
cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter; PhCMV*-1, tetracycline responsive promoter
containing 7 TetO modules upstream of PhCMVmin; PhCMVmin, minimal PhCMV; PhEF1,
constitutive human elongation factor 1 promoter; Phsp70, constitutive Drosophila heat-shock
gene hsp70 promoter; Phsp70min, minimal Phsp70; Pip, S. coelicolor-derived repressor of the
streptogramin resistance operon; PIR, operator sequence specific for Pip binding; PPIR,
streptogramin-responsive OFF-type promoter containing a single PIR module upstream of
Phsp70min; PPIRON, streptrogramin-responsive ON-type promoter containing 3 PIR modules
downstream of PSV40; PSV40, constitutive simian-40 virus derived promoter with ESV40;
PSV40min, minimal PSV40 promoter without ESV40; Puror, puromycin resistance conferring gene;
RipDD, human RIP death domain; rTetR, mutated TetR exhibiting reverse binding
characteristics to tetracycline; SEAP, human placental secreted alkaline phosphatase; siRNA,
short interfering RNA (subscript denotes specificity); TAG, siRNA specific target sequence
(subscript denotes specificity); TetO, operator sequence specific for TetR binding; TetR, E.
coli-derived repressor of the TN10 tetracycline resistance operon; VP16, Herpes simplex
virus-derived transcriptional activator.
Cell culture, transfection and construction of stable cell lines
Wild-type Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO-K1, ATCC CCL 61), together with stable cell
line derivatives, were cultivated and transiently transfected using an optimized calciumphosphate based method as previously described (Greber and Fussenegger 2007b). Human
embryonic kidney cells transgenic for the simian virus 40 large T antigen (HEK293-T,(Mitta
et al. 2002)), African green monkey kidney cells (Cos-7, ATCC CRL-1651), human cervical
carcinoma cells (HeLa, ATCC CCL-2) and mouse fibroblast cells (NIH/3T3, ATCC CRL1658) were all cultivated in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Invitrogen, Basel
Switzerland, Cat. No. 52100-39) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum (Pan Biotech
GmbH, Aidenbach Germany, Cat. No. 3302 Lot No. P251110) and 1% (v/v)
penicillin/streptomycin solution (Sigma, St Louis USA, Cat. No. P4458).

Transient

transfection of HEK293-T, Cos-7 and HeLa cultures was performed using a standard calciumphosphate based method previously described (Weber et al. 2003). Transient transfection of
NIH/3T3 was performed using FuGENE6 transfection reagent (Roche, Mannheim Germany,
Cat. No. 11814443001) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All cells were grown in
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a humidified 5% CO2, 37C incubator. Unless otherwise indicated, all co-transfections were
performed in equimolar ratio with reporter gene activity assayed 48h after transfection.
Experiments utilizing the linamarase-linamarin prodrug system were conducted as previously
described using T25 flasks (TPP, Trasadingen Switzerland) to prevent evaporation of HCN
(Link et al. 2006). Linamarin (2-OH-isobutyronitrile--D-gluco-pyranoside) was used at final
concentration of 750g/ml.
The monoclonal CHO-K1 derived stable cell line containing pDG168 and pDG161 was
created in a two-step sequential process. First, CHODG168 was created by co-transfecting
pDG168 (PETRON-TAGLuc-Pip-siRNAGFP-KRAB-IRES-SEAP-pA) and pSV2neo in a 10:1
ratio into CHO-K1 followed by a 2 week cultivation in G418-containing media (Calbiochem,
La Jolla USA, Cat. No. 345810; final concentration 400g/ml). Integration of the pDG168
expression cassette and suitability of erythromycin induction kinetics, in the mixed stable
population, was tested by transient co-transfection with pWW43 (PSV40-E-KRAB-pA)
followed by erythromycin (EM) dose profiling of SEAP reporter gene expression. The mixed
stable cell line CHODG168 was subsequently co-transfected with pDG161 (PPIRON-TAGGFP-EsiRNALuc-KRAB-IRES-pA) and pPUR in a 10:1 ratio followed by a 2 week cultivation in
G418 and puromycin-containing media (Calbiochem, Israel, Cat. No. 540411; final
concentration 6g/ml) to yield the mixed double stable cell line CHODG168/DG161. 160 single
cell clones were subsequently isolated, cultivated and screened for pristinamycin (PI)repressible and EM-inducible SEAP expression. Of these, a subset of 6 clones were further
profiled for their ability to maintain differential expression upon antibiotic removal. Clone 58
was selected for all further work and designated as CHOTOGGLE2.

Regulating antibiotics
Pristinamycin (Sanofi-Aventis Inc., Pyostacin, Zurich Switzerland), erythromycin (Fluka,
Buchs Switzerland), and tetracycline and doxycycline (Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis USA, Cat.
Nos. T3383 & D9891) were prepared as previously described stock solutions (Greber and
Fussenegger 2007b).
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Quantification of reporter gene expression, cell viability and apoptosis
Production of human placental-secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) was quantified using a
p-nitrophenylphosphate-based light absorbance kinetic assay as previously described (Berger
et al. 1988; Schlatter et al. 2002), with results expressed in units per liter (U/L) or, where
relevant, relative to isogenic control vectors (rU/L).

Expression profiling of GFP was

performed by FACS analysis of harvested cells using a Cytomics FC500 flow cytometer with
Beckman CFP analysis software (Beckman Coulter, California USA) set for 488nm excitation
and recording at 525nm, with results expressed in either fluorescence units (FU) or relative to
isogenic control vectors (%).
The total cell number and viability of harvested cells, expressed as a percentage of living cells
(%), was determined using a Casy1 cell counter (Schaerfe System, Reutlingen Germany).
Apoptosis profiles were determined after staining of harvested cells using an annexin V-FITC
/ 7-AAD apoptosis assay kit (Beckman Coulter, Marseille France, Cat. No. PN IM3614) used
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Dye incorporation and quantification of apoptotic
cells, expressed as the percentage of cells positive for either or both of annexin V-FITC or 7AAD, was also performed using the above flow cytometer and analytical software which was
set for 488nm excitation and recording at 525nm (FITC) and 655nm (7-AAD).

Encapsulation and in vivo methods
CHOTOGGLE2 cells were encapsulated in 400m alginate-poly-(L-lysine)-alginate beads
(alginate-PLL-alginate; 200 cells per capsule) using an Inotech Encapsulator Research IER-20
(Inotech Encapsulation AG, Dottikon Switzerland) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions and the following specific parameters: 0.2mm nozzle, 405 unit flow rate using
20ml syringe, 1088Hz nozzle vibration frequency, and 900V for bead dispersion. 700l
MOPS-buffered

physiological

salt

solution

(Inotech

Encapsulation

AG,

Dottikon

Switzerland) containing 2 x 106 encapsulated cells were injected intraperitoneally into female
OF1 mice (oncins france souche 1; Iffa-Credo, Lyon France). Control mice were injected
with encapsulated wild-type CHO-K1 cells. Starting 1h after injection and continuing daily
where required, mice were administered either pristinamycin or erythromycin at final doses of
50mg/kg. Both pristinamycin and erythromycin were formulated for in vivo administration
by dilution of stock solutions to appropriate concentrations using a 0.9% (w/v) NaCl solution
containing 5% (v/v) ethanol. At required time points, blood was collected retro-orbitally and
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serum obtained using microtainer SST tubes (Becton Dickinson, Plymouth UK).

All

experiments involving mice were approved by the French Ministry of Agriculture and Fishery
(Paris France) and performed by M.D-E. at the Institute Universitaire de Technologie (IUTA),
F-69200 Villeurbanne Cedex, France.

RESULTS
Differential siRNA Silencing Improves Dynamic Range of Transgene Control Systems
The extent of siRNA-mediated gene-silencing during transient transfection is influenced,
amongst other factors, by the relative concentration of siRNA to target.

This was

demonstrated by testing the silencing efficiency of a common GFP-specific siRNA (Xia et al.
2002), constitutively expressed from its own dedicated promoter (pmCMVsiGFPmpA;
mPhCMV-siRNAGFP-mpA), at varying siRNA to target (pLEGFP-N1, PhCMV-GFP-pA) ratios in
CHO cells (Figure 1).

At siRNA to target ratios lower than 1, silencing of GFP was

undetectable relative to isogenic control transfections (pmCMVmpA; mPhCMV-mpA). At a 1
to 1 ratio, silencing of approximately 50% was observed. Increasing ratios thereafter resulted
in higher silencing efficiencies with maximal silencing in the range of 80%-90% occurring
only at ratios greater than 10.
By targeting an siRNA against a reporter gene, itself placed under expression control of a
transcription control system, it was speculated that the observed differential silencing
efficiency of siRNA could be used to improve the induction ratio of a transcription control
system. Assuming siRNA is constitutively produced at a constant level, the relative level of
siRNA to reporter mRNA should be much higher in the OFF configuration than in the ON
configuration; thus leading to disproportionately higher silencing of residual OFF expression
than maximal ON expression.

By expressing a functional siRNA as a synthetic intron

between the erythromycin (EM)-inducible DNA binding protein and the relevant
transcriptional regulator we sought to test the hypothesis that differential siRNA silencing
could be used to improve the induction characteristics of the EM-responsive (E.REX) EOFF
and EON systems (Weber et al. 202a; Greber and Fussenegger 2007b) (Figure 2). Intronically
encoded GFP-specific siRNA (siRNAGFP), placed within the ET1 (pDG1; PSV40-E-siRNAGFPVP16-pA) and ET4 (pDG97; PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-KRAB-pA) transregulators were used to
directly target GFP which itself was placed under expression control of either ET1-(pDG182;
PETR1-GFP-pA) or ET4-(pDG181; PETRON1-GFP-pA) responsive promoters, respectively.
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Figure 1: Impact of siRNA to gene target ratio on RNAi-mediated gene silencing. GFP
expression of CHO-K1 cells after co-transfection with varying ratios of target GFP (pLEGFPN1; PhCMV-GFP-pA) and a siRNA directed against GFP (pmCMVsiGFP-mpA; mPhCMVsiRNAGFP-mpA). For each ratio, GFP production was assessed relative to equivalent cotransfections of pLEGFP-N1 and an isogenic (non-siRNA containing) control (pmCMVmpA;
mPhCMV-mpA).
Relative to the native transregulators ET1 (pWW35; PSV40-E-VP16-pA ) and ET4 (pWW43;
PSV40-E-KRAB-pA), differential siRNA mediated silencing between the ON and OFF
configurations improved the induction characteristics of the EOFF and EON systems from 10- to
39-fold, and 19- to 60-fold, which represents a 4- and 3-fold incremental improvement
respectively.
The system thus described relies upon a specific siRNA targeting a desired reporter gene (in
this case GFP). Further application to other reporter genes would require de novo design of a
reporter gene specific siRNA in each case. To circumvent this issue, and make the system
generically applicable to any reporter gene, the siRNAGFP target sequence (TAG) was
incorporated into the 5’ untranslated region of another reporter gene, namely SEAP, thereby
rendering it capable of siRNAGFP mediated silencing (Malphettes and Fussenegger 2006a)
(Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Schematic representation and comparison of E.REX (EOFF and EON) induction
characteristics following inclusion within ET1 (pWW35; PSV40-E-VP16-pA) and ET4
(pWW43; PSV40-E-KRAB-pA) of an intronically encoded siRNA (pDG1; PSV40-E-siRNAGFPVP16-pA and pDG97; PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-KRAB-pA respectively) directed against a GFP
reporter gene whose expression was placed under control of the relevant ET1 or ET4
responsive promoter (pDG182; PETR1-GFP-pA and pDG181; PETRON1-GFP-pA
respectively). In each case erythromycin (EM) dose profiles for either the native or intronic
siRNA-containing transcriptional regulator ET1 (A) or ET4 (B) were determined in CHO-KI
following co-transfection with the relevant responsive GFP reporter construct. Also shown
are expression levels resulting from transfection with just the relevant reporter construct.
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration and comparison of induction performance of EOFF and EON
systems containing intronic siRNA against a target that was placed immediately upstream of a
generic reporter gene. Native and intronic siRNA-containing erythromycin (EM) dose
profiles for (A) EOFF and (B) EON systems were determined after co-transfection of CHO-K1
with the relevant transcriptional regulator (pWW35 - native ET1; PSV40-E-VP16-pA, pDG1 ET1 containing intronically encoded siRNA against GFP; PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA,
pWW43 - native ET4; PSV40-E-KRAB-pA, or pDG97 - ET4 containing intronically encoded
siRNA against GFP, PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-KRAB-pA) with the corresponding ET1/ET4
responsive SEAP reporter construct containing the siRNA target sequence (TAGGFP)
immediately upstream of the SEAP reporter gene (EOFF pDG183; PETR1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA
and EON pDG191; PETRON1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA). Also shown are expression levels resulting
from transfection with just the relevant reporter construct.
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The performance of the resulting system (For EOFF we used pDG183; PETR1-TAGGFP-SEAPpA, and for EON pDG191; PETRON1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA) with respect to differential silencing,
strong reduction of basal expression, and improvement in induction characteristics (4-fold for
ET1 and 3-fold for ET4) was consistent with the improvement observed in the directly
targeted reporter system.
To ascertain whether a different intronic siRNA/TAG combination would have the same
effect, an EON system utilizing an intronic siRNA against luciferase (pDG98; PSV40-EsiRNALuc-KRAB-pA) with a corresponding luciferase TAG on the reporter construct was also
tested (pDG104; PETRON1-TAGLuc-SEAP-pA).

In direct comparisons of knockdown

efficiency, siRNALuc has been more efficient than siRNAGFP (93% versus 80%)(29). When
siRNALuc was used within the EON system in transient co-transfections of CHO-K1, maximal
and minimal SEAP reporter expression in the presence and absence, respectively, of
erythromycin were 6.4 U/L (±0.4) and 0.06 U/L (±0.02). In comparison to the native EON
system this corresponded to silencing ratios of 68% and 93%, respectively, and an overall
induction ratio of 99-fold which was approximately 5-fold higher than the native EON system.
Despite significantly reducing maximal expression (i.e. 68%), this showed that the use of a
more efficient siRNA could also be used to improve induction characteristics because of the
higher reduction observed in minimal expression (i.e. 93%).

This suggests that differential

siRNA mediated silencing is not dependent upon a particular siRNA per se, but rather the
ratio of siRNA to target.
To further investigate the impact of different siRNAs upon system characteristics,
erythromycin dose response profiles for the native, and intronic GFP- and intronic Luccontaining siRNA EON systems were compared (Figure 4).

Apart from the change in

induction characteristics described above, a tightening of the inducer concentration range
(“inducer window”) was observed for both intronic siRNA containing systems. This was
greatest for the intronic siRNALuc system where the erythromycin concentration at which the
system began to switch “ON” increased from 10 to approximately 100ng/ml. For both
systems there were minimal changes to the concentration at which the system was fully
induced (approximately 1000ng/ml). Referring back to Figure 1 these results are consistent
with the impact of the siRNA to target ratio upon gene silencing. For a relatively efficient
siRNA such as siRNALuc, maximum silencing occurs at a relatively lower siRNA to target
ratio. Hence, maximal silencing does not require ET4 to be entirely shut-off which
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Figure 4: Comparison of erythromycin (EM) dose response profiles for native and two
different intronic siRNA-containing EON systems. Reporter gene expression levels were
determined after co-transfection of CHO-K1 with either the native system (pWW43; PSV40E-KRAB-pA, and pWW56: PETRON1-SEAP-pA), an intronic siRNA system utilizing
intronic siRNAGFP and TAGGFP upstream of the reporter (Intronic GFP: pDG97; PSV40-EsiRNAGFP-KRAB-pA, and pDG191: PETRON1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA), or an intronic
siRNA system utilizing intronic siRNALuc (luciferase) and TAGLuc upstream of the reporter
(Intronic Luc: pDG98; PSV40-E-siRNALuc-KRAB-pA, and pDG104: PETRON1-TAGLucSEAP-pA). For each respective system, SEAP reporter expression levels are stated relative
(%) to the maximal gene expression level observed for that system.
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accordingly shifts the beginning of the inducer window to the right. However, with respect to
the end of the end of the induction window, there is no equivalent shift as once ET4 is
completely active there is no further change in siRNA mediated silencing levels. Taken
together this results in an overall compression of the inducer window.
To test the applicability of the approach to other mammalian systems, the performance of the
native and intronic siRNA containing versions of the EOFF and EON control systems were also
determined in several other mammalian cell types; in particular the human cell lines HEK293T and HeLa, the monkey cell line Cos-7, and the mouse cell line NIH/3T3 (Table 2). In each
respective case, the intronic siRNA containing versions yielded superior induction
performance with the extent of residual expression in the OFF configuration generally
approaching the detection limit of the reporter gene assay. This confirmed that differential
silencing between ON and OFF configurations occurred irrespective of whether the system
was placed in a highly expressing cell line (e.g. HEK293-T or Cos-7) or a much lower
expressing and tightly regulating cell line such as NIH/3T3.

Indeed for the latter, the

reduction in residual expression in the OFF configuration to the detection limit of the reporter
assay (6 mU/L for SEAP (Weber et al. 2002b) resulted in an almost infinite induction ratio
(i.e. >2000 fold). Significantly, for the EOFF system the strong siRNA mediated silencing of
leaky expression in the OFF configuration reduced expression levels to well below that of
equivalent transfections with just the reporter gene alone. This was never achieved in the
OFF configuration with the native EOFF system.
Given the influence of different underlying promoters on gene control system characteristics,
the minimal PhCMVmin and constitutive PSV40 promoters of the standard EOFF (pDG183) and
EON (pDG191) -TAGGFP-SEAP-pA reporter constructs, were substituted with Drosophila heat
shock hsp70 (pDG276; PETR2-, ETR-Phsp70min-) and simian-40 virus derived (pDG284; PETR3,
ETR-PSV40min-) minimal promoters, and the murine phosphoglycerate kinase (pDG280;
PETRON2-, PPGKETR-) constitutive promoter, respectively. A comparison of the performance
of these systems using both native and intronic siRNA containing transregulators
demonstrated that differential silencing between ON and OFF configurations, and resulting
improved induction performance, existed for the intronic siRNA systems irrespective of the
underlying promoter (Table 3). This occurred when the underlying promoter was weaker
(e.g. Phsp70min for EOFF) or stronger (e.g. PSV40min for EOFF or PPGK for EON) with the overall
improvement ranging from 3- to 11-fold.
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Table 2: Comparison of induction performance of native versus intronic siRNA containing
EOFF and EON systems in different mammalian cell types. ET1 or ET4 responsive SEAP
reporter constructs containing the siRNA target sequence (TAGGFP) immediately upstream of
the SEAP reporter gene (EOFF pDG183; PETR1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA and EON pDG191;
PETRON1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA) were transfected alone or together with either native (ET1,
pWW35; PSV40-E-VP16-pA and ET4, pWW43; PSV40-E-KRAB-pA) or intronic siRNAGFP
containing (ET1, pDG1; PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA and ET4, pDG97; PSV40-E-siRNAGFPKRAB-pA) transregulators into different cell types, and scored for SEAP production (U/L) in
the presence or absence of 5g/ml erythromycin (EM). The resulting induction factor
between OFF and ON expression levels is shown in each case.
EOFF System
Reporter Alone
Native ET1 (-EM)
Native ET1 (+EM)
Intronic ET1 (-EM)
Intronic ET1 (+EM)
Induction Factor (x)
Native ET1
Intronic ET1
Change
EON System
Reporter Alone
Native ET4 (-EM)
Native ET4 (+EM)
Intronic ET4 (-EM)
Intronic ET4 (+EM)
Induction Factor (x)
Native ET4
Intronic ET4
Change

Cell Type
HEK293-T
28.2
 0.4
860.5  33.4
29.2
 1.9
720.6  20.6
5.1
 0.6

29.5
140.5
4.8

Cos-7
3.7

653.4 
7.6

633.9 
1.9


0.4
48.8
0.8
64.2
0.1

HeLa
0.3

225.3 
0.9

109.5 
0.1


86.4
333.8
3.9

0.0
10.8
0.1
6.4
0.1

240.2
1963.0
8.2

NIH/3T3
0.04

20.66 
0.10

11.59 
0.01


0.01
2.34
0.04
2.20
0.01

208.9
2074.5
9.9

Cell Type
HEK293-T
5.28
 0.91
0.92
 0.08
5.32
 0.77
0.17
 0.27
2.44
 0.32

5.8
14.5
2.5

Cos-7
14.68 
1.56

13.81 
0.40

12.00 

8.9
30.2
3.4
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0.64
0.11
1.64
0.05
1.18

2.07
0.16
2.26
0.02
0.86

HeLa






14.3
39.9
2.8

0.52
0.00
0.33
0.14
0.13

NIH/3T3
3.29

0.23

1.59

0.03

0.94


7.0
29.9
4.3

0.06
0.17
0.42
0.02
0.17

Table 3: Comparison of induction performance within CHO-K1 of native versus intronic
siRNA containing EOFF and EON systems utilizing different minimal and constitutive
promoters adjacent to the relevant ETR operator module(s). EOFF reporter constructs
containing either the PhCMVmin (pDG183; PETR1-, ETR-PhCMVmin-), Phsp70min (pDG276; PETR2-,
ETR-Phsp70min-), or PSV40min (pDG284; PETR3-, ETR-PSV40min-) minimal promoters, and EON
reporter constructs containing either the PSV40 (pDG191; PETRON1-, PSV40-ETR-) or PPGK
(pDG280; PETRON2-, PPGK-ETR-) constitutive promoters, which drive transcription of a
siRNA target sequence (TAGGFP) immediately upstream of a SEAP reporter gene, were
transfected alone or together with native (ET1, pWW35; PSV40-E-VP16-pA and ET4,
pWW43; PSV40-E-KRAB-pA) or intronic siRNAGFP containing (ET1, pDG1; PSV40-EsiRNAGFP-VP16-pA and ET4, pDG97; PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-KRAB-pA) transregulators, and
scored for SEAP production (U/L) in the presence or absence of 5g/ml erythromycin (EM).
The resulting induction factor between OFF and ON expression levels for each system is
shown in each case.
EOFF System
Reporter Alone
Native ET1 (-EM)
Native ET1 (+EM)
Intronic ET1 (-EM)
Intronic ET1 (+EM)

0.38
39.63
1.61
21.24
0.19

Induction Factor (x)
Native ET1
Intronic ET1
Change

24.7
109.8
4.4

EON System
Reporter Alone
Native ET4 (-EM)
Native ET4 (+EM)
Intronic ET4 (-EM)
Intronic ET4 (+EM)
Induction Factor (x)
Native ET4
Intronic ET4
Change

Minimal Promoter Following Single ETR Operator
PhCMVmin
Phsp70min
PSV40min
0.05
0.12
0.01
1.98



3.16
6.59
3.25
80.48



0.29
0.78
0.16
6.36



0.14
2.53
0.07
66.05



0.04
0.03
0.00
0.84




31.48
0.98
21.64
0.13
9.09

8.4
93.8
11.2

12.6
78.2
6.2

Constitutive Promoter Preceding Octet ETR Operator
PSV40
PPGK
1.16
87.48


0.10
3.16


2.90
51.91


0.04
0.15


0.63
23.06



22.0
71.0
3.2

16.4
158.9
9.7
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Figure 5: Extension of intronic siRNA/TAG concept to other gene regulation systems in
CHO-K1. For each system the induction performance of the native transactivator was
compared against the same transactivator containing a intronically-encoded siRNAGFP, the
target (TAGGFP) of which was incorporated immediately upstream of a SEAP reporter gene
that was placed under control of the requisite transactivator responsive promoter. (A) TetOFF
tetracycline (Tet) dose response in which either native tTA (pSAM200; PSV40-TetR-VP16-pA)
or intronic siRNAGFP containing tTA (pDG153; PSV40-TetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA) was cotransfected with pDG211 (PhCMV*-1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA). (B) TetON doxycycline (Dox) dose
response in which either native rtTA (pTET-ON; PSV40-rTetR-VP16-pA) or intronic siRNAGFP
containing rtTA (pDG210; PSV40-rTetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA) was co-transfected with
pDG211. (C) PIOFF pristinamycin (PI) dose response in which either native PIT (pMF167;
PSV40-Pip-VP16-pA) or intronic siRNAGFP containing PIT (pDG143; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFPVP16-pA) was co-transfected with pDG213 (PPIR-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA).
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Exploiting the standard architecture and modular nature of many gene control systems, the
generic intronic siRNA concept was extended to improve the induction characteristics of
several other common transcription control systems.

Therefore, intronically encoded

siRNAGFP was placed within the tetracycline (Tet)-dependent transactivator tTA (pDG153;
PSV40-TetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA), the reverse doxycycline (Dox)-dependent transactivator
rtTA (pDG210; PSV40-rTetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA), and the pristinamycin (PI)-dependent
transactivator PIT (pDG143; PSV40-Pip-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA).

Using appropriate reporter

constructs containing a TAGGFP (pDG211; PhCMV*-1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA, pDG213; and PPIRTAGGFP-SEAP-pA respectively) and relative to native transactivators (pSAM200; PSV40-TetRVP16-pA,

pTET-ON;

PSV40-rTetR-VP16-pA,

pMF167;

and

PSV40-Pip-VP16-pA,

respectively), all systems exhibited between a 3- and 5-fold improvement in regulation
performance (Figure 5).

Improved Transgene Expression Allows Tight Conditional Expression of Toxic Gene
Products
Irrespective of the cell type, underlying promoter or transcription control system used, the
generally observed 3-to 10-fold improvement in induction characteristics of the intronic
siRNA approach was sufficient to improve residual leakiness to less than, or close to, 1% of
maximal gene expression.

To determine whether this improvement in reducing basal

leakiness was of significance we sought to compare intronic siRNA mediated versus native
transcription control of two toxic gene products. In the first, the highly toxic RIP death
domain (RipDD) (Boorsma et al. 2000; Stanger et al. 1995) was cloned immediately
downstream of TAGGFP containing EOFF and EON responsive promoters (for EOFF we used
pDG289; PETR1-TAGGFP-RipDD-pA and for EON pDG290; PETRON1-TAGGFP-RipDD-pA),
and expression of RipDD in HeLa controlled with either native or intronic siRNA containing
ET1 (pWW35 or pDG1) or ET4 (pWW43 or pDG97). Apoptosis profiling demonstrated that
only the intronic siRNA containing transregulators enabled sufficiently tight OFF expression
in which apoptosis was at the same level as that observed in negative control transfections
(Figure 6). Importantly, maximal expression of the intronic siRNA systems was not overly
compromised as evidenced by the roughly equivalent levels of apoptosis in native versus
intronic siRNA systems in their respective ON configurations.
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The utility of the intronic siRNA containing systems was further tested in CHO-K1 using the
linamarase-linamarin prodrug system (Link et al. 2006). In this system linamarase expression
enables conversion of the otherwise harmless prodrug linamarin into highly toxic and readily
diffusible gaseous cyanide. While linamarase is only expressed intracellularly, any produced
gaseous cyanide can readily diffuse to neighboring cells thereby resulting in highly efficient
cell killing through a “bystander effect (Link et al. 2006).” Similarly to RipDD, Linamarase
(Lis) was expressed downstream of the requisite TAGGFP containing EOFF / EON responsive
promoters (EOFF pDG286; PETR1-TAGGFP-Lis-pA and EON pDG289; PETRON1-TAGGFP-LispA) and assessed for native and intronic siRNA containing ET1 and ET4 performance (Figure
7). As evidenced both by microscopic imagery (Figure 7A) and cell viability assessment
(Figure 7B), the difference between native and intronic siRNA containing transregulation in
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Figure 6: Comparison of constitutive, and conditional native and intronic siRNA containing
EOFF and EON, RIP death domain (RipDD) expression in HeLa cells. The proportion of
apoptotic cells (cells positively stained for either or both of annexin V or 7-AAD) was
determined after transient co-transfection of ET1/ET4 responsive RipDD expression
constructs, containing an siRNA target sequence (TAGGFP) immediately upstream of the
RipDD gene (EOFF pDG289; PETR1-TAGGFP-RipDD-pA and EON pDG290; PETRON1TAGGFP-RipDD-pA), and the relevant native (Nat. ET1 pWW35; PSV40-E-VP16-pA and Nat.
ET4 pWW43; PSV40-E-KRAB-pA) or intronic siRNAGFP containing (Int. ET1 pDG1; PSV40-EsiRNAGFP-VP16-pA and Int. ET4 pDG97; PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-KRAB-pA) transregulator, and
grown for 72h in the presence or absence of 5g/ml erythromycin (EM). Mock transfected
cells (Ctrl.) and cells transfected with constitutively expressed RipDD (pWW326; PhEF1RipDD-pA) were used as respective controls.
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Figure 7: Impact of constitutive and EOFF/EON regulated linamarase (Lis) expression, with
linamarin (Lin) application, on CHO-K1 cell viability. (A) Light microscopy (scale bar
50M) and (B) cell viability of harvested cells after ET1/ET4 responsive Lis expression
constructs containing an siRNA target sequence (TAGGFP) immediately upstream of the Lis
gene (EOFF pDG286; PETR1-TAGGFP-Lis-pA and EON pDG287; PETRON1-TAGGFP-Lis-pA)
were transfected alone (Rpt. Only) or together with the relevant native (Nat. ET1 pWW35;
PSV40-E-VP16-pA and Nat. ET4 pWW43; PSV40-E-KRAB-pA) or intronic siRNAGFP
containing (Int. ET1 pDG1; PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA and Int. ET4 pDG97; PSV40-EsiRNAGFP-KRAB-pA) transregulator and grown for 96h in the presence of Lin, and the
presence or absence of 5g/ml erythromycin (EM). Mock transfected cells (Ctrl.) and cells
transfected with constitutively expressed Lis (pWW315; PhEF1-Lis-pA), grown in either the
presence or absence of Lin were used as respective controls.
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either OFF configuration (+EM for EOFF and –EM for EON) was highly evident. It was only
by using intronic siRNA mediated regulation that basal expression of linamarase was
sufficiently abrogated to prevent high cell death. Indeed for the EOFF system, and consistent
with results described above using the quantitative SEAP reporter gene, the intronic siRNA
containing system in its OFF configuration resulted in lower cell death than equivalent
experiments with the linamarase expressing plasmid alone (Rpt. Only, Figure 7).

This

succinctly demonstrated the ability of intronic siRNA to reduce basal expression levels below
that inherent to the regulable promoter, and most critically, how this relatively small effect
can equate to a major difference at a biological process level.

Simple, One-Step Autoinducible siRNA Vectors
To fully explore the concept of intronically encoded siRNA within a transregulatory control
system the constitutive PSV40 promoter of pDG1 and pDG153 (intronic siRNAGFP containing
ET1 and tTA respectively) were switched for the respective cognate promoters for each
transactivator thereby generating EM- (pDG165; PETR1-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA) and Tet(pDG179; PhCMV*-1-TetR-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA) responsive autoregulatory vectors (Figure 8).
In each case the respective transregulator not only positively drives its own expression but
also its intronically encoded siRNA.

Addition of the respective inducer shuts off both

transactivator and siRNA expression. Significantly, each vector contains all the necessary
elements to enable controllable siRNA expression within a single compact format. The ET1based vector is encoded within 3.5kb; the tTA-based vector within 3.9kb. In co-transfections
with a GFP target (pLEGFP-N1), and relevant to the appropriate isogenic controls (pDG164;
PETR1-E-VP16-pA, and pWW35), the autoregulated EM-responsive system was capable of
mediating GFP silencing to almost the same degree as constitutively expressed intronic
siRNA (pDG1). Importantly, the addition of EM was sufficient to shut-off ET1 expression
with a consequent decrease in siRNA expression and GFP silencing. Similarly, the Tetresponsive system was capable of mediating strong silencing of a co-transfected GFP TAGed
reporter construct (pLM65; PhEF1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA), relative to isogenic controls (pDG178;
PhCMV*-1-VP16-pA), which could be alleviated across a relatively broad Tet concentration
range.
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Figure 8: Schematic illustration and regulation performance within CHO-K1 of autoregulated
intronic siRNA systems responsive to either erythromycin or tetracycline. In either system,
each transactivator is under the transcriptional control of its own cognate promoter thereby
providing positive autofeedback control for not only the transactivator itself but also the
intronically encoded siRNA contained within the respective transactivator. (A) Erythromycin
responsive autoregulated siRNA in which GFP silencing was assessed after co-transfection of
pLEGFP-N1 (PhCMV-GFP-pA) with either constitutively produced intronic siRNA (pDG1;
PSV40-E-siRNAGFP-VP16-pA) or autoregulated intronic siRNA (pDG165; PETR1-E-siRNAGFPVP16-pA) in the presence or absence of 5g/ml erythromycin (EM). In each case gene
expression was assessed relative to equivalent transfections with isogenic (Native) nonsiRNA containing controls (pWW35; PSV40-E-VP16-pA and pDG164; PETR1-E-VP16-pA).
(B) Tetracycline dose response in which silencing of a GFP tagged SEAP reporter gene
(pLM65; PhEF1-TAGGFP-SEAP-pA) was determined after co-transfection with autoregulated
tTA containing an intronic siRNA against GFP (pDG179; PhCMV*-1-TetR-siRNAGFP-VP16pA). Again, gene activity was assessed relative to pLM65 co-transfection with an isogenic
(Native) non-siRNA control (pDG178; PhCMV*-1-TetR-VP16-pA).
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A Higher-Fold In Vitro And In Vivo Epigenetic Toggle Switch Using Intronically
Encoded siRNA
The utility of tighter gene control systems was demonstrated by applying the above concepts
to improve the performance of a synthetic gene network; in particular, the mammalian
epigenetic toggle switch (Kramer et al. 2004a). In its native configuration this network
consists of the PIPON and EON antibiotic-inducible transrepressor control systems arranged
such that they repress each other’s expression (Figure 9). The system is capable of two stable
expression states depending upon which transrepressor is actively repressing the other.
Critically, and to distinguish it from a typical on versus off gene control system, the switch
from one state to the other only requires the transient administration of an appropriate
inducer. Co-transfection of native toggle components pBP62 (PPIRON-E-KRAB-IRES-pA)
and pBP139 (PETRON1-Pip-KRAB-IRES-SEAP-pA) into CHO cells, followed by incubation
with either EM or PI for 24h, results in two distinct expression levels which are maintained
for the subsequent 24h after substitution with inducer free media (Figure 9B).

Using

intronically encoded siRNAGFP and siRNALuc (luciferase-specific siRNA (Greber and
Fussenegger 2007b)) placed between each transrepressor, and targeting a siRNA specific
TAG placed immediately upstream of each opposing transrepressor, a variant of the native
toggle was engineered which used both transrepression as well as gene silencing to control
expression of the opposing construct (Figure 9A). Upon co-transfection of this network,
encoded

on

pDG161

(PPIRON-TAGGFP-E-siRNALuc-KRAB-IRES-pA)

and

pDG168

(PETRON1-TAGLuc-Pip-siRNAGFP-KRAB-IRES-SEAP-pA), into CHO a bistable expression
pattern also resulted which was maintained following the withdrawal of relevant inducers
(Figure 9B). Significantly, the use of gene-silencing through intronically encoded siRNA
increased the dynamic range of the two stable states. The initial presence of PI (for the first
24h only), which induces the lower expression state, resulted in SEAP expression levels of
0.25 and 0.47U/L after 24h and 48h respectively, whereas the native toggle resulted in 0.55
and 0.76U/L respectively. This demonstrated that intronically encoded siRNALuc reduced
Pip-KRAB and SEAP expression further than E-KRAB-mediated repression could alone, thus
effectively lowering the leakiness of the system. Conversely, in the initial presence of EM
(for the first 24h only), the intronic toggle yielded SEAP levels of 1.83 and 3.03U/L, and the
native toggle 1.71 and 1.51U/L, again at 24h and 48h. In this instance, intronic siRNAGFP
minimized leaky E-KRAB expression, thus enabling higher Pip-KRAB and SEAP expression
compared to the native configuration. In relation to the dynamic range, the intronic toggle
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Figure 9: (A) Schematic depiction of an intronic siRNA-containing genetic toggle network
consisting of two transpressors (pristinamcyin (PI)-inducible Pip-KRAB and erythromycin
(EM)-inducible E-KRAB) configured in a mutually oppressing manner whereby each
repressor is under the transcriptional control of the opposing repressors cognate promoter
(PETRON1 and PPIRON, respectively). Each transrepressor contains an intronically encoded
siRNA (either GFP- (siRNAGFP) or Luc- (siRNALUC) specific) directed against a TAG placed
immediately upstream of the opposing transrepressor. SEAP, encoded downstream of PipKRAB via an internal ribosome entry site (IRES), provides a read-out of the network’s
expression status. (B) Regulation performance of the native (non-siRNA intron nor TAG
containing) toggle switch (pBP62; PPIRON-E-KRAB-IRES-pA, and pBP139; PETRON1-PipKRAB-IRES-SEAP-pA) versus the intronic siRNA toggle switch (pDG161 and pDG168)
following transient co-transfection in CHO-K1. In each case only a transient pulse of effecter
(presence indicated by shading) is required to enable the opposing repressor to be maximally
transcribed until, in a self-perpetuating manner, it stably represses the originally active
promoter. Either of the two steady states are maintained in a following removal of relevant
effecter molecules (non-shaded region) by substitution with fresh media.
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exhibited an induction factor of 7- and 6-fold, compared to 3- and 2-fold for the native toggle
at 24h and 48h respectively.
To enable longer-term validation, reversibility and in vivo studies we constructed a double
transgenic cell line, CHOTOGGLE2, stable for pDG161 and pDG168 (Figure 10). After an
initial 3 day period to set populations to either a high or low SEAP expression state (using
EM or PI), each population was subjected to a further 9 day incubation phase in inducer-free
media (Figure 10A). Analysis of expression levels every 3 days showed that the differential
expression state of each population was maintained over this period.

In a similar

experimental setup, cell populations were initially exposed to one inducer to set expression
patterns before multiple switching of inducer regimes (Figure 10B). In each case the cell
populations exhibited full reversibility in the presence of a different inducer thus indicating
that the network retained its superior bistable characteristics even after repeated switching
between states. Finally, to demonstrate that the intronic toggle was also capable of improved
in vivo performance CHOTOGGLE2 cells were microencapsulated and intraperitoneally
implanted into mice. All mice were initially dosed with either PI and EM, following which
only a subset were exposed to ongoing inducer dosing (Figure 10C). For either PI or EM
dosed mice, serum SEAP expression levels were similar regardless of whether dosing was
continuous or only transient. Secondly, the induction ratio between transient EM versus PI
dosed mice of 7- (3d), 9- (6d) and 7-fold (9d) remained higher at all times in the intronic
siRNA network compared to the previously published native toggle network (Kramer et al.
2004a).

DISCUSSION
Typical mammalian heterologous gene control systems consist of a regulable promoter
controlled by a constitutively expressed transregulator (Kramer and Fussenegger 2005b). In
this work an intronically encoded siRNA was simultaneously co-expressed with a functional
transregulator that controlled expression of a reporter gene that was itself targeted by the
siRNA. Significantly, in the ON configuration the ratio of siRNA to target mRNA was lower
than where the same promoter is in the OFF configuration.

Computational models,

referenced to the molecular and biochemical parameters of RISC-based siRNA interference
processes, and experimentally validated using synthetic transcription-translation networks,
have previously shown that both the rate of mRNA disappearance and eventual mRNA steady
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Figure 10: (A) Long-term bistability of transgenic CHO-K1 cells (CHOTOGGLE2) engineered
for an intronic siRNA containing genetic toggle network by stable transfection of pDG161
(PPIRON-TAGGFP-E-siRNALuc-KRAB-IRES-pA) and pDG168 (PETRON1-TAGLuc-PipsiRNAGFP-KRAB-IRES-SEAP-pA). Two cell populations were grown for 3 days in the
presence of either pristinamycin (PI) or erythromycin (EM) to set initial SEAP expression
levels (presence of effecters indicated by shading). Cells were subsequently harvested,
reseeded in effecter-free media, and assayed for SEAP activity every 3 days over a total
period of 9 days. (B) Expression reversibility in CHOTOGGLE2. Again, two cell populations
were initially grown for 3 days in the presence of either PI or EM to set expression levels,
followed by a further 3 day cultivation in effecter-free media. At days 6 and 12, effecter
dosing was switched. SEAP was scored immediately prior to each media change and at day
15. (C) In vivo expression control of microencapsulated CHOTOGGLE2 cells implanted
intraperitoneally into mice. Serum SEAP levels were quantified at days 3, 6 and 10 for 4
groups of mice which were initially exposed to 3 days of either daily PI or EM effecter
injections. Effecter injections were subsequently halted for two groups of mice (3d) whereas
the remaining two groups served as controls in which respective effecter administration was
maintained daily over the following 7 days (10d). Shown are mean values including standard
deviations of at least 6 mice per timepoint.
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state level are directly influenced by the relative concentrations of siRNA to target mRNA
(Malphettes and Fussenegger 2006a; Malphettes and Fussenegger 2006b). This feature was
exploited in the above configuration with the resulting differences in gene silencing used to
increase the induction window of several common gene control systems. Significantly, this
differential silencing effect was observed across many tested mammalian cell types, and
occurred irrespective of the underlying regulable promoter thus demonstrating the broad
applicability of the approach.
Since the development of mammalian gene control systems, many strategies have focused
upon improving induction characteristics by eliminating residual expression. Given its early
development and subsequent widespread adoption much of this work has been specifically
aimed at the Tet-responsive system. Thus incremental improvements to the original Tet
configuration have been achieved by mutational enhancement of the Tet DNA binding
domain to improve its binding and sensitivity (Koponen et al. 2003; Urlinger et al. 2000a;
Zhou et al. 2007), by modifying the Tet-cognate promoter (Bockamp et al. 2007; Sipo et al.
2006), and finally by combining non-heterodimerizing reverse Tet-transactivators with
antagonizing Tet-repressors (Bornkamm et al. 2005; Freundlieb et al. 1999; Lamartina et al.
2003; Rossi et al. 2000; Salucci et al. 2002).

While successful on their own or in

combination, each of these enhancements is specific to the Tet-system and not easily
reproducible for other gene control systems. At a more general level it is possible to alter the
properties of any gene control system through multimerization and alternate spacing of
operator sites, choice of underlying promoter, as well as selection of transregulatory protein
(Bockamp et al. 2007; Baron et al. 1997; Malphettes et al. 2006; Urlinger et al. 2000b; Weber
et al. 2002c). However, the systems described to date have generally explored these avenues
and are already optimized. An alternate, but time-consuming and poorly scalable, avenue is
to stably transfect a gene control system and select cells with high regulation performance by
single cell cloning (Fussenegger et al. 2000; Weber et al. 2002a). Finally, several attempts
have also been made to explicitly reduce leakiness through the engineering of synthetic gene
networks. Early networks were based on transcriptional cascades of several independently
operating gene control systems (Aubrecht et al. 1996; Imhof et al. 2000). Later attempts have
built upon these networks and sought to utilise conditional RNA interference to actively
eliminate basal reporter expression (Malphettes and Fussenegger 2006a; Deans et al. 2007).
In some cases, however, the required number of interacting elements and associated
complexity has rendered each system relatively user unfriendly and not readily adaptable to
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new systems. In contrast a far simpler generic solution is presented here that does not entail
significant added complexity and which can be applied to most gene control systems that
share the same essential architecture. This was illustrated by improving the performance
characteristics of three common antibiotic responsive control systems for which the only
manipulation required was the insertion of an intronically encoded siRNA on the
transregulator and placement of a siRNA target immediately upstream of the desired reporter
gene.
By placing a transactivator containing an intronically encoded siRNA under transcriptional
control of the transactivator’s cognate promoter it was also possible to engineer a highly
effective autoregulable silencing vector. This tool enables one-step genetic engineering of
eukaryotic cells for adjustable expression of a siRNA. Significantly, these vectors contain all
the necessary elements for self-regulation within a single cistron on a single plasmid that is
less than 4kb in size. Over the past five years mammalian gene regulation technology has
been progressively applied to siRNA expression (Malphettes and Fussenegger 2004; Pluta et
al. 2007; Stegmeier et al. 2005; Szulc et al. 2006; van de Wetering et al. 2003) and indeed
autoregulated siRNA expression vectors have also been developed (Szulc et al. 2006)).
However, such vectors typically encode the regulatory component (e.g. tTA) and the siRNA
responsive component as two independent cistrons, with associated promoters and mRNA
processing sequences, on the one plasmid.

Here, issues associated with cross-promoter

competition or interaction are circumvented, and the number of introduced genetic elements
minimized, by simultaneously expressing the siRNA and regulatory component from the
same cistron. Importantly, by applying the design using two different systems (i.e. EOFF and
TetOFF) it was demonstrated that the architecture is also generically applicable. Thus, it could
used to create autoinducible vectors responsive to other effective molecules by simply
switching both the DNA binding protein and cognate promoter for one specific to the desired
gene control system. This technology could also easily be combined with multicistronic
expression technology to enable autoregulated expression control of several siRNAs and
transgenes all off a single vector (Greber and Fussenegger 2007b; Fussenegger et al. 1997a).
This could be a useful tool for the study or engineering of combinatorial effects of different
genes in mammalian cells.
While the generic strategy described above was used to improve the induction window of
several gene control systems it did nonetheless also result in a reduction in maximum
expression levels. Arguably the most common problem with existing mammalian gene control
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systems is not with maximum expression levels, but with leaky residual expression. To that
end, foregoing some maximal expression for tighter residual expression may be an acceptable
compromise that will be of significant benefit to many applications. We have demonstrated
this by using intronically encoded siRNA based regulation to conditionally express highly
biologically toxic genes such as the RipDD and linamarase-linamarine prodrug system.
Critically in both cases, siRNA silencing of residual expression enabled tight suppression in
OFF configurations which produced outcomes equivalent to control experiments. While
siRNA silencing also occurred during the respective ON configurations it was not sufficient
to unduly compromise the affect of highly potent gene products such as RipDD and
linamarase. To further illustrate the utility of differential silencing we have also utilized
intronic siRNA technology to engineer an improved epigenetic toggle that exhibits a far
greater induction window than the equivalent native (non-intronic) version (Kramer et al.
2004a). This was demonstrated in not only transiently transfected mammalian cells but also
encapsulated stably transfected cells that were implanted into mice. Significantly, we believe
that the in vivo demonstration of the superior mammalian toggle characteristics substantiates
its future utility for therapeutic and other applied usage.
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ABSTRACT
Gene expression circuitries, which enable cells to detect precise levels within a
morphogen concentration gradient, have a pivotal impact on biological processes such as
embryonic pattern formation, paracrine and autocrine signaling, and cellular migration.
We present the rational synthesis of a synthetic genetic circuit exhibiting band-pass
detection characteristics. The components, involving multiply linked mammalian transactivator and -repressor control systems, were selected and fine-tuned to enable the
detection of "low-threshold" morphogen (tetracycline) concentrations, in which target
gene expression was triggered, and a "high-threshold" concentration, in which
expression was muted.

In silico predictions and supporting experimental findings

indicated that the key criteria for functional band-pass detection was the matching of
componentry that enabled sufficient separation of the low and high threshold points.
Using the circuitry together with a fluorescence-encoded target gene, mammalian cells
were genetically engineered to be capable of forming a band-like pattern of
differentiation in response to a tetracycline chemical gradient. Synthetic gene networks
designed to emulate naturally occurring gene behaviours provide not only insight into
biological processes, but may foster progress in future tissue engineering, gene therapy
and biosensing applications.

INTRODUCTION
The quest to understand how temporal and spatial dynamics at the molecular level give rise to
biological structure and pattern has been a widely pursued goal of developmental biologists
(Ashe and Briscoe 2006; Jaeger et al. 2008; Lander 2007). Central to these efforts is the
concept of the morphogen which, generally defined, is any substance that can cause pattern
organization by diffusion through a multicellular structure (Lander 2007). Critically, the
morphogen does not just carry a signal, but rather one that differs depending on its
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concentration. Embryonic pattern formation is an oft-cited example in which multiple intraand extra-cellular morphogens have been identified, particularly as they relate to Drosophila
development (Driever and Nusslein-Volhard 1988; Ferguson and Anderson 1992; Nellen et
al. 1996). Other examples in which morphogen gradients drive physiological responses
include paracrine and autocrine signaling, the chemoattractant-dependant control of cell shape
and movement, and the impact of intracellular signaling on cellular structure and shape
(Lander 2007; Lechner et al. 2007).
According to classic morphogen theory (Wolpert 1969), a cells physiological behaviour is the
outcome of its interpretation of a single biochemical variable (i.e. morphogen concentration)
in which interpretation of positional information is thought to rely on direct, concentrationthreshold-dependent mechanisms. A significant body of work has expanded this classical
theory to include a range of additional mechanisms, such as feedback loops (Jaeger et al.
2004) and multi-interdependent combinatorial morphogen interactions, that ensure
morphogen gradients are adequately regulated and interpreted with sufficient robustness
(Giuromescu and Asthagiri 2008; Lander 2007; Meinhardt and Gierer 2000). Staying at the
classic level we sought to determine whether it is possible to engineer a mammalian genetic
circuitry that is capable of sensing a specific concentration within a morphogen gradient as a
pre-condition for positional-specification and subsequent organized pattern formation.
The creation of synthetic designer gene networks has been increasingly used to interconnect
gene regulation systems to re-create and gain insights into naturally occurring gene
phenomena. Non-exhaustive examples include the creation of epigenetic toggle switches
(Atkinson et al. 2003; Gardner et al. 2000), oscillatory networks (Atkinson et al. 2003;
Elowitz and Leibler 2000), and amplificatory (Karig and Weiss 2005), pulse-generating (Basu
et al. 2004) and band-pass like networks (Basu et al. 2003; Basu et al. 2005). In many cases,
these synthetic recreations have enabled researches to understand the role of specific gene
control mechanisms, such as negative and forward feedback, noise, and transcriptional
cascades, in producing highly specific forms of gene expression (Hasty et al. 2002).
In the band-detection network described by Basu et al, mathematical analysis was used to
design modular components that enabled the detection of a low-threshold, a high threshold,
and a means of integrating the two thresholds. In their configuration LuxR, an acylhomoserine lactone (AHL)-dependent transcriptional activator, was used to drive expression
the cI repressor and a weakened form of the LacI repressor (LacIM1). The cI repressor was
coupled to a further regulatory cascade which repressed the expression of wild-type LacI.
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Both the weakened and wild-type LacI repressed expression, to a different extent, of a GFP
reporter. At low AHL concentrations, LuxR was not active such that only basal levels of both
LacIM1 and cI repressors were produced. The absence of cI ensured that wild-type LacI was
fully expressed which consequently repressed GFP expression. At high AHL concentrations,
the LuxR activator drove both high LacIM1 and cI expression. The presence of cI ensured
that wild-type LacI was completely repressed. However, as sufficiently high concentrations
of LacIM1 were expressed, GFP expression remained nonetheless repressed. It was only at
intermediate concentrations of AHL that a balance was reached between sufficiently low
expression of LacIM1 to prevent LacIM1-mediated repression of PLac, and sufficiently high
expression of cI to prevent LacI expression and consequent LacI-mediated repression of
PLac.

At this point insufficient repression from either LacI repressor resulted in GFP

expression (Basu et al. 2005).
Whilst prototype studies have been predominantly conducted using prokaryotic systems, the
development of inter-operable gene regulation systems in higher organisms has enabled the
successful application of these efforts to mammalian systems.

In addition to providing

validation of underlying theories of natural phenomena, these applications pave the way for a
future generation of biomedical gene-control technology in which gene expression is finely
controlled spatially and temporally through an array of sophisticated synthetic gene control
modalities. In a step-change to standard gradiated on or off gene control systems (such as the
widely popular Tet system (Gossen and Bujard 1992), successfully demonstrated applications
within a mammalian context include toggle and hysteretic switches (Kramer and Fussenegger
2005; Kramer et al. 2004b), multi-input logic sensors (Kramer et al. 2004a; Rinaudo et al.
2007), time-delay circuits (Weber et al. 2007a; Weber et al. 2007b) and oscillatory networks
(Chilov and Fussenegger 2004; Tigges et al. 2009).
Employing the relatively well-characterized and inter-operable tetracycline- (Gossen and
Bujard 1992), macrolide- (Weber et al. 2002a), and streptrogramin- (Fussenegger et al. 2000)
gene regulation systems as building blocks, we report the rational design and characterization
of a synthetic gene network exhibiting band-pass processing and output properties. The
system utilizes the same topology as the prokaryotic system described above involving
multiple transcriptional control mechanisms including autoregulation, and double and triplelevel transcriptional cascades. By inter-changing elements of the network, and by fine-tuning
the quantity of interacting elements, we were able to optimize the network so that it could be
used to sense and respond to a stimuli gradient whereby gene expression was only evidenced
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at intermediate levels of stimuli. We regard the development of sophisticated gene networks,
such as the band-pass filter, and their successful application within high-order organisms as a
pre-requisite for future gene therapy strategies within which gene expression must be highly
controlled and tailorable.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of plasmid expression constructs used in this study.
Abbreviations: E, E. coli-derived repressor of the macrolide resistance gene mphA; EKRAB, macrolide-dependent transsilencer; ETR, operator sequence specific for E binding;
GFP, enhanced green fluorescence protein; KRAB, human kox-1 gene transcriptional
silencer; PETRON, macrolide-responsive ON-type promoters containing 8 ETR modules
downstream of PSV40 constitutive promoter; PhCMV, constitutive human cytomegalovirus
immediate early promoter; PhCMV*-1, tetracycline responsive promoter containing 7 TetO
modules upstream of PhCMVmin; PhCMVmin, minimal PhCMV; Pip, S. coelicolor-derived repressor
of the streptogramin resistance operon; Pip-KRAB, streptogramin-dependent transsilencer;
PIR, operator sequence specific for Pip binding; PPIRON, streptrogramin-responsive ON-type
promoter containing 3 PIR modules downstream of PSV40; PSV40, constitutive simian-40 virus
derived promoter with ESV40; SEAP, human placental secreted alkaline phosphatase;; TetO,
operator sequence specific for TetR binding; TetR, E. coli-derived repressor of the TN10
tetracycline resistance operon; tTA, tetracycline-dependent transactivator (TetR-VP16);
Ubv76, Proteasome targeting substrate; Ubv76-GFP, Ubv76 tagged GFP; VP16, Herpes simplex
virus-derived transcriptional activator.
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METHODS
Expression vector design and construction
The expression vectors used in this study are depicted in Figure 1. pDG178 (PhCMV*-1-tTApA), in which the tetracycline-dependent transactivator tTA is expressed in an autoregulatory
manner from a tTA-inducible promoter (PhCMV*-1), has been previously described (Greber et
al. 2008). pDG200 (PhCMV*-1-E-KRAB-pA), engineered for PhCMV*-1-driven expression of the
erythromycin-dependent transrepressor E-KRAB;
pDG202 (PhCMV*-1-Pip-pA), engineered for similarly driven expression of the pristinamycindependent transrepressor Pip; and pDG205 (PhCMV*-1-Pip-KRAB-pA), encoding the
pristinamycin-dependent transrepressor Pip-KRAB again under PhCMV*-1-driven expression
control, were constructed by replacing PSV40 of pWW43 (PSV40-E-KRAB-pA)(Weber et al.
2002a), PhCMV of pMF150 (PhCMV-Pip-pA)(Fussenegger et al. 2000), and PSV40 of pMF207
(PSV40-Pip-KRAB-pA)(Fussenegger et al. 2000), respectively, with PhCMV*-1 from pMF111
(PhCMV*-1-SEAP-pA)(Fussenegger et al. 1997a) using SspI/EcoRI. pDG218 (PhCMV*-1-E-pA),
in which the erythromycin-dependent transrepressor E is expressed from PhCMV*-1, was created
by PCR amplification of E from pWW29 (PhCMV-E-pA)(Weber et al. 2002a) using primers
OWW18 (TACGAATTCCCACCATGCCCCGCCCCAAGCTCAA; EcoRI site underlined)
and

ODG68

(CGTCCGCGTACAGCCGCGCGCAATAAGCTTGGGAT;

HindIII

site

underlined) primers, followed by EcoRI/HindIII restriction and cloning into similarly digested
pSAM203 (PhCMV*-1-tTA-IRES-IRES-pA)(Fussenegger et al. 1997b) to replace tTA-IRESIRES.

pDG237 (PPIRON-E-pA), encoding E under control of the Pip- or Pip-KRAB-

repressible promoter (PPIRON), was created by excising PhCMV*-1 from pDG218 and replacing
it with PPIRON excised from pTRIDENT11 (PPIRON-IRES-IRES-IRES)(Moser et al. 2000)
using SspI/EcoRI. pDG238 (PETRON-Pip) encoding Pip under PETRON expression control
was created by excising PhCMV*-1 and replacing it with PETRON excised from pWW72
(PETRON-MCS)(Weber et al. 2002b) using SspI/EcoRI.

pBP62 (PPIRON-E-KRAB-

pA)(Kramer et al. 2004b), and pWW56 (PETRON-SEAP-pA)(Weber et al. 2002a) encoding
SEAP under control of the E- or E-KRAB-repressible promoter PETRON, have been
previously described. Similarly pBP92 (PETRON-Pip-KRAB-pA)(Kramer et al. 2004b), and
pMF208 (PPIRON-SEAP-pA)(Fussenegger et al. 2000), have been previously described.
pND9 (PETRON-Ubv76-GFP-pA) (Tigges et al. Submitted) encodes a Ubv76 destabilized variant
of GFP under PETRON expression control.

pDG295 (PhCMV*-1-Ubv76-GFP-pA) was

constructed by excising Pip from pDG202 with EcoRI/NotI and replacing it with Ubv76-GFP
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excised from EcoRI (partial)/NotI digested pND9.

pLEGFP-N1 (PhCMV-GFP-pA) and

pSEAP2-Control (PSV40-SEAP-pA) in which GFP and SEAP, respectively, are constitutively
expressed were commercially sourced (Clontech).

Cell culture, transfection and construction of stable cell lines
The monoclonal Chinese hamster ovary cell line (CHO-K1, ATCC CCL 61) derivative,
CHOtTA, was cultivated in ChoMaster® HTS (Cell Culture Technologies, Gravesano
Switzerland) supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum (FCS; Pan Biotech GmbH, Aidenbach
Germany, Cat. No. 3302-P231902, Lot No. P231902), and 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin
solution (Sigma, St Louis USA, Cat. No. P4458).

Cells were always cultivated in a

humidified 5% CO2, 37°C incubator. CHOtTA, containing pDG178 (PhCMV*-1-tTA-pA) was
created by co-transfecting pDG178 and pPUR (PSV40-Puror-pA; Clontech) in a 15:1 ratio into
wild-type CHO-K1 followed by a 2 week cultivation in puromycin-containing media
(Calbiochem, Israel, Cat. No. 540411; final concentration 6g/ml).

Integration of the

pDG178 expression cassette and suitability of tetracycline induction kinetics, of single-cell
clones obtained by limiting dilution, was tested by transient co-transfection with pMF111
(PhCMV*-1-SEAP-pA) followed by tetracycline dose profiling of SEAP reporter gene
expression. Clone 27, exhibiting an induction ratio in excess of 100-fold, was selected for all
further work and designated CHOtTA. Transfection of plasmid DNA expression vectors was
performed using FuGENE6 transfection reagent (Roche, Mannheim Germany, Cat. No.
11814443001) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

The regulating antibiotics

tetracycline (Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis USA, Cat. No. T3383), pristinamycin 1 (SanofiAventis Inc., Pyostacin, Zurich Switzerland), and erythromycin (Fluka, Buchs Switzerland)
were prepared as previously described stock solutions (Greber et al. 2007).
For experiments involving agarose gel overlays CHO cells were initially cultivated, seeded
and transfected as described above. Six hours post-transfection, media was withdrawn and
substituted with freshly prepared media containing 2% low melt agarose (PeqGold, Erlangen
Switzerland, Cat. No. 35-2010), that was prepared according to the manufacturer's
instructions. A tetracycline concentration gradient was subsequently established by pipetting
tetracycline stock solution onto 6.5mm blank absorbent discs (Mast Group, Merseyside UK,
Cat. No. BD0638W) that were placed on top of the set agarose.
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Quantification of reporter gene expression
Production of human placental-secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) was quantified using a
p-nitrophenylphosphate-based light absorbance kinetic assay as previously described (Berger
et al. 1988; Schlatter et al. 2002) with results expressed in units per liter (U/L). Fluorescence
microscopy of green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression was performed using an inverted
fluorescence microscope (Leica Microsystems DMI 6000B, 11888107) equipped with a
DFC350FX R2 digital camera (Leica, Cat. No: 112730043), a 10x objective (Leica, Obj. HC
PL FL 10x/0.30 PH1 -/D 11.0, Cat. No. 11506507) and an excitation/emission filter set for
488/509nm (B/G/R, Cat. No. 11513886). Adjoining images were assembled into larger
mosaic strips, enabling a complete view across the diameter of a single well of a 6 well plate,
using LAS AF imaging software (Leica FW4000-TZ, Cat. No. 12723979).

Modeling
Model equations were solved using the simulation program Berkeley Madonna
(www.berkeleymadonna.com). Machine implementable versions of the equations used in this
study can be accessed at http.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rational design of a band-pass network
To design a network capable of responding to an inducer within a given concentration range,
it is necessary to engineer modular components that enable the detection of a "low-threshold"
(point at which target gene expression is triggered), a "high-threshold" (point at which
expression is muted), and of course a means of integrating the two detection thresholds. A
generic synthetic biologic circuit, involving multiply linked trans-activator and -repressor
control systems, was designed to reflect this functional criteria.
A constitutively expressed transactivator (TA), which triggers PTA-driven expression of a
gene product in response to a small molecule inducer (Ab), was selected as the common
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Figure 2: Schematic of differing genetic configurations with expected response profiles to
varying inducer (Ab) concentrations. In a standard gradated configuration (A) expression of
the gene of interest (GOI) is directly under PTA control which is influenced, in an inducerdependant manner, by the activity and binding-affinity levels of its cognate transactivator
(TA). Within the single cascade configuration (B), PTA is used drive expression of a repressor
(TR) that prevents GOI expression from a TR-dependant PTR promoter. In the absence of TR,
as occurs during induce presence, PTR–driven expression is enabled, thereby inverting the
standard gradated signal. The double cascade configuration (C) is similar but involves the
serial insertion of an additional repressor and repressor-dependant promoter downstream of
the first repressor. Double inversion of the inducer signal results in a response profile with
similar shape but shifted response mid-point to the original gradated signal. The band-pass
(D) configuration simply represents the combination of the single and double-cascade
configurations in which the end repressor of both cascades are cognate for the same GOIdriving promoter.
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"input sensing" point of the system. In a typical gradated configuration, whereby a gene of
interest (GOI) is placed immediately downstream of PTA, increasing Ab concentrations
progressively switches GOI expression off. (Fig 2A). To create a signal inverting function,
and thereby create the low-threshold sensing module, a transrepressor (TR1) was substituted
under PTA-control. TR1 then represses PTR1/3-driven expression of the GOI. At low Ab
concentrations, TA drives TR1 expression which represses GOI expression. Conversely at
high Ab concentrations, TR1 expression is inactivated, the absence of which results in GOI
expression (Fig 2B). The high-threshold sensing module was created by placing an additional
transrepressor (TR2) under PTA-control, which represses PTR2-driven expression of a third
transrepressor (TR3). TR3 also controls PTR1/3-driven expression, but with differing efficacy
than TR1. The high-threshold module involves a double cascade of two inverting functions
thereby providing a mechanism for switching off gene expression in response to elevated Ab
levels (Fig 2C).
Placed together the two modules create a network in which GOI expression is repressed at
low Ab concentrations, through TR1 expression, and also at high Ab concentrations, through
TR3 expression. The key to switching on gene expression, and creating a functional bandpass, is to separate the Ab boundaries at which the low- and high-threshold sensing modules
operate. By doing so it is possible, at an intermediate Ab concentration, to reach a balance
between sufficiently low expression of TR1, to prevent TR1-mediated repression of PTR1/3, and
sufficiently high expression of TR2 to prevent TR3 expression, and consequent TR3-mediated
repression of PTR1/3 (Fig 2D). The key parameters that impact whether the system will exhibit
band-pass properties are the relative activities of the interacting components.

Qualitative model
To conduct a qualitative analysis of this circuit topology we derived a dimension-less
mathematical model to simulate concentrations and interactions between the various modular
elements.
Constitutive expression of the common "input sensing" TA can be simply described, (PCON
and DegTA describe production and degradation rate respectively) and is expected to rapidly
reach steady state concentrations once the degradation rate equals the production rate
(d(DT)/dt=0) (Eq. 1)
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d (TA)
 PCON  DegTA * TA
dt

(1)

The impact of TA upon subsequent events is determined by the degree to which TA is
activated (TAa) which is a function of the "input" [Ab] concentration, and KAB which
represents the inverse concentration at which 50% of TA molecules are in their activated
conformation (Eq. 2).
  K AB *  Ab   
TAa  TA *  1  

  1   K AB *  Ab   

 

(2)

PTA-driven expression of TR1 (Eq. 3) and TR2 (Eq. 4) follows TA-based Monod kinetics
(Kramer et al. 2004b) which is dependant upon i) PTA maximum velocity (PTA), ii) basal, or
leaky expression in the absence of TA, of PTA (1/a), iii) the relative concentration of TAa
whose affect is described by the Hill-coefficient term, in which the exponent 2 reflects cooperating binding of TA dimers to their palindromic binding sites with KTA describing the
inverse TAa concentration at which PTA reaches 50% of maximum velocity. Degradation
rates for TR1 and TR2 are described by DegTR1 and DegTR2 respectively.
2
1
KTA *[TAa ] 

d (TR1 )
 PTA *  
  DegTR1 * TR1
 a 1   KTA *[TAa]2 
dt



(3)

2
1
KTA *[TAa] 

d (TR2 )
 PTA *  
  DegTR 2 * TR2
 a 1   KTA *[TAa]2 
dt



(4)

PTR-driven expression of either the downstream repressor TR3 (Eq. 5) or GOI (Eqs. 6 & 7)
follows TR-based expression kinetics (Kramer et al. 2004b) and is dependant upon i) the
maximum velocity of PTR1-3, ii) leaky expression of PTR1-3 (1/r1-3), and iii) the relative
concentration of TR1-3 whose affect is described by the Hill-coefficient term, in which the
exponent 4 again reflects cooperative binding of TR, and KR1-3, which describes the inverse
TR1-3 concentrations at which PTR1-3 reaches 50% of maximum velocity, respectively (Rossi et
al. 2000). To differentiate between GOI expression driven by the low- and high-threshold
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modules, and to enable manipulation of their interacting components, separate equations were
described for each (GOIL – Eq 6; GOIH – Eq 7).
 1    K * TR 2 4   
d (TR3 )
R2
 PTR 2 *   1  
    DegTR 3 * TR3

dt
 r2   1   K R 2 * TR 2 4   




(5)

 1    K * TR14   
d (GOI L )
R1
 PTR1 *   1  
    DegGOI * GOI L
4



dt
 r1
1
1
*
K
TR



R1

 


(6)

 1    K * TR 3 4   
d (GOI H )
R3
 PTR 3 *   1  
    DegGOI * GOI H
dt
 r3   1   K R 3 * TR 3 4   




(7)

Total GOI expression was provided by aggregating GOIL and GOIH (Eq. 8)
GOI  GOI L  GOI H

(8)

For numerical analysis of Equations 1-8, experimentally determined constraints were used
where possible to specify parameters.

Promoter strengths (PCON, PTA, and PTR1-3) were

arbitrarily initially set at 10. Degradation rates (DegTA, DegTR1-3, and DegGOI) were set to 10-4
of the relevant expression-controlling promoter (Kramer and Fussenegger 2005). Leakiness
terms (a, and r1-3) were initially set at 32 consistent with the typical observed leakiness of
mammalian gene expression systems (Malphettes and Fussenegger 2006).

Given the

promoter and degradation assumptions the Michaelis-Menton constants (KTA, and KTR1-3)
were initially set at 10-3 (Kramer and Fussenegger 2005). Finally, KAB was arbitrarily set at
0.02.
Initial simulations focused upon understanding the relative sensitivity of the first downstream
expression product, TR1, to changes in a, PTA and KTA constants (Fig 3A-C). Whereas,
changes in leakiness impacted residual and maximal gene expression by a fixed amount,
thereby significantly impacting induction characteristics, changes in promoter strength altered
both residual and maximal gene expression proportionately thereby only influencing the
quantum of gene product produced and not the induction window. In terms of parameters
impacting dose-response characteristics the KTA parameter was clearly the most critical.
Increasing the activation threshold of TTa for its cognate promoter, PTA, by decreasing the
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response mid-point of the cognate promoter (i.e. decreasing K constant), shifted the induction
threshold to the left (i.e. decreasing [Ab] threshold). Conversely, decreasing the activation
threshold (i.e. increasing K constant) had the opposite effect and shifted the induction
threshold to the right. These initial simulations suggested that one could optimize detection
thresholds for low and high-detection componentry by altering K constants.

Further

simulations on GOI expression driven by the low- and high-threshold detecting components
corroborated this hypothesis (Fig 3D-E) whilst providing important constraints regarding the
requirement for downstream K constants to possess an appropriate response mid-point (i.e.
not lower than K=0.001), with the relative response mid-point of the upstream K constant
determining the threshold shift. Selection of downstream K constants without the appropriate
response mid-point negatively impacted the functionality of the respective threshold detection
system. Finally simulations with K constants selected to separate detection thresholds for the
low- and high-detection componentry resulted in functional band-detection networks (Fig 3F).
Time-course analysis indicated that the appearance of band detection characteristics would
not be immediate, but would be a function of the delay due to the transcriptional cascades
inherent to both the low- and high-threshold detection componentry, with the longer delay
occurring for the high-threshold (Fig 3G-H).
Taken together these simulations indicated that the emergence of band-pass characteristics
would be highly dependant upon fine-tuning of the various cascade elements. Significant
factors include: 1) the importance of a tight induction ranges, and minimal leakiness, for all
systems within the cascade. While leakiness interferes with network performance at any stage
of the cascade, this is most critical for upstream components as any leakiness there cannot be
"recovered" through subsequent tighter downstream components.

2) Relative promoter

strengths are notionally important, but given changes in promoter strength impact both
residual and maximal expression equally this is less critical than changes in other parameters.
3) The concentration of regulator at which the respective cognate promoter is activated
(designated by Michaelis-Menton constants) is critical in determining the inducer
concentration range within which the specified system responds. Significantly, these
simulations suggested that changes in the relative response mid-points of gene control
systems could be exploited to create low- and high-threshold detecting modules that operated
at differing inducer concentrations; a necessary pre-condition for the formation of viable
band-detection networks.
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Figure 3: In silico analysis of the synthetic band detection componentry. In each case dose
response profiles in response to varying concentrations of inducer antibiotic ([Ab]) were
modeled using parameters described in results section. Impact of changes in PTA leakiness
(input a) (A), PTA promoter strength (B), and the Michaelis-Menten constant KTA (C), on
expression read-out of the first downstream repressor TR1.
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Figure 3 Cont’d: (D) Impact of differing ratios of the Michaelis-Menten constants, KTA and
KTR1, on GOI expression from the low-threshold detection componentry (GOI (Low)). (E)
Impact of differing ratios of the Michaelis-Menten constants, KTA, KTR2, and KTR3,on GOI
expression from the high-threshold detection componentry (GOI (High)).
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Figure 3 Cont’d: (F) Kinetic evolution of band-pass network driven expression of GOI
(Total) at differing time points (arbitrary time units) in which parameters for low (KTA=
0.0001;KTR1=0.001)- and high-threshold componentry (KTA,KTR2,KTR3=0.001) have been
selected for optimal performance. (G-H) Kinetic evolution of low- (G) and high- (H)
threshold detection componentry at differing time points (arbitrary time units) using the same
optimized parameters..
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Moreover, by tailoring response mid-points for both low and high threshold componentry it
would be possible to fine-tune the response range of the system both in terms of the “range”
over which the system responds as well as the exact concentration at which it produces
maximal expression.

In vivo implementation of band-pass network in CHO cells

Recent advances in the development of inter-operable mammalian gene control systems
provide the opportunity to test the above mathematical predictions by linking together
different systems that possess differing regulation characteristics (Weber and Fussenegger
2006). To construct a mammalian band-pass network the tTA (Gossen and Bujard 1992), EON (Weber et al. 2002a) and Pip-ON (Fussenegger et al. 2000) heterologous gene control
systems were selected. Tetracycline-sensitive tTA was selected as the "input" sensing point
of the system which controlled expression, via a tTA responsive promoter (PhCMV*-1), of either
the macrolide-dependent transrepressor E or streptogramin-dependent transrepressor Pip.
Expression plasmids were selected in which the repressor could be expressed in its nascent
form (E; pDG218, Pip; pDG202) or conjugated to a KRAB transcription silencing domain (EKRAB; pDG200, Pip-KRAB, pDG205). For the low-threshold sensing module, the system's
output was monitored via reporter gene expression (SEAP) which was placed under
expression control of the respective PETRON or PPIRON promoters (pWW56 and pMF208
respectively). The high-threshold detection module was created by introducing a serially
linked secondary repressor into one of the low-threshold sensing modules to create a 2-step
cascade. For this purpose the secondary repressor (either E, E-KRAB, Pip, or Pip-KRAB)
was placed under expression control of the respective PPIRON or PETRON promoter (pDG237,
pBP62 and pDG238, pBP92 respectively).
Given the model requirements for a tightly controlled, but relatively wide induction window
for the "input sensing" tTA module, a stable cell line expressing tTA in an autoregulated
manner from its own cognate PhCMV*-1-driven promoter (CHOtTA containing pDG178) was
constructed. While the use of an autoregulated construct reduced maximal gene expression, it
significantly reduced "leakiness" thereby increasing the effective induction range
(Fussenegger et al. 1997b). It additionally minimized the influence of extraneous noise on the
system (Becskei and Serrano 2000). Transient transfections of CHOtTA with a PhCMV*-1-driven
SEAP reporter gene (pMF111) confirmed an induction range in excess of 100-fold. ON to
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Figure 4: Tetracycline (Tet) dose response profile of CHOtTA (PhCMV*-1-tTA) transiently
transfected with pMF111 (PhCMV*-1-SEAP-pA).

OFF gene expression was mediated most significantly between tetracycline (Tet)
concentrations of 10 and 50 ug/ml (Fig 4). Initial experiments to construct the band-pass
network focused on determining the relative differences in reporter gene expression levels for
different combinations of repressors (E, E-KRAB, Pip and Pip-KRAB) for both the low- and
high-threshold detection components (Fig 5). Differences in the inherent ability of E and Pip
to repress expression from their cognate promoters (PETRON and PPIRON respectively) were
reflected in the differing induction characteristics of the various low-threshold configurations
(Fig 5A). In both its native form, and when fused with the KRAB transcriptional silencer
domain, Pip was a stronger repressor than E, as evident by comparing SEAP expression in the
absence of Tet. However, this was also reflected in lower maximal expression levels, which
occurred in the presence of Tet, which were caused by residual repression of the respective
repressor from their PhCMV*-1-driven promoters. Coupling each repressor with the KRAB
domain significantly exacerbated this affect (Fussenegger et al. 2000; Weber et al. 2002a).
Taken together
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the E-KRAB and native Pip utilizing configurations provided the greatest dynamic induction
range.

Accordingly, these configurations were further used to determine the optimal

configuration for the high-threshold componentry.
Two sets of high-threshold configurations were tested for each of E-KRAB and native Pip. In
the first set, PhCMV*-1-driven E-KRAB (pDG200) was linked to PETRON-driven expression of
either Pip (pDG238) or Pip-KRAB (pBP92), with final read-out provided by PPIRON-driven
SEAP expression (pMF208). In the second set, PhCMV*-1-driven Pip (pDG202) was linked to
PPIRON-driven expression of either E (pDG237) or E-KRAB (pBP62), with corresponding
final read-out provided by PETRON-driven SEAP expression (pWW56).

Of these

configurations, only the second set, with native Pip as intermediary repressor, resulted in
directionally correct readout for a double inversion function in which SEAP expression was
reduced in the presence of Tet (Fig 5B). Of these, the Pip to E-KRAB cascade resulted in the
greatest fold decrease, compared to the configuration utilizing E as the secondary repressor.
Significantly these configurations either did not exhibit the double inversion function (EKRAB to Pip cascade), or resulted in non-expression irrespective of Tet presence (E-KRAB
to Pip-KRAB cascade). These results are consistent with model predictions in which a double
inversion is dependant upon the strength of the intermediary repressor (TR2) relative to the
secondary repressor (TR3) (see also Fig 3E).

Critically, an intermediary repressor that

represses too tightly will not result in inversion of the input signal as the resulting K constants
for the respective systems would not be sufficiently far apart.
Based on these initial componentry observations a putative bandpass network was tested by
utilizing E-KRAB as the low threshold TR1 repressor, and Pip and E-KRAB as the TR2 and
TR3 high threshold repressors respectively (Fig 6A). In this arrangement, the final repressors
of each threshold (TR1 and TR3) operated on the same cognate promoter (PETRON) to drive
SEAP expression.

Expression profiling across a Tet concentration gradient revealed an

expression read-out in which SEAP expression was repressed at Tet concentrations below
25ng/ml; and again at concentrations above 250ng/ml indicating that the low and high
threshold componentry were inter-operable (Fig 6B).

Significantly, at intermediate

concentrations SEAP expression increased to levels that were approximately 5- and 2-fold
greater than at the respective lower and upper Tet concentration ranges. Override of both the
low and high component thresholds, through the addition of the E-KRAB responsive inducer
erythromycin, resulted in SEAP expression of 8.49 U/L (±1.36U/L) which was 2-fold higher
than the maximum observed band-pass.
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Figure 6: (A) Schematic depiction of bandpass network including both low- and highthreshold componentry. (B) Tetracycline (Tet) dose response profile of CHOtTA transiently
transfected with bandpass network componentry pDG200, pDG202, pBP62 and pWW56.
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This suggests some degree of repression, from either the low or high componentry, was in
existence across the entire Tet concentration range with the observed positive band-pass
expression pattern reflecting the existence of an intermediate Tet concentration range in
which the low threshold componentry depression was not completely offset by activated
repression of the high-threshold componentry.

Network optimization of band-pass characteristics

As both low and high componentry characteristics, and the resulting band-pass network, are
dependant upon the relative repression characteristics of the underlying components, we
sought to further optimize the band-pass network by altering plasmid ratios during
transfection. Decreasing the relative expression level of E-KRAB within the low-threshold
componentry (by reducing pDG200 during transfections) resulted in an increase in derepressed maximal SEAP expression with a relatively lower increase in fully repressed SEAP
expression (Fig 7A). This was manifested most when the ratio of SEAP reporter plasmid
(pWW56) to E-KRAB expressing plasmid (pDG200) reached 5 to 1 at which point maximal
expression had increased 81% with only a 41% increase in residual expression (resulting in a
differential expression of 11 fold). Beyond this ratio, maximal SEAP expression did not
significantly increase while repressed SEAP expression did, thus indicating that at higher than
5:1 ratios E-KRAB was present in insufficient quantity to effectively repress PETRON-driven
SEAP expression.
Similar experiments performed on the high-threshold componentry revealed that the dynamic
expression range could also be expanded by reducing upstream components on the double
repressor cascade (Pip and E-KRAB) (Fig 7B). An optimal expression range was evidenced
at a PETRON-SEAP to PPIRON-E-KRAB to PhCMV*-1-Pip ratio of 4:2:1. In a final optimization
step, the optimized low-and high-threshold components were combined in differing ratios to
test which produced the most robust band-pass functionality (Fig 7C).

Of the three

combinations tested the 1:1 combination produced the most balanced band-pass functionality
with peak SEAP expression of 8.7U/L (± 0.6U/L) at 50ng/ml which was 6- and 4-fold higher
than SEAP expression at low (0) and high (1000ng/ml) Tet concentrations respectively. The
other two
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Figure 7: Ratio optimization of bandpass components and network. (A) Low-threshold
performance assessed by varying target gene controlling E-KRAB (pDG200; PhCMV*-1-EKRAB) plasmid concentration while maintaining target gene encoding plasmid (pWW56;
PETRON-SEAP) at fixed concentration. (B) High-threshold performance assessed by varying
PPIRON controlling Pip (pDG202; PhCMV*-1-Pip), and target gene controlling E-KRAB
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combinations also produced band-pass functionality but with expression profiles that reflected
the relative concentration difference of each threshold component.

Thus a higher

concentration of low-threshold components produced an expression profile in which SEAP
repression was effective at low Tet concentrations but less so at high Tet concentrations. The
opposite occurred when high-threshold components were expressed at relatively higher
concentrations. Differences in the Tet concentration at which peak SEAP expression occurred
were also evident between the different combinations with stronger low-threshold
componentry drawing the peak lower and vice versa for stronger high-threshold componentry.
The ability to alter the “sensing” capability of the system to either expands its dynamic range
or move its maximal sensing point suggests that the system is amenable to being “tuned” to
differing input concentrations.

Kinetic evolution of band-pass functionality

The existence of an intermediate Tet concentration range, in which the low-threshold
componentry depression was not completely offset by activated repression of the highthreshold componentry, could only occur if de-repression of the low threshold componentry
occurred at a faster rate or lower Tet concentration than activated repression of the highthreshold componentry. To further explore the underlying dynamic driving this outcome, a
kinetic study of the optimized bandpass network was performed (Fig 8). Expression profiling
revealed differences in the Tet concentration range within which expression switching
occurred. Whereas induction from the low-threshold componentry occurred consistently
around 50ng/ml Tet (Fig 8A), effective repression from the high-threshold componentry
occurred at lower Tet concentrations earlier during the timecourse compared to later in the
timecourse (Fig 8B). A similar shift was observed for the bandpass network (Fig 8C) in
which positive bandpass behavior only became observable from 24 hours onwards. However,
at this time point, the band peak was manifested at a lower Tet concentration (50ng/ml)
compared to 36 hours and beyond where it stabilized at around 100ng/ml. This is consistent
with modeling predictions due to the "lag" time inherent to the double level high-threshold
cascade being longer than that of the single level low-threshold cascade (Fig 3G-H).
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Figure 8: Kinetic study of target gene expression at 15, 26, 39 and 48 hours post-transfection
of optimized low-threshold (A), high-threshold (B) and band pass network (C) components.
Dose response profile at varying tetracycline (Tet) concentrations depicted.
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Spatio-Temporal Band Formation in CHO Cells

We next sought to assess whether the optimized bandpass network could respond to a mock
"morphogen-like" gradient to produce a differentiation-like pattern across a layer of CHO
cells (Fig 9). In an adaptation of the Kirby-Bauer Disc Diffusion Methodology, a uniform
transfected layer of CHO cells were exposed to a tetracycline concentration gradient which
was established by cultivating the cell layer in solidified culture media, and allowing known
aliquots of tetracycline to diffuse through the solid media (In von Recum, 1999). Using an
Ubv76 destabilized variant of GFP as the target reporter gene it was possible to discern
differences in expression levels, for both standard gradated gene control (Fig 9D) and for the
low and high thresholds and for the complete band-pass network, in response to physical
cellular position along the concentration gradient (Fig 9E-H). Significantly, by altering the
concentration of tetracycline initially applied, and therefore changing the strength of the
concentration gradient, it was possible observe differences in band formation position
therefore indicating that the network was capable of detecting a specific inducer concentration
within a gradient. Identical experiments using native GFP also produced similar patterns
although these were less discernible from background GFP expression levels (data not
shown). Given the shorter half-life of Ubv76 destabilized GFP, we suggest that it more
accurately reflects the expression status of a cell at any given point along the concentration
gradient thereby producing a more discernable pattern from background expression levels.
In this study, we have designed a synthetic gene network that is capable of detecting
intermediate concentrations of a stimulus molecule. The system utilized multiple well-known
transcriptional control modalities which were selected and optimized in their interaction with
one another to produce the requisite band-pass characteristics. By engineering a mammalian
genetic circuitry that is capable of sensing a specific concentration within a morphogen
gradient we have emulated a mechanism that serves as a pre-condition for positionalspecification and subsequent organized pattern formation. We see the design of this and
similar systems as critical steps towards creating designer cells and tissues that will ultimately
foster advances in next-generation therapeutic and bioprocessing applications.
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Figure 9: (A) Schematic depiction of experimental set-up for band-pass pattern formation
across a "morphogen-like" concentration gradient. Agarose containing media was laid over
transfected CHOtTA cells with a tetracycline concentration gradient established via diffusion
of tetracycline from a central absorbent disc. Target gene expression was assessed 48 hours
post-transfection. (B) Phase-contrast and (C) fluorescence microscopy mosaic images of
CHOtTA cells transfected with constitutively expressed GFP (pLEGFP-NI). (D) CHOtTA cells
transfected with tTA-driven expression of GFP (pDG295; PhCMV*-1-Ubv76-GFP). Expression
profiling of CHOtTA transfected with low-threshold (E; pDG200; PhCMV*-1-E-KRAB and
pND9; PETRON- Ubv76-GFP), high-threshold (F; pDG202; PhCMV*-1-Pip; pBP62; PPIRON-EKRAB and pND9; PETRON- Ubv76-GFP) and complete band-pass componentry (G and H;
pDG200; PhCMV*-1-E-KRAB, pDG202; PhCMV*-1-Pip; pBP62; PPIRON-E-KRAB and pND9;
PETRON- Ubv76-GFP) at low (5ug; E, F, and G) and high (50ug; H) tetracycline starting
concentrations.
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Conclusion
Synthetic biology is a multi-disciplinary field that brings together biologists and engineers to
design and create novel biomolecular components, networks and pathways. By doing so
organisms can be re-programed to sense and respond to stimuli in carefully orchestrated ways.
The rapid accumulation of genetic information, together with advances in molecular
manipulation techniques, have opened new possibilities for the field to advance.
Within the context of this expanding field, this thesis had two broad goals. First, to engineer
genetic manipulation tools that utilized RNA interference mechanisms to expand upon and
improve existing mammalian gene control technologies. Using RNAi this was achieved by i)
designing and constructing molecular tools that enabled the concomitant expression and
silencing of multiple genes off a single compact platform, and ii) developing gene-expression
control systems and toggle networks that exhibited much improved control properties.
Secondly, this thesis sought to create the first synthetic mammalian gene transcriptional
network capable of switching on or off gene expression within a defined window (i.e. a bandpass) of inducer concentrations. By altering the modular components of the network and
changing their interaction it was possible to observe differing network behaviours that were
consistent with semi-quantitative modelling predictions.
Taken together with other research in the field, this thesis further supports the notion that it
has become increasingly possible to assemble higher-order networks that possess processing
dynamics as complex as electronic circuits. In a sense the field is rapidly entering the
biological equivalent of the electrical engineering revolution that occurred more than 70 years
ago. However most importantly, the de novo engineering of genetic circuits, biological
modules and synthetic pathways is now moving from lab bench towards addressing practical
and clinical related applications. It is not difficult to envisage that in the near future basic
transgene control systems and refined networks could be used for gene therapy applications.
Examples include substituting single-gene defects by trigger-inducible expression of
complementary transgenes (Weber and Fussenegger, 2004), enabling controllable expansion
of hematopoietic cell populations in vivo (Jin et al, 2000), and programming attenuated
bacteria to search, invade, and destroy cancer cells (Anderson et al, 2006). By way of further
illustration, it has also been recently demonstrated that a synthetically created gene network
can be used to control a complex disease phenotype like diet-induced obesity in mice (Dean et
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al, 2009). In this case the use of a synthetic multi-enzyme glyoxalate shunt effectively served
to protect mice that were placed on a high-fat diet.
Perhaps most exciting is the possibility that synthetic mammalian circuits might one day
function as prosthetic networks that could be programmed to sense and quantify diseaseassociated metabolites and produce an accordingly adjusted therapeutic response. These
prosthetic networks would be able to prevent or even reverse disease development in an
automatic and seamless, but tunable manner. If implemented within the early stages of a
disease state, the full disease progression could be ameliorated. However, even if utilized
later during a disease state, a prosthetic network could help to reduce the number of on-going
interventions necessary to treat a disease state thereby reducing medical treatment burdens on
individuals and society.
Allowing oneself to dream, it could be possible that within a decade the use of prosthetic
networks or devices for the treatment of metabolic disorders could become as common as
artificial replacements and tissue transplants are today. To achieve this dream it will be
necessary to rely on more sophisticated tools that enable multiple interventions, far greater
input control and output sensitivity, and novel forms of network behaviour. This thesis has
described the creation of several such tools and networks that have taken us a step closer
towards this dream.
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